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AND ADOLESCENT GIRLHOOD IN MIDCENTURY AMERICAN FILM
Sexual delinquency marked midcentury cinematic representations of adolescent girls in
1940s, 50, and early 60s. Drawing from the history of adolescence and the context of
midcentury female juvenile delinquency, I argue that studios and teen girl stars
struggled for decades with publicity, censorship, and social expectations regarding the
sexual license of teenage girls. Until the late 1950s, exploitation films and B movies
exploited teen sex and pregnancy while mainstream Hollywood ignored those issues,
struggling to promote teen girl stars by tightly controlling their private lives but
depriving fan magazines of the gossip and scandals that normally fueled the machinery
of stardom. The emergence and image of the postwar, sexually autonomous teen girl
finally began to see expression in mainstream melodramas of the late 50s, and teen girl
stars such as Sandra Dee and Natalie Wood created new, “post-delinquent” star images
wherein “good girls” could still be sexually experienced. This new image was a
significant departure from the widespread belief that the sexually active teen girl was a
fundamentally delinquent threat to the nuclear family, and offered a liberal
counterpoint to more conservative teen girl prototypes like Hayley Mills, which
continued to have cultural currency.
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Chapter One: Introduction
“In her relations with her parents she often seems like a typical teenager.
Her mother frequently waits up for her to get in at night and, on a date, when
the evening begins to wane, Natalie glances frequently at her watch. “I don’t
like to worry my mother. She might be waiting up”…Natalie has been on dates,
during the past few years, with virtually every eligible male in Hollywood, young
or old…her mother has not always approved…nor has the studio. That has made
little difference to Natalie, who since a tender age has been living a life that is
almost exclusively her own…In many ways she is a rebel without a cause.”
(Gehman 92)
The teen girl film star was perfectly designed for intimacy between stars and
fans. Fans got to watch her grow up and follow her career progress from the time that
she was a child star. They followed her life primarily through fan magazines, which were
a major component of the machinery of stardom in the Hollywood studio era. These
widely read periodicals spread gossip and news of star scandals, relentlessly analyzed
and publicized a star’s romantic and family life, and sometimes even printed articles
“written” by a teen star to her fans. Natalie Wood’s early career circumstances bore
several similarities to other teen girl stars of midcentury Hollywood. She began her
acting career as a child, the pawn of a stereotypical “stage mom” who aggressively
marketed her to any producer whom she could get to take notice, and micromanaged
her personal life along with Wood’s studio boss Jack Warner (Wagner 105-107).
However, as Wood transitioned into adolescence, she purportedly became less easily
controlled and began to see her burgeoning career as a source of personal and
professional satisfaction rather than a means of pacifying her mother and supporting
her family (Wagner 102). When director Nicholas Ray began casting Rebel without a
Cause (1955), Wood allegedly strongly identified with the role of Judy, a neurotic
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teenage girl, arrested for prostitution, who rebels against her own family and forms a
“new” family composed of her friends (Wagner 103). At the same time, scandalous
rumors circulated about Wood on the Warner Brothers lot; the gossip was that she was
having an affair with Ray and with costars James Dean and Dennis Hopper during the
filming of Rebel because “…within the film itself was a recognition that the families we
make for ourselves are often far more meaningful than the families we are born
into…Nick, Jimmy, and Dennis Hopper formed a new family for Natalie (Wagner 104). 1
Rebel without a Cause would become the film most associated with juvenile
delinquency in the minds of Americans, and along with Blackboard Jungle (1955) would
famously usher in an era when Hollywood, desperate to seduce a new kind of audience
after families began to stay at home to watch television, keyed upon youth culture.
Rarely in fan magazines before her turn in Rebel without a Cause, Wood came to be a
fixture in them for years afterwards as a newly resurgent star. Like many teen girls in
midcentury America, however, Woods’s reputation as a female rebel immediately and
for several years thereafter branded her a delinquent.
As the quote that begins this introduction illustrates, Wood’steen star persona
mirrored her character Judy’s sexual neuroticism, in that fan magazines carefully
documented her many relationships and theorized that her inability to settle down was
linked to the lack of a father figure in her life. Like many teen girl stars, Wood would
move from relationship to relationship, in her case with the likes of Frank Sinatra, Nicky
Hilton, Jerry Brown, Steve McQueen, and others. According to Lambert, Wood also
became known for developing many identities: “simple teenage girl and animal lover
2

with her dogs, birds and toy leopards; dedicated artiste who places career above
romance; movie star hiding behind enormous dark glasses in her red Thunderbird; girlabout-town “romantically linked” by Hedda and Louella with almost every young actor
on the Warner lot…” (115). Studios also often cast her an ethnic “other,” in The
Searchers (1957) as white captive-turned-Indian squaw Debbie Edwards; half-Mexican
Maria-Christina Colton in The Burning Hills (1956), mulatto Monique Blair in Kings Go
Forth (1958); and Puerto Rican Maria in West Side Story (1961), and these types of roles
signified her “otherness” as a sexually delinquent teen. After Rebel and until her turn in
Splendor in the Grass six years later, it was difficult for Wood to be cast as the allAmerican, virginal girl next door.
I open this dissertation with a discussion of Natalie Wood because her
adolescent career spanned an important, transitional period in Hollywood’s
representation of the teen girl star. From the time of the inception of the teen girl star,
at MGM in the mid to late 1930s, to roughly 1957, adolescent girls in mainstream
Hollywood fare had a difficult time avoiding and escaping the specter of juvenile
delinquency. For complicated historical and social reasons, adolescent girls could not
really explore or even seem to be exploring their sexuality without being labled
delinquent, and teen girl stars were in the difficult position of having to maintain an
image of white, middle class virginity while at the same time exploiting their bodies
onscreen and off to a culture that was obsessed with their sexual and social
development. Wood’s early career instructs us as to the pitfalls and limitations of
delinquency in this pre-1957 era, which I label the “delinquent era” of teen girl stardom.
3

Her later revision of that delinquent image, at last successfully realized in 1961’s
Splendor in the Grass, also instructs us as to what a teen girl star looked like in what I
call the “post-delinquent era.” This new period, ushered into movie theaters by
groundbreaking films like Peyton Place (1957), A Summer Place (1959), and Susan Slade
(1961), allowed teen girl stars to explore their sexuality onscreen and in their offscreen
careers. Wood was able to contextualize her delinquent reputation as the product of a
culture that asked adolescent girls to be virgins but exploited their bodies at the same
time, to great profit. Furthermore, she and other teen girl stars like Sandra Dee had the
freedom to fashion star images that embraced sexual license while avoiding the “bad
girl” delinquent reputation. The ability to showcase one’s image in this way was new,
and a significant departure from the binaries of sexual innocence and experience that
typified popular reception of these stars in the delinquent era. In the delinquent era,
rebelliousness in boys was associated with violence and recklessness. When a girl
rebelled, she was neurotic and promiscuous, and a threat to the nuclear family. In Rebel
without a Cause, these disparities play out in characters of Jim Stark (Dean) and Judy.
Jim Stark struggles with authority; his father Frank’s (Jim Backus) passive, spineless
parenting; and his mother’s persistent nagging. Often arrested for drunkenness, violent
altercations with peers, or other crimes, Jim is an embarrassment to his parents, who
are middle class and want to preserve whatever respectability they have in the
community. Jim tries to shape a more assertive masculine identity as he battles a local
street gang. In the end, Frank overcomes his passivity and becomes the confident father
that his son needs him to be.2
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Wood’s character, Judy, was an early example of a female juvenile delinquent in
a mainstream Hollywood feature. Her delinquency was defined very differently in that
her crimes were sexual rather than violent, and she was punished for them in ways that
sometimes included arrest. Judy appears in Rebel without a Cause in its first scene, set
in a police station as the story’s three teenage protagonists – Jim, John Crawford (Sal
Mineo), and Judy – are interrogated regarding various crimes. We hear her voice first
and most coherently on the subject of dysfunctional fatherhood. As she talks to the
sergeant, we discover that she has run away from home because her father hates her,
considers her ugly, and calls her a “dirty tramp.” When she puts on lipstick, her father
grabs her face and rubs it off violently. The sergeant listens attentively but seems to
think that she’s been wandering the streets for “company” as a way to get back at her
father for “not being as close” with her as she’d like him to be. Ironically, he suspects
Judy of the same “crime” as her father does – promiscuity, even prostitution. Her red
dress suggests she is both erotic and dangerous; Judy is at once the subject of pathos as
maladjusted youth and the transgressive object of allure. Judy is visually upset when
she learns that her mother will pick her up rather than her father. Judy reacts
dramatically to this announcement, obviously disappointed, further suggesting that the
sergeant’s suspicions were correct: she has gotten in trouble only to attract her father’s
attention.
Judy typifies the midcentury characterization of the female juvenile delinquent a neurotic who does not choose to have sex so much as she is driven to it, usually as a
reaction to some real or perceived parental injustice. Teenage girls were held to much
5

stricter standards of sexual behavior than were boys. They violated social expectations
concerning their sexuality, and they were often punished as harshly as boys were for
criminal actions. Much of this gender-specific punishment was social, such as being
shunned by family and community and being forced to give up babies born outside of
wedlock, and legal, such as imprisonment for contracting venereal disease or simply
being seen with “immoral” types of people. Alice Field’s research into the late 1940s
New York juvenile court system, on behalf of the Alfred Kinsey Institute, uncovered the
proposed 1946 Horm-Goldber law, which sought to codify female delinquency as
including any girl who “is living an unmoral life” or “associates” with criminals or
unmoral people (Box 1, Series IIC, Folder 6, Section 4). Field’s tables reported that of
girls arrested at Wayward Court between 1938 and 1944, 23.77% of them were
pregnant and/or an unmarried mother (Box 5 Series VI.G, Folder 11) and that of all
arrestees, the vast majority were in jail as “runaways” or for being out during “late
hours” (Folder 22). In many cases, vagrancy and drunkenness were simply recorded in
lieu of sexual offenses. Boys who chose to have sex were not thought of as neurotic or
maladjusted, as long as they chose to have sex with girls.
As midcentury girls grew into adolescence, they inherited a dating culture that
had first appeared in the 1920s, where sexual experimentation among adolescents
flourished without parental supervision to keep it in check (D’Emilio and Freedman 241).
The sheer number of midcentury adolescent girls participating in dating culture made
for a heightened risk of pre-marital pregnancy, the spread of venereal disease, and most
importantly the loss of virginity, which was still at midcentury considered an essential
6

asset for any middle class white girl who wanted to attract a respectable husband.
Americans who thought of sexually active, middle class, white teen girls who had sex as
an affront to racial identity (Cahn 10) became increasingly alarmed; poor white girls and
black girls could be delinquent, and were subject to imprisonment and sterilization, but
middle class white girls were expected to remain chaste, or at least appear chaste
(Solinger 10). The undeniable rise in postwar pregnancy among middle class white
teens accompanied a new way to a reframed ideal of middle class whiteness: the
nuclear family (May 20). Sexual neurosis became a way to explain the promiscuity of
such middle class white girls as an illness that could be cured, rather than a moral failing
or product of lower class urban environment. As Solinger argues, by the postwar period
homes for delinquent juveniles and unwed mothers were no longer usually being
administrated by religious progressives, who saw the girls as victims of immoral
influences; instead, psychologists took over and adopted a more professional approach
to sexual delinquency. Pre-marital sex was now seen as self-expressive rather than
degenerate per se, so the sexually active girl could be categorized as neurotic in the
sense that she had an inability to “form a sanctioned relationship with a man” (16).
Teaching adolescent girls to conform to the promise of the nuclear family became the
new hope regarding a cure to sexual delinquency among teens.
It was in this context that the teen girl star of the midcentury emerged as not only a new
version of stardom but also as a representation of the conflicting forces assailing
adolescent girls. Teen girl stars rejected the demands of their parents and the now
parental studios. As new dispensation emerged around the identity of teenagers,
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consequently a mismatch developed between the liberatory style of youth and studio
control. Starting in the 1930s, Hollywood learned to turn its teenage actors, many of
them former child performers, into stars. This happened first on the Metro-GoldwynMayer lot, to the likes of Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland, Deanna Durbin, Lana Turner and
others. Louis B Mayer and eventually other executives at various studios had a hard
time controlling the private exploits of these adolescent stars, who generally resisted
being told how to act. Particularly with girls, the threat of sexual indiscretions,
abortions, and a generally wild lifestyle - dating significantly older men, drinking and
smoking, being seen at nightclubs every evening, and so on - loomed over studios and
publicists. It was also very difficult to talk about such adolescent issues on screen,
particularly when the Hayes code and state censorship boards had so much power over
exhibition. Profiteering from their sexuality was made possible by sexual repression; the
sexually delinquent girl became the object of scandal but also lust. This made for an
odd, contradictory solution to the problem Hollywood studios faced regarding how to
market teen stars, when the viewing public was keen to learn about the stars’ sexual
secrets yet unwilling to allow teenage girls sexual license. Studios encouraged and even
frequently arranged for their teen girl stars to marry young, so that they could become
full-fledged stars and satisfy public longing for intimate knowledge of their “real” lives;
marriage could remove the delinquency from teen sex. Until the late 1950s,
exploitation films and B movies exploited teen sex and pregnancy while mainstream
Hollywood ignored those issues, struggling to promote teen girl stars by tightly
controlling their private lives but depriving fan magazines of the gossip and scandals
8

that normally fueled the machinery of stardom. The emergence and image of the
postwar, sexually autonomous teen girl finally saw expression in mainstream
melodramas of the late 50s, and teen girl stars such as Sandra Dee, Hayley Mills, and
Tuesday Weld created new, “post-delinquent” star images wherein “good girls” could
still be sexually experienced.
FEMALE ADOLESCENCE AND GIRLS’ CULTURE IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY
To fully understand why teen girls and teen girl stars were considered to be a
primarily sexual hazard to midcentury social stability, a brief look at the history of
adolescence and the development of a conception of female adolescence as a
specifically sexual danger to the family is necessary. It is also important to understand
how industries came to simultaneously see adolescent girls as a consumer demographic,
and how the development of girls’ culture facilitated their marketing and exploitation
strategies. Together, these aspects of early twentieth century history complete a
portrait of the modern teen girl as a feared yet enthralling object of obsession, which
contextually informs my study of the teen girl film star.
A modern invention, the teenage years were from the beginning a fundamentally
sexual categorization, particularly as they related to girls. G. Stanley Hall coined the
term “adolescence” in 1904, and the category was meant to comprise children who had
experienced puberty but were not yet old enough to be married; as such,
“…adolescence was precisely that period of chastity between puberty, or sexual
awakening, and marriage, when the young man or woman’s sexual impulses could
finally be expressed. Without the demand for sexual repression and sublimation, the
9

modern concept of adolescence made no concept at all” (Moran 15). Although the
concept of adolescence was modern, its emphasis on control and sexual restraint were
quite Victorian (8). In this way, what would later be called the “teenage” years was
meant to be a time of restraint and planning for the day when marriage would render
sex to be socially sanctionable. Hall argued that
“The sex instinct in female adolescents was especially strong and, like
adolescence itself, extraordinarily problematic. According to Hall, the sex instinct
had a “boundless plasticity…nothing is so educable, so easily exalted or
debased.” Properly channeled sexual impulses could make female adolescence
“the culminating stage of life with its…enthusiasm and zest for all that is good,
beautiful, true, and heroic.”
However, when adolescent girls were denied moral guidance, their passion tragically
became the “psychic foundation and background upon which the colossal and…ever
more youthful evil of prostitution is built” (Alexander 41). Teenage girls were then seen
as abnormally sexual, and therefore the most susceptible group to the temptations of
modern sexuality. This assumption was the basis of the distinction between the
delinquency of girls (primarily sexual) and boys (primarily violent).
The assumption that teen girls were primarily sexual and therefore primarily
delinquent informed a broad cultural anxiety in America that was quite distinct from it
changing view of adult sexuality. Adult sexuality had changed as part of the transition
from a Victorian emphasis on sexuality as a communal concern to sexuality as a private
matter. D’Emilio and Freedman write that “As reproduction ceased to be the primary
goal of sexual relations, romantic intimacy and erotic pleasure played larger roles in
sexual relations, while an ideal of self-government and the internalization of sexual
controls replaced the regulation of morality by church and state” (166). However,
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adolescent girls were a separate group, and the regulation of their sexuality was very
strict, quite public and subject to social condemnation. Hollywood was faced with the
complicated task of marketing adolescent girl stars while carefully avoiding public
condemnation for any act or implication of sexual misconduct among its teen girl stars.
There was no stopping the move toward adolescent stardom, however, partly because
movie fandom was beginning to change, evolving increasingly in the direction of the
teenage fan. A new “girls’ culture” developed in the early twentieth century. Sherrie
Inness writes that while in some sense girls’ culture had existed as long as there have
been young females, girlhood has had very different cultural meanings and has not
always been perceived as a period separate from adulthood. Twentieth century girls’
culture involved a commodification that spread broadly and rapidly, inundating female
children and adolescents with a common yet diversified cultural experience. Kelly
Schrum argues that girls were identified as consumers, first by the fashion industry and
later the beauty, health, and cosmetics industries. These businesses marketed products
to girls, particularly with the development of high school culture. Movies and music
caught on to the idea of marketing to girls after World War II for the most part, she
argued (130), though there were precedents in a number of movies that emphasized the
rescue of the innocent girl from various types of trouble. Schrum recognized that teen
stars first appeared in the second half of the 1930s (135).
Teen girls were bankable commodities for Hollywood studios because the girls
were popular with film audiences, particularly teen audiences who made up more and
more of Hollywood’s fan base as the nation moved into midcentury (Barbas 178). In the
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40s, the press stressed the danger of the bobbysoxer and “the connection between
fandom, immaturity, and violence” Increasingly invasive hysterics – pulling an actresses’
hair, screaming at movie theaters, even attacking their favorite stars on occasion young fans were rabid for their favorite actors and actresses. The New Republic
suggested that adolescents had a “hunger for heroes” like Frank Sinatra, and “One
psychologist thought the adolescent obsession with stars a cause of juvenile
delinquency” (180). Movie magazines adjusted content for new teen readers
throughout the 40s and 50s (181).
Part of the appeal of the teen girl star was bound up in her erotic allure, an allure
which borrowed from the Victorian eroticization of the child as an object of desire and
fantasy. Kincaid writes that the “fullest exposure” of the eroticized child in the twentieth
century is in films (371). While teenage girls are not children, they are not yet adult
either, and their status as sexually developing females made them easy subjects of
exploitation. Studios however could not market their teen girl stars like they marketed
their adult stars, in fan magazines where gossip columnists fed the public craving for
“authentic,” “inside” information about the stars that came from scandals, rumors
about romances and love affairs, and late nights at clubs and Hollywood parties, this
despite the change in readership described by Barbas. Adolescents onscreen politely
dated their peers, and discretely discussed marriage as if they were young adults
considering an engagement. In their private lives, teen girl stars like Elizabeth Taylor
tried to publically resemble other teenagers, with studio-arranged publicity dates and
markers of high school culture like jalopies and class rings. Conversely, offscreen or
12

onscreen “misbehavior” would render the teen girl star a sexual delinquent, not just a
pretty girl that audiences loved to watch. Real issues that plagued teen girls in
everyday American life – the lack of sex education at home and in public schools, harsh
penal codes that punished girls for even the “appearance” of sexual vice, the epidemic
of teen pregnancy during the 1950s – were relegated to B-movies and roadshow
pictures made independently of the classic Hollywood system. In these films, for
example Mom and Dad (1945) and Street Corner (1948), no-name teen actors played
adolescent girl characters who dated and got pregnant, and then went to an abortionist
and suffered for it; sometimes the plot ended with the unfortunate girl’s death. The
films were cautionary tales, but also exploitation “porn” thinly disguised as sexually
educational, “public service” productions. At intermission, the exploitation producer
would screen graphic sex education films to curious, often sexually unschooled
spectators, and have women costumed as nurses sell them cheap sex ed pamphlets.
The sale of these pamphlets made up the primary profit margin for producers, and the
films were illegal in some parts of the country; the roadshows left town after a week or
two at most in a local theater, the police sometimes not far behind.
Mainstream Hollywood’s reluctance to address teen sexuality found a parallel in
the public education system in America, particularly after the establishment of the
conservative “Family Life Education” curriculum in schools across the country. This
movement famously omitted any discussion of sex and the biology of reproduction from
its texts, instead choosing to analyze familial relationships and prepare teenagers for the
possible pitfalls of marriage and family life. The goal of this curriculum was to shore up
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the integrity of the nuclear family, protecting it from the threat of divorce and from the
communist indoctrination that conservatives associated with the breakdown of the
family unit. Elizabeth Force, one of FLE’s most prolific curriculum authors, wrote in a
guide to educators that the evils of divorce, delinquency, and foreign indoctrination
informed the need for FLE courses across the country (1). While sex was not discussed
in these textbooks, their careful preparation of students for marriage sidelined sex as a
blissful experience meant to be part of the connubial package that they would be
entitled to if they behaved for now. The curriculum also promoted the ideal of the
nuclear family to such an extent that it effectively operated under the assumption that
adolescents would postpone sex until marriage so as not to ruin the prospect of
domestic bliss. Any teenager who had sex ran the risk of not getting to have a
normative nuclear family later, because she might get pregnant or might be labeled a
delinquent “bad girl.”
NATALIE WOOD AS CASE STUDY OF THE DELINQUENT TEEN GIRL STAR
Natalie Wood’s adolescent stardom emerged at the height of the Family Life
Education movement in public schools. It was her image, then – a sexually active,
delinquent teen as far from the American ideal as conservatives feared a girl could go –
that rendered her a sensational pariah of a star. She was the opposite of the nuclear
family ideal for a girl. Unable to play the all-American virgin onscreen or off, Wood
struggled to change her reputation. From the beginning, fan magazines seem to have
considered Woods’s career from the classic vantage point of the child star who has
uncharacteristically made a successful transition to post-pubescent celebrity. Photoplay
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in February 1956 referred to her as a “Junior Femme Fatale” who “…has all the guys
angling for dates, and dolls asking, “What’s her line?” (35) At the same time, the
magazine tried to paint a picture of the child star who from the beginning was taught
not to be like the others:
“The familiar image of a child star is a frightening one and, in some cases,
rather accurate. The movie moppet, many claim, is a pint-sized princess in the
lavish scheme of Hollywood royalty and comes to know it far too soon….She
grows up in a world of worshipping adults and grows too fast, yet somehow
never quite enough…a wage-earner since she recited her first lines, she longs to
declare her independence, and an early marriage is the most logical means of
breaking parental ties. At an age where most young people are selecting
vocations, hustling off for higher educations, or breathing the first whiff of
orange blossoms, the former movie moppet may be stepping into a divorce
court to tell a tale of marital failure.” (102)
Wood’s mother, Maria Gurdin, claimed that she had “vowed to raise an exception,” and
Wood concurred that she had not been spoiled as a child, to the point where she never
considered herself a child star. The article went on to quote Nicholas Ray, saying “she’s
a professional,” (103) and, with no sense of irony, that there was something “special”
about her that made him want to select her out of the many others auditioning for the
part. Rebel had become her awakening as an actress; Ray said “We discussed the
character of her father – a man very different from Natalie’s own father. She had no
relationship to the character at all, but she had known fathers like the one in “Rebel” –
the kind who had to be a hero to his family and ridicule his daughter’s friends…Natalie
did some growing up during the movie. But she hasn’t grown faster than the average
child…What’s so refreshing about Natalie is that her poise can break in a second” and
that others “find it difficult to believe that she was a girl who could play mature parts.”
(106). The article went on to portray Wood as a ridiculed teenager who had been
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behind on the latest fashions (no tight skirts, lipstick, or heels) at Van Nuys Junior High,
but who took it upon herself to make friends, date boys, and wear red lipstick to be
rebellious (103). She fought neighborhood girls for boy’s affections. Then however the
article begins to mention celebrity dates, including the much older Raymond Burr and
Tab Hunter, and says that she’s “not thinking of marriage just now. At the moment, she
is not domestically inclined…”Domestically, I must be going backwards instead of
forwards,” she observes with no traces of regret. “When I do marry,” she continues, “I
don’t want it to be spur of the moment…I don’t want to get serious for three or four
more years.”” (104). While the article wants fans to see her potential and wants to
establish that Wood is a professional, serious actress, it also cannot help but mention
the fact that she dates many boys and older men, and that she has no plans to get
married in the near future. Thus, the “femme fatale” label applied in the article’s title is
pejorative, suggesting that Wood is a duplicitous delinquent, seducing and then
discarding men for her own pleasure. Added to this reputation would have been the
rumors about her relationship with the much older Ray, gossip of which had spread far
within Hollywood by this time.
By early 1957, the fan magazines suggest that Wood was in the middle of a kind
of career crisis. Her reputation as a promiscuous teenager meant that she needed an
image overhaul. In the February issue of Modern Screen, Wood was on the cover, with a
big wide laughing smile. In chalk or lipstick-like font, the title reads “How Natalie
Handles Boys and Older Men.” Inside, the article begins,
In Hollywood, there are temptations kids don’t meet other places. Some
young stars can’t handle them. A Liz Taylor marries at eighteen, divorces at
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nineteen, cries herself to sleep because the dream ends so soon. But Natalie
Wood is still fresh-eyed, with the ball just beginning. She can handle her job, her
fun, her men, with grace and judgment. In a way, it’s a tribute to her family’s
teachings, in a way it’s a tribute to her own good sense…She alters to suit the
occasion and the escort; she’s sophisticated with a suave gentleman at a plushy
premiere; she’s rowdy with fellow ‘teenagers at a beach party. (50)
Modern Screen’s write-up was an attempt to “spin” the delinquent reputation
positively: “Now don’t misunderstand. It’s not that Natalie starts thinking, “He’s suchand-such a type, and I’ll act thus-and-so.” It’s just that she’s the kind of gal who has a
dozen different sides to her personality”’ (50-51). She is a good girl in that “She’s never
gone out on a date without ‘phoning home during the evening.” (70) The article
attempts to play on the reader’s sympathy by listing the many heartbreaks and broken
engagements Wood has endured, suggesting implicitly that she dates so many men
because she is a romantic desperate for requited love, not because she is a neurotic
delinquent. Compared with the Gehman article in Photoplay that ran later that year,
this Modern Screen portrait is progressive, in that it tacitly acknowledges Wood’s sexual
activity but interprets it compassionately. The article talks a lot about her friendship
with James Dean, recently deceased, and her failed relationships with Nick Adams and
Raymond Burr, as well as a brief dalliance with Elvis Presley. Of Dean, Wood says that
she often wonders “…if it’s raining in heaven today, and if it is I wonder if Jimmy is
getting as wet as I am.” (68) The Modern Screen feature suggests that a teen girl in 1957
can, arguably, explore a modern sexuality without necessarily embracing delinquency.
The article seems to want to say that Wood is a girl who dates quite a bit, but can
“handle” men of all ages; in other words, she won’t let them take advantage of her
sexually, and she checks in with her parents on every date. The euphemism about the
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very memory of Dean making her “wet” suggest that she does in fact enjoy sex. She
repeats her usual statement that she’s in no hurry to marry, suggesting again that
marriage and family are not her raison d’etre; this was a mindset that would have raised
eyebrows in the 1950s, especially considering Wood’s reputation. Compare this for
example with a feature in the same issue of Modern Screen on Robert Wagner, whom
she would soon marry but was not exclusively dating at the time. The article “Bob
Wagner. He Kisses and Doesn’t Tell – but We Will (Tell, That Is),” celebrates Wagner’s
promiscuity, as it does his professed desire to avoid a quick marriage. Wagner says
“Sometimes I think that it’s an organized campaign, maybe even with buttons – Let’s get
Wagner married,” and author Lou Larkin brags, “It has been roughly estimated that Bob
starts and stops with about thirty girls a year” (36). Wagner was several years older
than Wood, but we never read that his high-volume dating is the result of an absent
father or a series of disappointing heartbreaks. He does not require a “spin job” to help
1950s fans to make sense of his behavior, because the behavior is seen as natural for an
attractive male.
Returning to Gehman’s August 1957 piece on Wood, it is important to note that,
while painting her as a rebel/delinquent, the author also speculates about her transition
into adult stardom:
…what is this going to do to Natalie? The girl who, after working in
movies for thirteen years, has reached the top at the tender age of nineteen?
Shirley Temple, Mickey Rooney, Deanna Durbin, Judy Garland, Elizabeth Taylor –
all of them made the big time as youngsters, too. And all of them, despite their
great success (or perhaps because of it), suffered much heartache. Their first
marriages ended quickly in divorce. Their search for happiness has been long
and torturous – in the case of Judy Garland, nearly tragic. How can Natalie avoid
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the trouble, despair and torment that have so often wrecked the lives of
Hollywood’s most talented young people? (53).
Sean Griffin’s recent work on Garland’s stardom reveals that the key to her transition
from adolescent star to adult star lay in narrating her story as a “cautionary tale” of the
emotional instability that can result from growing up in the classic Hollywood studio
system (121). For fans, Garland’s “authenticity” as a personality came from the sense
that Judy was still the “same old Judy,” only rendered physically and emotionally frail by
the system’s micromanagement of her childhood, leaving her unable to fully cope with
adult life (133, 139). Gehman would seem to be placing Wood within a similar narrative
in this article, only with a more optimistic bent. He establishes her as a star who has
already made the transition, but with a pre-existing reputation (unlike Garland’s) for
hedonistic excess and shameless publicity-seeking. He says that Wood “…has become
one of the most controversial personalities in the film colony. Her numerous
boyfriends, her hectic “romance” with Elvis Presley, her flamboyant behavior, her flashy
cars, her minks, have brought down a deluge of criticism upon her pretty little head.”
(90) The impression has been that she’s not serious enough to be a star. This assertion
however is followed with testimonials from Nicholas Ray and Marsha Hunt about her
professionalism, and an anonymous source calls Wood’s ambition “frightening” (90).
Bob Wagner says “When Natalie wants something, she gets it” (90). Wood spent over a
year preparing and campaigning for the role of Morningstar. Addressing her reputation
for publicity stunts, Gehman brings up an October 1956 incident when she posed for
photographers, kissing a fraternity pledge who had been “kidnapped” by his frat
brothers as part of an initiation (90). Wood in the article defends it, saying that she’d
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never seen him before and “didn’t ‘plant’ him on the plane” where they supposedly met
(91). Gehman then quotes another anonymous friend, who says “I am occasionally
appalled by her behavior, and sometimes bewildered by it,” and calls Wood’s mind
“immature” (91). The friend’s first impression was that Wood was “…another massproduced Hollywood star, brittle as a plastic toy, with the emotions of a wind-up doll;”
however she later began to see the “interesting” side of Wood come out. Gehman
argues for Wood’s commendable, professional qualities: she has “almost masculine will”
(92), is a micro-manager, and has always supported her family. She says, ““Whatever I
do, I do completely. I’m not satisfied with a little.” Gehman: “Does that include sex,
too?” She laughed.” (92). She stated that she began dating at 13, with a college
student, wearing lipstick and silk stockings.
Wood’s reputation as a delinquent star faded even more when she got married
for the first time. With Wood’s engagement and marriage to Robert Wagner, fan
magazines recast her as the girl in love, who finally met the clean cut man who would
inspire her to walk down the aisle after all. In one case, the relationship was the source
of some anxiety as to whether, again, the marriage would fall apart for Natalie the way
that marriages had for past child stars, or if Natalie would be the new, brave exception
to the pattern.
Wagner would later write that the wedding, the first of two for the couple (they
later divorced and remarried), became a war of control between Warner Bros. and Fox
studios. “I realized that if we left it up to the people we worked for, we would be
married at the Hollywood Bowl, with the Los Angeles Philharmonic serenading us with
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“The Wedding March” (110). Fan magazines portrayed Wood and Wagner as “America’s
Sweethearts” (127). As I shall explain in chapter three, this was very similar to the
treatment that Elizabeth Taylor received in the lead up to her first marriage, at age 18 to
Nicky Hilton in 1950. MGM arranged and heavily publicized the wedding as a tie in to
Taylor’s feature film Father of the Bride (1950). Also like Taylor’s marriage, when the
inevitable divorce occurred, the bride caught most of the blame. Wood was rumored to
have had affairs with several men, and she “began to impose much of her own
personality on Bob” (“Why,” 24). “Natalie is young in years, but mature in sophisticated,
feminine conduct. She will continue to behave as best suits her personality. She will
not be interfered with. She will not be advised. And, though she is mature, she is still
subject to the incorrigible enthusiasm of youth.” (84). 3 The divorce seems to have
ushered in a new phase of Wood’s star persona: the woman who could not balance
career and family life. In “The Natalie Wood Story: Her Last Chance for Love” Tony
Wall wrote, “For her life doesn’t just go on; for her it burns with a white hot flame. It is
this very intensity that has caused her trouble…will continue to cause her trouble in the
future…One of the most serious problems Natalie faces – a problem most of her friends
feel she sought to solve by marrying Robert Wagner – is that of proving to herself that
she can be all woman and all actress without having one dissipate the other” (26).
Wood attracts men constantly, and women are “mystified” by this, but she never
commits to any of them. Wall interviews a “psychiatrist” who says that:
Miss Wood seems to be an interesting example of twin personalities…Her
struggle, obviously, is between her heart and her mind. The battle is common in
career women…Most women in this situation suddenly discover that their
yearning for the love of a man is stronger than any intellectual drive they may
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experience. At that moment a woman knows what she wants most, so she
quietly subordinates the weaker side of herself to the strength. (78-79)
While Wood was no longer an adolescent star – she had turned 20 in 1958 – and while
the coverage in Modern Screen had worked to change fans’ minds about her delinquent
reputation, it is clear from the coverage of her divorce that she was still at least a
“neurotic” who could not maintain a steady relationship with a man. Onscreen, she was
still coded as an adolescent rebel because audiences refused to see her as a grown up.
They rejected her, for example, in the 1958 flop Marjorie Morningstar, a role that cast
Wood as a virginal young woman and that she hoped would make her a full-fledged star.
Wood needed an onscreen performance that would either convincingly recast her as a
“good girl” or would negate the binaries of “good” and “bad” girl altogether. We see
the realization of the latter possibility in 1961’s Splendor in the Grass, where the now 23
year old Wood played a teenage girl once more, but this time one who was the pathetic
victim of hypocritical parents who demanded that she remain a virgin but exploited her
sexual appeal nevertheless.
Splendor in the Grass illustrates the on-screen shift for Wood from teen
delinquent to teen victim of sexual exploitation, a shift that had already been underway
in fan magazines for years and had effectively changed the narrative of her career and
public persona. Splendor’s plot concerns Deanie Loomis (Wood), an adolescent who is
from a lower middle class background. Her parents own a local store, but they want to
climb the socio-economic ladder and have accordingly purchased stock in the company
of local oil magnate Ace Stamper (Pat Hingle). Deanie dates Ace’s son Bud (Warren
Beatty), a high school football star, and her parents hope that she will be appealing
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enough for him to propose marriage to after they graduate. The problem however is
that Deanie’s infatuation for Bud has become obsessive, to the extent that she no longer
seems to have an identity that is independent from the dream of becoming “Mrs. Bud
Stamper,” a title that she writes over and over again in her school notebook. Bud is not
so sure – he likes her but wants to have sex. Deanie’s mother (Audrey Christie) warns
her not to give up her “purity” to Bud; she’ll no longer have any value for him if she
does. Ace counsels Bud to put off marrying Deanie and seek sexual gratification in the
arms of the “other kind of girl” in the meantime. Really, though, he wants Bud to forget
about her; in Ace’s view, marrying Deanie will ruin Bud’s chances of attending Yale,
marrying someone from a wealthy family, and having an all-around better life. Bud and
Deanie are under enormous pressure to make their parents’ dreams come true – class
ascension for the Loomises and class sustainability for the Stampers. Bud breaks up
with Deanie in order to make Ace happy. The dream of becoming Mrs. Stamper ruined,
Deanie feels that she has nothing left to live for, and tries to kill herself. The Loomises
commit her to an asylum, where she slowly heals and begins to discover herself through
painting. Following the stock market crash of 1929, Ace commits suicide. Bud’s
promiscuous, alcoholic sister Virginia (Barbara Loden) dies in a car accident. Bud drops
out of Yale and marries another girl. Deanie marries a fellow, recovering patient from
the asylum and moves to Cincinnati with him. The film ends with Deanie coming to
terms with Bud’s marriage and her broken romantic dreams.
Splendor has been analyzed for its depiction and condemnation of female desire.
Nina Liebman argued that the film conspires to “…place the blame on Deanie’s desire,
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not her repression, nor even the conflict between the two…Deanie’s doppelganger is
Bud’s sister Virginia, the signifier of the evil future which awaits sexualized women”
(31). She is half right; the film’s cultural work is to satirize not gendered desire but the
sexploitation of adolescence, particularly adolescent women. The film exists as director
Elia Kazan’s scathing critique of Eisenhower-era middle class values. “Deanie is being
prevented,” the director said, “from giving herself to Bud ostensibly on moral grounds,
but really because Mr. and Mrs. Loomis know that “if you give it away then he won’t buy
it” (Kazan 208). Kazan further remarked that the Loomis and Stamper parents “murder”
romantic love “…in the name of the Eisenhower virtues…they are the great American
middle class…they are the ones who are ruining this generation and this country.”
Deanie’s status as the good girl who keeps her virginity makes her a fraud of sorts,
because “The worst fake identity is the “nice girl” burden under which Deanie labors,
and which prevents Bud from treating her like a human. She is the properly brought-up
middle class girl. She is prim, priggish, proper, smug, proud, and afraid of sex. She
keeps pulling her skirt down, sitting primly, etc….” (211) The director’s intent, at least,
was to position Deanie as, using my own terminology here, a “post-delinquent” critique
of the previous decade’s characterization of the sexually active female adolescent as a
juvenile delinquent.
At the same time, Kazan’s visual treatment of Deanie/Wood in Splendor often
sexually objectifies her, placing Deanie’s and Virginia’s bodies throughout the film in
revealing sexual positions and scenes. A model oil tower appears several times
throughout the film while Virginia is near. Posing for a family photograph at a New
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Year’s Eve party, she leans seductively toward it. On top is an expanding balloon that
says “1928” – it bursts at midnight and out comes the champagne, pouring all over her
while she laughs and carouses. 4 In the opening scene, Deanie’s legs look slightly open as
Bud fondles her. She wears white, symbolic of her virginity and her persistent resistance
to Bud’s sexual advances. When Deanie arrives home after this date, she spreads her
legs as she lays face down on a couch. The camera is above her, looking down from the
point of view of a man about to enter her from behind. She repeats this pose later that
night on her bed, as her mother speaks to her. This time, the pose is even more
suggestive; her slip is hiked up her legs so far that the spectator can nearly see her
crotch from behind. These angles all occur inside of the Loomis household, with Deanie
dressed in white. A censored scene where Deanie runs down the hall from her mother,
naked, comes after her mother has tried to talk to her while she is taking a bath, after
Bud’s breakup. 5 Ostensibly the scenes illustrate the torturous position that Deanie’s
parents have placed her in – clad in white but undressed by middle class exploitation.
The Loomises drive Deanie insane with their contradictions – sell yourself through your
sexuality, but don’t have sex. At the same time, they have the double effect of
exploiting Wood’s body, reminding us that she is still a star, willingly deployed as a
sexual object in order to sell movie tickets.
The tension between Wood’s personal and career choices and the Hollywood
system’s shifting narratives constituted a creative space wherein her star identity was
negotiated, packaged, and sold to fans and spectators. Her career is important as a case
study of midcentury adolescent stardom because it spanned the delinquent and post25

delinquent eras. Wood navigated these distinct periods and was able to change her star
image to suit both of them. She transitioned from child star to adolescent by embracing
the delinquent role onscreen and off, in Rebel without a Cause and by separating herself
from her mother’s dominance. Her delinquent image served to make her a teen star,
albeit a “bad girl,” and also limited her career possibilities after Rebel because Jack
Warner would not cast her against the delinquent type for years afterwards. Still,
through fan magazine revisions of her image and in eventually finding the perfect role in
Splendor in the Grass, Wood was able to transcend the delinquent image and in fact
condemn it by collaborating with Kazan’s critique of Eisenhower-era sexual hypocrisies.
THE POST-DELINQUENT TEEN GIRL STAR
By the time that Splendor was exhibited in theatres (1961), mainstream
Hollywood filmmakers and stars had already begun to challenge the conservative
penchant to contain teen sexuality and shame teen girls who had sex. On and offscreen transitions like Wood’s, from the role of sexual offender to the role of pathetic
victim of exploitation illustrate a historical shift from one period to another, the
“delinquent” and “post-delinquent” eras of cinematic female adolescence and stardom.
The post-delinquent era began in the late 1950s, specifically around 1957, when we first
see mainstream Hollywood fare depict sexually active adolescent girls without
necessarily punishing or seeking to reform their behavior. Fan magazines began to shift
the narrative of adolescent “bad girl” stars in a more sympathetic direction. This
incredible shift in perspective toward an understanding of the sexually experienced teen
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as the object of pathos made possible the onscreen exploration of previously censored
topics such as teen pregnancy.
A number of factors made this change possible: the power of the Breen office
and the studios was in decline, and the early percolations of second wave feminism and
what would become the sexual revolution had begun. Teen girl stars began portraying
onscreen adolescent heroines who had sex and got pregnant. These new mainstream
Hollywood films, which largely began with the adaptation of Peyton Place in 1957,
rethought and contested the idea that sexual exploration and pre-marital pregnancy
made a teen girl “bad” or neurotic. By virtue of the way that it adapted the Grace
Metalious novel, Peyton Place primarily challenged the resistance to true sex education
in public schools, demonstrating the harmful effects of sexual ignorance and the
particular burden that it placed on women and motherhood. Director Delmer Daves
then made two revisionist features: A Summer Place (1959) argued that a teen couple’s
sex and pregnancy were relatively innocent mistakes compared with the adultery and
divorce of their parents, and Susan Slade (1961) found that pre-marital motherhood was
good for the titular character, because she learned to develop her nurturing instincts
and grow into adulthood.
Teen girl stars during the post-Peyton Place era fashioned new star personas and
modeled distinct versions of a new, post-delinquent, sexually active adolescent
femininity. They negotiated their star identities and found diverse spectator
demographics that identified with them in distinct ways, or sought in their symbolic
power a means of understanding and/or denying the sexuality of the modern
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adolescent girl. Sandra Dee (A Summer Place) used the rumors surrounding her sexually
abusive stepfather to subtly model a sympathetic persona that was innocent yet
paradoxically sexually victimized. In her persona she not only appealed to sexually
abused women, but provided a way of conceptualizing the idea of the non-virginal teen
with an unspoiled exterior, someone who could have pre-marital sex but not become a
bad girl and have her future ruined as a result. The denial of this kind of cause and
effect was radical to a midcentury spectator.
As the 1960s progressed, teen girl stars like Mia Farrow (the television series
Peyton Place) and Tuesday Weld (Wild in the Country) modeled personas that were
unapologetically sexual and even contemptuous of marriage and the nuclear family. A
decade earlier, they would have been classified as “bad girls,” much as Elizabeth Taylor
had been after several divorces and extramarital affairs. In Taylor’s case, it was her
infamous affair with and marriage to Eddie Fisher, “stealing” him from wife Debbie
Reynolds and their two children, that rendered her a pariah to fans and fan magazines
alike, for a time. Farrow’s “innocent,” flower girl image was however a kind of balm for
her offscreen exploits, such as her affair with and marriage to the much older Frank
Sinatra and homewrecking scandal with composer Andre Previn, by whom she became
pregnant. Weld was not a homewrecker per se, but fan magazines obsessed over
rumors of her many underage affairs with older men, and her onscreen characters
flaunted the “bad” reputation. In the 1960s however, Weld was never characterized as
a delinquent but was often called “wild” or, with pride, a real-life Lolita. The comedy
Bachelor Flat (1961) made light of this reputation, which I call “post-delinquent” in the
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sense that Weld modeled the sexually active teen who wasn’t a “good girl” exactly but
was no longer considered a neurotic delinquent either.
British transplant Hayley Mills (Pollyanna) on the other hand modeled a
conservative teen girl, created nostalgically by Walt Disney as he harkened back to his
Progressive, turn of the century roots. Mills became Walt Disney’s standard bearer for
the return to the pre-war ideal of the progressive girl fueled by optimism, performing a
kind of social work that paralleled the kind of economic optimism that Fox found in
Shirley Temple in the 1930s. 6 Mills was portrayed in fan magazines as the perfect
teenager raised by the ideal nuclear family. She rarely dated and always respected her
social and behavioral boundaries. When a scandal erupted in the mid-sixties, a
homewrecking affair with a married director, she critically dismissing her respected
family in interviews with the New York Times and Look magazine, and her career
plummeted. It was too much to take, even for a mid-1960s audience in the midst of the
sexual revolution.
Adrienne McLean talks about the negotiation of star identity in her book Being
Rita Hayworth. McLean posits that Hayworth was able to fashion a heterogeneous
identity in relation to her fans, offering them multiple points of identification with her,
for example as a woman with an abusive past and also as a single mother trying to
balance her career, her family, and the men in her life. As a Hollywood worker,
Hayworth negotiated these identities as she navigated studio demands, publicity efforts,
and onscreen roles. McLean has also done some useful work on star scandals. Scandal
could benefit the careers of some stars and destroy the careers of others, but also in
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general it brought the understanding of how stars connect with fans through image
construction. McLean observed that Hayworth and Ingrid Bergman were both involved
in homewrecking affairs. However, the public reception of Bergman’s relationship with
Roberto Rossellini and the subsequent pregnancy that resulted from it was much worse
than Hayworth’s scandal. This was not exactly because of the nature of each star
persona, as Thomas Harris explained it in the 1957 McLean saw a need to look beyond
this simple assumption to an examination of how Bergman destroyed her nuclear
family, whereas Hayworth was a single mom who had an affair with a married man and
got pregnant. Bergman failed to ameliorate her image after the scandal, and while both
stars were seen primarily as mothers,
… the tension between what appears on the surface to be the primacy of
their symbolic roles and their actual professional existence as actors with hidden
offscreen lives has parallels with revisionary views of the 1950s themselves.
According to Elaine Tyler May, Joanne Meyerowitz, Todd Gitlin, and others, the
apparent complacency and consensus of the fifties shielded, and was also a
shield from, an extraordinary amount of inconsistency, confusion, doubt, and
change…The controversy, rather than the consensus, with which the women’s
transgressions were met indicates their relevance to wider debates about the
role of women and freedom, public and private sexuality, and the nuclear family
at a crucial time in American social history. (169)
This sense of the 1950s and early 60s as hegemonically conservative on the surface but
quite subversive underneath is undergirded by the controversy surrounding these
scandals, and the scandals that I examine in this dissertation – the aforementioned
Haley Mills and Mia Farrow homewrecking scandals for example that broke apart
nuclear families – support this notion. Hollywood also exploits its scandals. With
Bergman there was some impetus to use the publicity because her career was sagging at
the time (172). Timing was key – Bergman didn’t get a divorce or hide the news of the
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illegitimate child before her first film with Rossellini came out; thus it was banned in
America. Producer Howard Hughes leaked the information about the baby, thinking it
would increase profits for the film, but this effort backfired. There was also a political
attempt to benefit from the scandal; Senator Edwin Johnson (CO) denounced Bergman
and Hayworth on the floor of Congress (178). In the case of Farrow and Mills, scandal
does not seem to be exploited by the studios so much as the stars themselves; Farrow
like Hayworth positioned herself as the pathetic star who could never find the perfect
man, while Mills’s affair with an older man, like Bergman’s affair, was ill-timed and
significantly harmed her career.
These scandals also bring to mind one of Richard Dyer’s claims in Stars (1980) that star images can resolve, disguise, or reveal ideological paradoxes within a given
culture. Star images can be selectively deployed, in part or in full, to achieve the desired
effect. In Heavenly Bodies (1986) Dyer reminds the reader that the Hollywood
production system was complex and not necessarily unified in its vision for star identity
and publicity. The system allowed room for the star to represent his or herself as a
commodity and a laborer. There were also a number of outside media outlets that were
part of the machinery of stardom independent of the studios’ control. Audience
perception played a key role as well. I approach the careers and images of these teen
girl stars with the understanding that their personas were created from a myriad of
sources. It is essential to understand that, as easy as it is to look at the publicity
narratives concocted for these stars by studios or fan magazines, stardom was not a
“top-down” system wherein stars had no agency to shape their careers and personas.
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I owe a debt to Richard DeCordova’s Picture Personalities: The Emergence of the
Star System in America (1990). Foucault’s work on authorship and the history of
sexuality offered deCordova a way to address the infinitely discussed sexual secrets of
the stars, and to understand that the difference between the star and the picture
personality is that the star’s identity is intertextual. Fans connect with the star by
constructing his or her identity through the many films that he or she has starred in),The
star came in to existence because of a primary focus on his or her private life. Here,
“The private lives of the players were constituted as a site of knowledge and truth” (98).
Relations between the sexes is a significant part of this, including their marriages and
affairs, and the “ecstasy” or pleasure of the stars as markers of wealth and consumption
(106). Scandals made the star “…a site for the representation of moral transgression
and social unconventionality” (117), and it separated them from the “average” filmgoer
in the sense that, along with their incredible beauty and wealth, their marital and sexual
relations were seen as immorally extraordinary (120). I I connect teen girl stars to their
larger body of work, and understand that intertextuality is informed by the star’s
offscreen life as well, because fan magazines are another type of text, along with the
teen girl star’s films, that curious fans use in order to construct her identity. For
example, Natalie Wood’s reputation and scandalous behavior was intimately linked with
her onscreen role in Rebel, and it was precisely her perceived promiscuity that made her
a star in that it gave the fan magazines grist for their publicity mill, so to speak. Wood’s
“immoral extraordinariness” was part of her stardom as well as part of her limitations as
a star.
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FANDOM AND HOLLYWOOD
How did the demands of youth culture influence the Hollywood star-making
machinery? To begin, it is important to understand that fans played an active role in the
construction and reception of the star. Female fans were especially active; the fan
magazines that I look at in the dissertation – Photoplay, Modern Screen, and others –
were geared toward a primarily female audience, as evidenced by the advertisements in
them as well as the fact that most readers writing to the editors were female. Jackie
Stacey’s work challenges the characterization of the female spectator as entirely passive
in relation to star images. Female spectators identified with the female star’s physical
appearance and with how others interpreted that appearance. Thus, the acts of looking
and being looked are important to understanding the female spectator’s identification
with the female star. Stacey was interested in how women fans selectively used stars to
cater to their own sense of identity. Meaning was not textually derived but created in
the process of negotiation between the reader/consumer and the text. What this
meant in practical terms was that a female spectator, a consumer of films and fan
magazines, could see a star that she identified with in some way, perhaps a physical
resemblance or characteristic of some kind. Stacey surveyed women who consumed
midcentury fan magazines, asking them how they felt about stars at the time and how
they used the information they found in fan magazines. The female fan invested in this
star’s look (clothes, hairstyles, etc.) and recognized the “shared feminine expertise”
between them. She selected those aspects of the star that she felt an intangible
connection to, and discarded others.
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Stacey encourages scholars to focus more on fan magazines as a means of
reconstructing the historical spectator; I use them as a primary source of information
about not only how spectators identified with fans, but as a means of reconstructing the
phases of a star’s image and persona during her adolescence and early adulthood.
Joshua Gamson argues that the appeal of the star to the American fan comes from the
idea that anyone can become a star if discovered or, paradoxically, by working his or her
way to fame (31). There is also an illusion that the fan controls the machinery of
stardom, making or dethroning stars with his or her adoration of the star or withdrawal
of it. The machinery began to change with the crumbling of the studio system,
beginning in the 1950s. Talent agents began to take the place of the studios relative to
the nurturing of stardom. Stars had a more active role in their fame as well, selling their
image to distributors with the cooperation of the agents.
Samantha Barbas looks closely at the prevailing assumptions about movie fans as
shallow, passive receptors of stardom, and argues that movie fans, like stars, are and
were quite actively “…involved in their enchantment” (4). Fans were involved in a
quest for the true authenticity of their favorite stars, and the studios often created stars
based on consumer demand, reflected in the letters that they sent to the studios. Their
desires then were not trivial, throwaway hysteria, but instructive as to the cultural
desires existent at different times throughout Hollywood history. An example came in
the person of Lana Turner, who MGM struggled to find a screen identity for that would
appeal to fans. Finally, a teen fan club letter in 1941 admonished them to place Turner
in a “glamorous pose,” and they responded by making her a pinup girl the same year
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(143-144). Beginning in the 1940s, Hollywood catered more and more to the demands
of “youth culture,” partly because they represented a new, far more aggressive type of
fan than they had previously encountered (171-183).
TEENAGERS AS STARS
Work on the adolescent star has been infrequent over the years. David M.
Considine (1985) was essentially the first academic to produce a major book-length
study of the adolescent in film. His wide-ranging survey usefully categorized and
inventoried pictures about the teenager and addressed the relevant scholarship. It was
Thomas Doherty’s Teenagers and Teenpics (1988) however that discussed the
emergence of the “teenpic” as its own genre in 1955, when Blackboard Jungle and Rebel
without a Cause shocked moviegoers with bold displays of violent criminal behavior and
– in the case of Jungle – rock n’ roll played over the opening credits. Hollywood’s
desperate need to connect with audiences in the new era of television led it to create
the teenpic and utilize it as exploitation. Thus we get a plethora of sensational, lurid
tales of teens engaging in drugs, rock n’ roll, sex, and crime, all meant to feed on the
public spectators’ anxiety while simultaneously drawing money from teenage spectators
eager to bask in the idea of their own distinctive cultural identity. Further studies of
youth culture reaffirmed this depiction of an isolated yet exploited teenage consumer
and added layers of nuance. Hay (1990) observes that teenpics had much in common
with postwar women’s films in that they explored similar issues, and that the teen
tended to resist or co-opt teen films and youth culture, always moving toward a
counter-cultural stance that avoided stereotype. Steven Neale (1999), in his broader
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look at Hollywood and genre, made important distinctions regarding the nature and
audience of different types of teenpics. Hollywood always made films about the young,
for example, though not necessarily for the young, and those films made for teenagers
weren’t necessarily about them (119). In particular Neale observed that distinctions
need to be made between those films which denounced juvenile delinquency, those
which attempted to comprehend it, and how each of those groupings tried or did not try
to exploit juvenile delinquency (120).
The specific focus on the teen girl in star culture studies is newer still. Doherty
goes so far as to say that there were no teenpics about girl juvenile delinquents (186).
However, some scholars point to the sexual objectification of onscreen “Lolita” types.
Marianne Sinclair (1988) works from the assumption that to perform as a female teen in
Hollywood was to be a Lolita, or the nymphet, a Victorian precursor to the Nabokov
character. This was because “…the term “Lolita,” which instantly became a reference
point in Western culture, soon came to cover a much wider age-group than nine to
fourteen. People can refer to a six or to a twenty-six year old as “the Lolita type,” and
everyone understands what is meant. In a child, it suggests “…a feminine
coquettishness and a hint of sensuality well beyond one’s years. In a grown woman, it
hints at a childish coyness, an immaturity of both character and appearance” (5). She
identifies stars from Mary Pickford to Brooke Sheilds as Lolitas, covering nearly the
entire history of American film in her broad survey.
While there is some veracity to Sinclair’s argument, it is also simplistic and
lacking in its recognition of diversity; if star personas were uniquely designed, then how
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could all teen girls in Hollywood inhabit the same persona without at least some
variation? As to reception, did audiences respond to these teen girl stars differently
over time, and did a teen girl star’s cultural meaning change or evolve throughout the
twentieth century? Georgianne Scheiner (2000) provides a more nuanced, historically
restricted analysis, looking at representations of female adolescence from the 1920s to
the 1950s and finding that “From the flapper of the 1920s to the bobbysoxer of the
1940s, adolescent girls have been markers of generational, sexual, and economic
change” (17). Unlike adult femininity, adolescent femininity was transitional, and so
“…filmic representations of adolescents reinforced popular perceptions of delinquency,
all the while erotizing female adolescent sexuality on the other.” This is really another
way of saying what Doherty had said twelve years earlier – that the teenpic was at the
core an exploitation genre, pejoratively labeling them while playing up their sexuality for
profit. However, Scheiner located the phenomenon much earlier in history, and went so
far as to say that depictions of adolescence after World War 2 were essentially
derivatives of these depictions in the 20s through the 40s. Looking at films and
characterizing them decade by decade, Scheiner found that the 1920s characterized
adolescent girls as potential sexual delinquents unless properly parented, especially by
their mothers. In the 30s we see the transformative power of the teen girl, but also the
active participation of girl fans, forming influential fan clubs for the likes of Deanna
Durbin, of whom Scheiner writes extensively. Such fans wrote frequently to magazines
like The American Girl and ridiculed gossip columnists like Hedda Hopper when she
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criticized teen star Judy Garland (71). The teen girl of the 1940s was a carefree
bobbysoxer, while the 50s girl was “the troubled teen.”
Scheiner’s study makes a number of hasty generalizations. As I will show
throughout this dissertation, decades like the 40s and 50s saw several distinct
characterizations of the teen girl at once, in a number of different kinds of pictures that
had various modes of exhibition to the viewing public. Also, some of the qualities that
Scheiner deems characteristic of the teen girl star in a particular decade are in fact
applicable across time. However, her debt to Jackie Stacey is clear, and Scheiner’s work
uncovers the importance of the teen girl as fan and consumer.
Gaylyn Studlar looks at representations of girlhood from the silent era through
the end of the classic studio period. Her book Precocious Charms finds in these
Hollywood girlhoods a precedent to “juvenization,” which eroticizes the female child as
a way of appealing to consumers via the intermediary of youthfulness. 7 For Studlar, this
includes – especially in the 1950s and 1960s – the adult performance of adolescence,
specifically in the cases of Jennifer Jones and Audrey Hepburn. 8 Studlar includes a
chapter on Elizabeth Taylor, mostly focusing on her pre-teen career. Studlar is
interested in performances of adolescence by adult actresses and for a specifically adult
spectator. I am, rather, interested in adolescent stardom and its historical interplay
with female juvenile delinquency and film censorship. At the same time, we are both
working to elucidate ways in which “stardom is inseparable from the force field of
historical intertexts that inform film texts...,” and the emotional and psychological
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reception of stars continue after a film’s exhibition has ended “in helping viewers,
especially female viewers, to negotiate their identities” (245).
I begin this dissertation by looking at the progression of American cinema’s
treatment of female delinquency and sex education in film, tracing it from B-movies of
the 40s and early 50s – such as Mad Love (1940) and So Young So Bad (1950) – to
mainstream Hollywood films in the late 50s. Peyton Place (1957) was a significant
response to the conservative Family Life Education curriculum in postwar public schools,
criticizing its ignorance of sex and proclaiming the approach harmful to normal
adolescent development into adulthood. The Careless Years (1957) furthermore was a
teen romantic melodrama that directly examined the problems caused by adolescent
abstinence and early marriage – for example encouraging teen couples to rush into early
marriage and postpone college just so they can have socially sanctioned sex. The
implication in the film is that teenagers are best left to experience life without being
pressured to abstain from a full romantic life or rush into marital life before they’ve had
a chance to secure a more satisfying, productive life for themselves after college. In this
chapter I also examine The Explosive Generation (1961), a film that similarly chastises
the lack of real sex education in public schools.
In chapter two, I look at the related issue of teen pregnancy, examining the
aforementioned cautionary roadshow films of the 40s, the pregnancy melodrama
Unwed Mother (1958), and finally the quasi-progressive mainstream film Susan Slade
(1961). I argue that the midcentury adolescent mother was a pariah in the earlier films
because her sexual delinquency was linked to psychological maladjustment; however by
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the late 50s we begin to see a new perspective that teen maternity can be a positive,
transformative experience that facilitates a girl’s transition into responsible adulthood.
This shift in perspective facilitates the appearance of the “post-delinquent” teen mom.
Chapter three moves to explore the transition in the 1950s from the “contained”
teen girl star embodied in Elizabeth Taylor to the new teen girl star, case in point Sandra
Dee, who was able to reconcile adolescent sexual experience with a “good girl” star
persona and as such was one of the first post-delinquent teen girl stars. Dee came to
stardom at a time when she could use the rumors about her sexually abusive past to
build a sympathetic following of female fans who saw her as a perpetual victim of her
parents’ manipulation. This allowed her to embrace roles that were far more sexual
than is remembered, while preserving the innocent image of “Gidget” at the same time.
By the 1960s, the relatively uncensored private life of the teen girl star was
closely tied to her public persona(s). Chapter four explores the typology that emerged
here, with some teen girl stars (Tuesday Weld, Mia Farrow) embracing the sexual
revolution while another (Hayley Mills) was sold as the anti-feminist model to viewers
more sympathetic to the nuclear family ideal. As I’ve explained, these symbolic types
evolved throughout the 60s, with differing results for each, in particular Mills and
Farrow.
***
Recognition of the delinquent and post-delinquent eras of teen girl stardom is
important to our understanding of adolescence in cinema and, to a larger extent,
popular culture. The reaction that many have had in recent years to the representations
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of teen stars – be it Chloe Grace Moretz’s roles in violent films to Lindsay Lohan’s
reputation for partying and drug abuse – characteristically combines a vigorous
penchant to disapprove of the choices that these girls make with a desire to consume
and exploit those representations for profit and pleasure. It is the same tension,
between how we want to know these stars in an intimate sense versus how we want
them to be known in a more judgmental context that existed in the delinquent era,
when girls had to appear virginal just as they were being eroticized and exploited for
their youth and beauty. At the same time, the narrative of virginity as an essential
quality for the teen star has changed dramatically, dating back to this transition to postdelinquency. I would like for this dissertation to ultimately inspire a discussion about
how we should respond to the portrayal of the sexual and professional choices of teen
girl stars, with an understanding of how these responses have changed and remained
the same over time.
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Chapter Two
Knowing and Being Known:
Teenage Girls, Sexual Delinquency, and Sex Education in Midcentury American Film
Teenage girls are dangerous. They challenge expectations for moral behavior
because they are on the front lines of the cultural discourse concerning proper
femininity. In twentieth century America, particularly at midcentury, they had
significant power to conform to gendered paradigms or resist them. Consequently
teenage girls tended to be either highly valued as subjects of indoctrination or reviled as
embodiments of transgression. Unlike boys, the conformist pressures exerted upon
teenage girls primarily concerned their sexuality. This is partly because adolescence has
always been intimately linked with sexuality. The term “adolescent” came into
existence in the early twentieth century to congregate those who had reached
reproductive maturity but were not considered ready for marriage and sex. 9 In other
words, adolescence was meant to be a period of chastity, ironically when hormones
were just taking root.10 In the first part of the 20th century, authors tended to equate
the adolescent sexuality of the female with danger and potential “evil,” but they
believed that class barriers could contain it. G. Stanley Hall wrote that a girl’s sexual
instincts could be channeled into “…all that is good, beautiful, true, and heroic” or they
would become the “psychic foundation and background upon which the colossal
and…ever more youthful evil of prostitution is built” (Alexander 41). Such a sweeping,
hypocritical view of girls’ sexuality was problematic, to say the least. In 1947, Baltimore
case worker Rose A. Moss noted a 17 year old girl with whom she came into contact
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named Susie Butler, had been imprisoned several times for contracting syphilis. Moss
had a difficult time getting the patient to respond to her and had to fight Butler’s
insistence that her sexual behavior was not abnormal. After repeated attempts to
convince Butler of the need to stop having sex and address her neurosis, Moss reported
that Butler finally broke and cried, “Sometimes I feel like killing myself and everybody
else.” (56) After Moss conducted additional counseling, she wrote with mixed emotions
that “All she could manage to say was a very sad ‘I want to change, and I am going to’ ”
(58).
Because she was the subject of this unilaterally enforced repression, the
American adolescent girl before the 1960s was a potential juvenile delinquent, and the
usual assumption was that an effort had to be made to keep her away from sexual vice.
This was especially true of girls, because cultural double standards tended to excuse the
sexual crimes of boys and focus on other criminal mischief instead. It was also probable
that boys were seen as more aggressively sexual, and because boys could not get
pregnant, their “crimes” were more negligible because they had fewer real world
consequences, aside from the spread of venereal disease. The threat of pregnancy,
mixed with the double standard of behavioral expectations, placed girls in precarious
social position. While midcentury teenage girls were part of a larger, concurrent
twentieth century change in women’s sexuality, in which sexual expression moved
“beyond the confines of marriage,” adolescents also experienced the brunt of
conservative backlash in the 1950s against that new modern sexual liberalism which
separated sex from reproduction. D’Emilio and Freedman write that “After World War
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II, the impulse to conform and settle down after years of depression, war, and cold war
encouraged a rush to early marriage and saw the birth rate zoom upward. Sexual
experimentation appeared lost in a maze of suburban housing developments as a new
generation took on family responsibilities and raised more children than their parents
had” (241-242). Female adolescents were subject to reeducation efforts in the 1950s
and unlike boys faced a variety of consequences, both legal and informal, for not
adhering to the expectations of pre-marital chastity. This reeducation came to public
schools in the mid-50s, with the establishment of Family Life Education (FLE) curriculum
in many public schools. These courses, meant to replace the sex education or “sex
hygiene” courses instituted in public schools by pre-war Progressives, made sex itself an
“optional” topic in the classroom but did not mention it in the textbooks. Instead, FLE
authors used the curricula as a platform for nuclear family ideology; remain abstinent
until marriage, and work now to develop the relational skills that will ensure the survival
of your marriage and the well-being of your future children. 11 This dominance of
educational discourse was a centerpiece of the conservative backlash against sexual
liberalism. As such it represented something of a desire to return to standards of the
Victorian era, with qualifications. Nathanson writes that the postwar years were a
veritable dark age of teenage girls, “…in some ways more reminiscent of the 1890s than
of the 1920s” (98). The realities are more complex; FLE texts actually mocked Victorian
codes of behavior 12 and seemed to embrace a model of marriage that reflected the
changes brought on by sexual liberalism in preceding decades. Conservatives realized
that sexuality had changed for good, that marriage had become the site of great sexual
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expectations, and that teenagers would date, neck, and pet in the backs of cars. 13 They
still sought to discourage such things, but were generally not in complete denial of
them; after all, the parents of teenagers in the 1950s had themselves “…experienced the
per-run system dating and going steady” which emerged in roughly the 1920s (D’Emilio
and Freedman 261). 14 Their strategy at midcentury was to encourage sexual ignorance
while at the same time extolling the virtues of marriage (including, vaguely, its promise
of sexual fulfillment) and imply that refusing to wait until marriage to achieve coitus
would somehow put this wedded bliss in jeopardy.
The double standard that allowed boys a reasonable degree of sexual
experimentation remained. While social theorists praised the independent thinking
adolescent males as a vanguard against communism, they discouraged it in teenage
girls. A girl who made her own informed decisions about sex did not fit well within the
nuclear family. As Elaine Tyler May writes, “Guilt and the stigma of “promiscuity”
combined to make premarital sexual activity a particular problem for women, even if
the relationship culminated in marriage…So in spite of the increasing emphasis on
sexual gratification, the double standard of sexual morality was still alive and well in the
postwar era.” Because of this, women and girls “had the most difficult time walking the
tightrope between sexual allure and the emphasis on virginity that permeated the youth
culture” (108). Thus there was a sexual dualism at the heart of the sexual double
standard between the genders; girls could not experiment with the same social
sanction, but they had to be sexually alluring and chaste in the quest to attract a future
husband.
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The historical reality is that many girls did defy their prescribed sexual roles,
even if they desired marriage and family, and the defiance made them female “rebels.”
Historians and film scholars alike have tended to overlook them because their crimes
were not violent or illegal. The female rebel’s cinematic counterpart is common in
midcentury American film. There are many such films, all B-movies until the late 1950s,
with titles such as Delinquent Daughters (1944), Youth Aflame (1944), Good Time Girl
(1948), Teen-Age Crime Wave (1954), One-Way Ticket to Hell (1955), Teenage Bad Girl
(1956), Runaway Daughters (1956), The Violent Years (1956), Teenage Doll (1957), and
Sorority Girl (1957). Delinquent Daughters for example concerns a high school girl gang,
who along with the school’s boy gang are essentially foot soldiers of a shady gangster
who runs the local youth “bar” in town. Police and a local judge get involved and break
up the gang, blaming the teens’ crimes on their parents, for their lack of attention to
their children. The community takes over the “bar” and turns it into a soda bar with a
dance hop, where the teens can date with adult supervision. The judge even becomes
the hop’s bartender. Daughters places girl rebels on the same stage as boy rebels, and
argues for a community approach to containing the teens’ sexual and criminal exploits.
One-Way Ticket to Hell tells the story of Cassandra Leigh (Barbara Marks), who joins a
biker gang while a teenager, returns home to marry her boyfriend, then becomes
involved in drugs again and gets caught by the police with two Mexican bikers, smoking
marijuana. In this film the teenage girl’s mother is to blame for her delinquency – the
mother is insensitive and promiscuous, with many ex-husbands in her past. Cassandra’s
slide into miscegenation is presented as her most lurid act of debauchery. Hell is more
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of a cautionary tale than Daughters, but just as luridly exploitative. In both films, the
girls’ sexual experiences predicate a deeper slide into delinquency.
In this chapter, I will look at midcentury films that explored how girl rebels found
out about sex, what they learned and did not learn about it, who they learned it from,
and how coitus was perceived to effect their development into young women. I also
examine the reception of these films, which indicates that adolescent girls were able to
find points of identification with the films’ protagonists and the teenage girl stars who
portrayed them. The exploration of gender and sexuality, moreover, represented only
one aspect of the female adolescent’s quest for self-knowledge – a quest that was more
broadly concerned with the freedom to explore and engage any topic of her choice. If
then, as now, the idea that a teenage girl should be allowed to make her own sexual
decisions was a radical, politically divisive one, the films reflect a gradual evolution in
popular attitudes. Initially they search for a way to “fix” the influences on adolescent
girls (primarily her parents), then promote a psychoanalytic adjustment of her
“neurosis,” and finally they tend to advocate allowing her some agency to talk about
sex, even if the normative progression from chastity to marriage and procreation was
still the valorized path.
I begin by examining a selection of “bad girl” films and teenpics of the 40s
through the early 50s. I challenge Scheiner’s argument that 40s cinema is mainly
characterized by a dismissive lampooning of the image of the bobby-soxer; if we look at
B-movies of the period, we see a very serious engagement with sexual delinquency,
deemed too sensational to deal with in mainstream Hollywood. These films suggest
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that a girl’s sexual waywardness can be reformed, but with the understanding and
benevolent care of an expert outside of her family. The family, on the other hand, in
one way or another was seen as the cause of her delinquency. The growing threat of
adolescent sexuality in this period informed postwar sex education texts, as the
obsession with the female adolescent’s sexuality was intimately linked to her sex
education or lack thereof. Studio films of the late 1950s began to challenge the postwar
FLE curriculum. The second part of the chapter looks closely at the adaption of Grace
Metalious’s novel Peyton Place (1957), because it was the first mainstream Hollywood
feature to openly discuss sex education. In so doing it argued for the need to instruct
teens about sex rather than just about the joys of a lasting marriage, while at the same
time promoting the two-parent family as essential to the teen’s sexual adjustment.
Finally, I look at The Explosive Generation (1961), a “B” movie that argued a stronger,
more compelling case for the sexual education of teens and the free discussion of sexual
issues in the classroom.
THE CURABLE NEUROTIC: DELINQUENCY TRANSCENDS CLASS
Early midcentury films portray girl delinquents as sexually transgressive because
of some sort of deficient parenting based on a background of poverty. Delinquent girls
in the 1940s, for example, were not usually thought to come from middle class families
because delinquency was the product of “low-class” behavior. The suggestion of
reformation effected by separating the wayward adolescent from her low-class
parent(s) thus became more palatable, because it was easier to suggest that middle
class girls were being threatened by the loose morals of the lower classes, than it was to
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imply that the modernization of sexuality was providing girls of all classes with the
potential to assert more sexual autonomy. Two films made between 1940 and 1950,
Mad Youth (1940) and So Young So Bad (1950), reflect the transition from blaming
sexual delinquency on class origins to positing it as the product of neurosis. In so doing,
these films apply a kind of balm to the historical reality that more and more middle class
girls were becoming pregnant by the 1950s, in that they suggest that delinquency is a
treatable psychological illness. In other words, if a middle class daughter is caught
having sex, it isn’t the result of bad breeding; if she is sent away and treated, she’ll
return a normal, healthy girl.
Mad Youth (1940), an independent B-movie, 15 concerns teenager Marian
Morgan (Mary Ainslee) , a girl whose mother Lucy (Betty Compson) is a divorcee who
routinely hires gigolos and parties at night while sending Marian to stay with her
grandmother. Marian resents this, bemoaning the fact that her grandmother keeps
telling her that babies come from under cabbage leaves. Marian is mostly neglected,
left to fend for herself between the polarities of sexual excess and puerile coddling. One
night, she crafts a deal with her mother; she will loan Lucy, who is divorced because
Marian’s father caught her cheating on him, enough allowance money to hire a gigolo if
Lucy allows her to have friends over for the night. Lucy needs the money because her
alimony has already been spent for the month. As Marian calls friends and invites them
to come over, she looks directly into the camera; this action seems to imply that the
audience is being invited as well. Indeed, the spectator is provided with a feast of
debauchery. Teenagers make out with each other, drink, swing dance (the girls wear
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very short skirts), and even play strip poker. As this party continues, the film cuts back
and forth between it and the party that Lucy is attending, drawing a clear parallel
between the two. Some time later, Lucy brings her gigolo home. The “Count” (Willy
Costello) is attracted to Marian, and when Marian spies on Lucy and the Count having
sex, she begins to want him as well. The two later date, and Marian’s mother discovers
this. In a rage, she tells Marian that she doesn’t want to grow old; she wants to
experience things that she was “cheated out of by a loveless marriage,” and she says
she never wanted to give birth to Marian. Later, while visiting a friend, Marian is
captured and put into white slavery.
As they search for Marian, Lucy and the Count get into an argument, in which
the gigolo didactically lectures his client on the morals of proper parenting:
Count: “You American mothers, with your rich parties and beauty shops, and
your silly flirtations, wasting your lives and neglecting your duties!
Letting your children run wild for lack of sensible parental supervision”
Lucy: “Oh you don’t know American children. They’re spoiled disobedient and
drunken.”
Count: “…drunk with the exuberance of youth and sheer joy of living. There is
nothing really wrong with the children of today - nothing that proper
environment and congenial home life wouldn’t correct.”
Lucy: “What do you expect us modern mothers to do?”
Count: “Quit trying to be butterflies. Get back to the business of being mothers,
like your mother and your grandmother, and generations of mothers
before them.”
The film ends with the Count rescuing Marian from the brothel where she and her friend
are being held. In the last scene, however, we see Lucy calling yet another escort
service. She will not change her ways, and the implication is that Marian’s rescue from
the hands of white slavers was but a reprieve; she will need to be ultimately “rescued”
from her mother’s negligence.
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The Count’s speech awkwardly suggests that the excesses of a woman’s leisure
life – there is no implication that fathers are suffering from too much free time – dilutes
her ability to morally train her children. This is presumably because the chief duty of the
female sex lies in reproduction and childrearing; without the work of parenting to busy
her, a woman is encouraged to pursue her sexual impulses. This means that Marian,
too, is encouraged to indulge in sexual excess, and thus Marian’s fate is set to become
her mother’s. This has woeful implications for Marian’s ability to maintain a stable,
socially sanctioned relationship with a man, as well as her own future childrearing
duties. After all, Lucy is divorced because she cheated, and therefore her lifestyle cost
her a husband as well as a daughter. Excess also leads to Lucy’s inability to manage her
finances, exemplified most dramatically by the need to borrow her daughter’s
allowance to pay for a male prostitute. At this point, “low class” behavior meets lower
class financial status. Moral bankruptcy has led to empty coffers, a waste of Lucy’s
alimony and child support payments. More importantly, Lucy’s sexual impulses have led
to Marian’s delinquency and even her literal enslavement as a prostitute.
The sexual license of the mother leads to the sexual delinquency of the female
child. In contrast, fatherly understanding and guidance repair the teen girl’s neurotic
delinquency in So Young So Bad (1950), which is set in a girls’ reform school and
concerns the relationship of psychologist Dr. Jason (Paul Henreid), to the teen girl
delinquents under his care. A former counselor of soldiers dealing with battle fatigue,
Dr. Jason is at odds with the school administration’s hard line approach to the discipline
and transformation of the girls. The warden makes them march in time and scrub floors
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as if they were in the military. The guards at the school treat them cruelly, for example
making fun of their weight and frequently placing them in solitary confinement
(“meditation rooms”), once because one of the girls fainted after working all day in the
hot sun. The girls work outdoors for ten hours a day, and come home with blisters on
their hands. 16
As he focuses on each girl, Jason discovers that they were all traumatized by
parental deficiencies of one kind or another, but those deficiencies were not necessarily
delinquent. Instead, the delinquency of each girl arises from an irrational fear or
neurosis of some kind. Of particular interest to him are Delores (Rita Moreno), and
Loretta (Anne Francis). Delores was arrested for vagrancy. She ran away from home at
age 12 because she was ashamed of mother’s inability to speak English, for which her
friends ridiculed her. Delores fears her peers’ mockery, ostensibly because she has low
self-esteem and wants to fit in with the crowd. The son of an immigrant himself, Jason
tells her that his dad never learned to speak English either. This gives Delores some
comfort and she eventually volunteers to sing at a school dance that Jason arranges
with a nearby boy’s reformatory. Jason discovers that Loretta’s mother died when she
was seven years old, and her father was an alcoholic. Eventually Jason learns that
Loretta got pregnant and was forced to marry the father of her child; she left him after
giving up the baby for adoption and she was eventually arrested for vagrancy. Loretta
seduces men in order to get what she wants, and tries to seduce Jason as well but fails
to manipulate him. She tells him that she doesn’t like female social workers, who are in
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denial about their sexuality. Recognizing that she is sexually neurotic, Jason eventually
convinces her to rechannel her energy into being a better mother to her child.
Delores and Loretta reform because Jason adjusts their delinquent impulses,
turning both girls toward normative roles that reorient them to their families. Delores is
no longer ashamed of her mother, and she gains sufficient confidence to display her
musical talents to her peers. Loretta overcomes her need for pre-marital sex and the
implied result is that she finds herself willing to be a mother. In the meantime, Jason’s
approach to the girls as a whole is successful, and he even exposes the school’s
administrators to local authorities as sadistic tyrants. They grant Jason control of the
facility, whereupon he transforms it into a utopia of sorts. The girls are allowed to wear
their own clothes, play sports, and receive vocational training (mostly typing, dancing,
beauty work and, oddly, journalism). The administrators later briefly maneuver Jason
back out of power, using a sympathetic guard to emotionally manipulate Delores into
committing suicide, and then “frame” it as Jason’s fault. In the end, the girls discover
the guard’s treachery and tell the authorities what really happened. Jason gets his job
back and restores his progressive vision to the school. Via his recommendation to social
services, Loretta is able to get her baby back, and she becomes a devoted mother.
The faith that So Young So Bad shows in progressive, empathetic reform is quite
different from the bleak, cautionary perspective of Mad Youth, and as such was a
testament to the influence of Benjamin Spock. A significant shift toward more
permissive parenting began in the 1940s with Spock’s work, in which he encouraged
parents to follow their feelings but also to eschew the pure assertion of authority and
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try to develop relationships with their children, saying for example that “…If the childparent relationship is halfway sound, the child will not defy or disobey in the early years
of adolescence, and may not even in the later years” (450). This move toward
“understanding” the child could also be found in Abraham Maslow’s work, where he
says of parenting, “The most stable and therefore most healthy self-esteem is based on
deserved respect from others rather than on external fame or celebrity and
unwarranted adulation” and uses language which suggests a comparison between
romantic relations and parent-child relations. Also the work of theorists in England such
as Winnicott and Bowlby, emphasized the significance of nurturing, particularly on the
part of the mother. So Young So Bad posits that if girls could only be understood and
tolerated by their elders and parents, and their sexuality can be rechanneled into
socially productive arenas like the family, then they might turn out “just fine.” The shift
in parenting theory after World War II influenced the treatment of the female
delinquent in film and undergirded the transition into treatable sexual neurosis as the
culprit behind maladjustment in girls. When a delinquent can be produced by any class
background, then she can and should be “savable”; neurosis became the new cause for
delinquency because middle class girls who commonly became pregnant in the 1950s
had to be “explained” in terms that did not include their socio-economic background
(Fessler 101-106, Solinger 15-17). 17 The method for saving the sexually active teenager
then became linked to the adjustment of parent-child relations, which could prevent the
development of sexual neurosis in the girl. Female adolescents presumed to be
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neurotic were simply trying to get a parent’s attention. Often however the mother was
thought of as the parent to blame, more than the father. 18
Therefore, in a film as late as 1958, High School Hellcats, about a girl gang which
the new, middle class girl in town, Joyce Martin (Yvonne Fedderson), finds herself
pressured to join, we find an explanation for delinquency still tethered to a perceived
lack of parent-child understanding. Joyce tells her friend and love interest Mike (Brett
Halsey)
I have to belong…For all the attention I get at home, I may just as well be
renting a furnished room there myself…It’s the truth, Mike! That’s why I joined.
Guess that’s why most of the other girls joined. Connie calls it a home away
from home. She said it kind of kidding me one day, but I think that’s what
everyone wants it to be. You know, if we had the right kind of homes, we
wouldn’t have to go out and look for another one. If our parents showed some
real interest in us instead of just…
Later, Joyce’s mother admits to her husband, “It’s certainly about time we both tried to
understand her.” A difference here however is that Hellcats is made after 1955, when
Rebel without a Cause is generally thought to have ushered in the era of the teenpic;
producers became more aware of “youth culture” and rushed to make movies that
would cater to teenage spectators (Doherty 3). Hellcats for example was made by
American International Pictures, which began in 1955 to make and release films
expressly for the teen demographic (It Conquered…). As such, the voice which calls for
more understanding now comes from the teenager rather than the adult trying to reach
the teenager. The assumption is still a “top-down” solution to the problem of
delinquency. If parents paid attention and understood, girls wouldn’t runaway or join
gangs, and most importantly they wouldn’t have sex and get into trouble.
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The dominant postwar solution to the problem of female adolescent sexuality
had shifted then by the 1950s to focus on psychological adjustment. Understanding
mixed with proper guidance could prevent or at least solve the problem of female
delinquency. 19 Experts however still favored a very frank adolescent understanding of
the biology of sex. As such, the initial postwar approach to adolescent sex education
remained roughly as it had been since the Progressive Era. 1940s to mid-1950s
American sex education was dominated by mostly progressive texts which taught
students the biological facts of sex and reproduction much as it had since the first
establishment of sex education courses in American public schools in the 1920s
(D’Emilio and Freedman 203-207, Moran 149-160). Texts like Lois Pemberton’s The
Stork Didn’t Bring You! (1948) provided surprisingly detailed explanations of sex and
reproduction. While they retained certain assumptions that are now archaic – for
example, that homosexuality is a perversion – altogether the books were designed to
inform rather than sell political agendas per se. Pemberton does talk about family life
after educating her readers about sex, but this section is supplemental. Some texts
written in the 1940s or early 50s remained popular for decades, such as Duvall’s Facts of
Life and Love for Teenagers, which was fairly straightforward about the details of sex
and reproduction. Similarly, there were calls for the necessity of sex education in public
schools, such as Lester Kirkendall’s Kinsey-esque Sex Education as Human Relations
(1950), in which he cited numerous statistics showing that children typically got their
information about sex from peers, and that this information was largely inaccurate. 20
He showed that the majority of parents felt unprepared or were unwilling to talk to
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their children about sex21, and that the majority of the public favored making the Kinsey
report available to the public, and that families from urban and rural backgrounds
agreed with this. 22
In Kirkendall’s work, however, we paradoxically hear hints of the type of rhetoric
later used to turn courses away from explicit sex education and towards the
conservative ideal of the nuclear family. His statement that “The present prevalence of
sexual promiscuity, family instability, and juvenile delinquency, while negative forces,
nevertheless are eloquent arguments for a positive educational program leading to
better understanding of sex, and preparation for and success in marriage and family
life” (13). And so while acknowledging the need for accurate education, Kirkendall
qualifies sex as a danger to all concerned, one which leads to a variety of social
problems. Coupled with an increasing cultural anxiety about the breakdown of the
family unit in Russia and Germany, this sense of sexual danger created a climate in
which FLE could thrive, and by the mid-1950s it had overtaken progressive sex
education in schools (Moran 122).
As with any historical shift, the changeover does not stop and start on a specific
date. Sex education discourse, like the parenting and delinquency discourses, contained
liberal and conservative voices throughout midcentury, and there was an overlap in the
1950s wherein the latter overtook the former in American education. We can see the
presence of the conservative, cautionary approach to the danger of teen sex in for
example an educational short film made by the Inglewood, California Police Department
and School District in 1951. The film essentially argues that boys or men who want to
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have sex with teenage girls are predatory in nature, a conclusion which suggests that a
girl can only trust her future husband with her body. Name Unknown, narrated by a
“delinquency judge,” depicts a number of distressing scenarios - Girls run away with con
artists and marry them, only to have their new husbands rob banks. The judge informs
the spectator that “a sucker equals a delinquent in good sense.” Then we see a couple,
making out alone in the boyfriend’s car. They get mugged by a hoodlum, who then
implicitly rapes the girl. A babysitter responds to an ad in the newspaper, calls the
prospective employer, who then comes and takes her away. She’s seen dead shortly
thereafter. In the last vignette, two teenage girls miss the school bus and get picked up
by two strange young men. Their mother finds out and forbids them from going out
with the men later that night. One of the girls, Ethel, goes anyway and is found the next
day in a dumping ground, unconscious and presumably raped. “When one breaks the
rules,” the film concludes, “we pay for it.” These scenarios, presented to teenagers by a
nameless authority figure, project a fear of the outsider sexually preying upon their
innocence. However, the real “name unknown” of the film is its narrator, who has
seemingly concocted all of these stories, and the danger lies within the girls themselves.
This film was screened for high school students, who would not have seen it in co-ed
groups. The warning went directly to teenage girls, implying that they were to see
themselves and their sexuality as dangerous. This is what happens when a girl allows
her sexual instincts to take over, when she refuses to protect herself from herself; “we”
pay for it. The plural pronoun “we” differentiates the makers of the film from the
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teenage audience it was intended for, and argues that a teen’s decision to have sex is
bad because it harms her but especially the adults who care about her.
The message was consistent with FLE texts that came four years later, which
would argue that America was in the midst of a moral crisis exemplified by the single
parent families and rampant delinquency, phenomena that progressive sex education
had been implicitly unable to address. Furthermore, it continued teach girls that they
were not to trust themselves romantically around boys. Elizabeth Force’s pioneering
FLE program in Toms River, New Jersey, served as a model for schools across the
country. Addressing these schools in 1955, she wrote,
Do your pupils marry? Do they stay married? It was the disturbing
discovery that many of our pupils were having their marriages end disastrously
that led to the development of a course in Family Relationships at Toms River,
New Jersey. We felt that these matrimonial failures were exceedingly
unfortunate for the principles and far worse for their children. We firmly believe
that in these times every child needs both of his parents. Our course in Family
Relationships is, then, a frank attack on the divorce evil. Concurrently, it is an
attack on juvenile delinquency, much of which originates in broken homes…We
believe that in the American scheme of things, homes are of paramount
importance. A man who owns his home and who is living at peace with his
family is the worst possible subject for alien indoctrination (1).
FLE curriculum was envisioned then as an act of social engineering, addressing
conservative political fears arising from perceived cultural shifts. One of these was their
sense of the rising divorce rate, when in fact it had started to ebb by the late 1940s. 23 In
this way, the movement was not directly concerned with educating children about sex,
as Progressives had been when they designed sexual hygiene courses for public schools.
Elizabeth Force’s pedagogical agenda was different, stressing the rewards of carefully
planning for a nuclear family. Though her Your Family, Today and Tomorrow (1955), did
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not directly talk about sex, it emphasized meticulous caution in the area of dating,
particularly with the girl. A teenager should cultivate a “built-in chaperone” within
herself that will always ask, “Where shall we go,” “What shall we do,” “With whom shall
we keep company?,” and “How late shall we stay?” (117-118). Force expected a girl to
police herself sexually. It was the girl’s responsibility to preserve the teen couple’s
chastity and guard against any perceived threats to it, such as staying out late or
socializing with morally suspect people. Force also established the importance of a two
parent (one man and one woman) home in order to model gender roles and ensure the
child’s healthy development (255). Teens needed to imagine a future wherein they
would be the cornerstone of a nuclear family - “…put yourself in your parents’ place and
see what their problems and responsibilities are. Think ahead, too, to the time when
you will be a parent, and these problems will be yours” (41).
In Your Dating Days: Looking Forward to a Happy Marriage (1954), John Landis
wrote that:
Sexual relations which grow out of deep affection and the security of
marital happiness set civilized man above the level of the animal world. The sex
act has greater meaning when it represents a bond between individuals already
deeply in love. But our biological and psychological make-up are such that sex
can become separated from affection. When it does, the person has threatened
the possibility of sexual satisfaction in a lifelong relationship with one individual.
Wise choices and careful behavior in the dating years point toward happiness in
the years ahead. (22)
Landis taught teenagers that Americans had begun to separate sex from affection. Sex
is best with someone who deeply loves you, and the suggestion is that deep and
authentic love can only be achieved through marriage, i.e. a committed relationship
officially condoned by the church or the state. Partners in love cannot have deep
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affection for each other unless they are married. Furthermore, a) sex with anyone that
a person is not married to less evolved than married sex and b) uncommitted sex ruins
any hope of a lasting relationship, or the attainment of a deeper love, with said person.
Furthermore, the implication is that a “nice” boy will not want to marry a girl who has
willingly lost her virginity. “Biological and psychological” urges must be resisted in order
for sexual happiness to be possible, at least until marriage. Sex presumably becomes
most enjoyable on the wedding night and forever thereafter, and is rather empty by
comparison any time before that because it has not been socially sanctioned. The
common assumption that a “nice boy” would only want to marry a virgin also loomed in
a girl’s conscience.
In fact, other texts of the period state that sex before marriage carries with it a
heavy burden of guilt. After stating that “You’re a girl, and you are getting ready for the
special role of childbearing. Like every other woman in the world, this is what your body
was planned for. You may think you were intended to be a Hollywood star, or a scientist
or a great writer. But your body ignores all this” (19), Williams and Kane go on to
outline the emotional consequences of unsanctioned sex:
Is this act just something that happens between you and a boy, your
business, and nobody else’s? If there’s no baby, isn’t it true that no one is hurt?
You are hurt. And the hurt you experience isn’t just the feeling of guilt you have
now (for despite your bright talk and your great display of sophistication, the
secrecy and the secrecy-defying wrongness of intercourse-outside-of-marriage,
does make you feel guilty). This guilt weighs on you now – but it has a more farreaching effect. It buries itself in your unconscious and translates into confused
emotional attitudes about the sex act itself…you’ll risk losing the joy of sociallyapproved sex (138-139)
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The milieu of 1950s female delinquency films, then, paradoxically extolled the pleasures
of sanctioned sex within marriage while vilifying sex as a dangerous, traumatic,
unfulfilling experience before the wedding night. One can imagine the confusion a
midcentury teen must have felt. Furthermore, girls were told that their reason to exist
was to become inseminated and give birth, but that they should be carefully non-sexual
lest they ruin the chance to realize this reproductive potential. 24 In a culture that
repressed her sexual knowledge but was obsessed with her sexuality, where concurrent
sexual liberalism and conservative backlash pulled and pushed her, the midcentury
female adolescent was in a difficult position. Delinquency films made before that late
50s were not particularly helpful when it came to providing an opportunity for female
adolescent spectators to identify with autonomous characters struggling to pinpoint
their own sexual identities in the midst of such cultural ravelment. Starting in 1957, we
begin to see cracks in the FLE façade on screen, ironically in the form of a mainstream
film struggling to adapt a sexually provocative novel about teenagers and sex.
PEYTON PLACE: THE CROSSROADS OF KNOWING AND BEING KNOWN
Marc Robson’s adaptation of Peyton Place enters the cinematic discourse
surrounding the teen girl’s sexuality in 1957, the year after the release of Metalious’s
scandalous novel and arguably near the peak of FLE curricula in public schools. Its voice
is revisionary, expressing a concern that keeping the teenager sexually ignorant will
drive him or her away from the nuclear family rather than facilitate its posterity. It
challenges any notion that sex education is best gotten inside the home, from one’s
parents, arguing that parents cannot be depended on to instruct their children
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appropriately; in extreme cases, parents can sexually abuse or repress the child’s
sexuality. The film oddly vilifies sexual repression as a particular product of single
parenting. In these ways the adaptation represents a departure from the novel, which
focuses more on the moral hypocrisy of socio-economic elites. The film is also radically
different from previous girl delinquent movies such as Mad Youth, in that it chooses to
avoid the characterization of the single mother as a slut who models promiscuous
behavior for her daughter, and thus turns her into a delinquent. Instead the female
adolescent’s sexual delinquency is rooted in a lack of a two-parent home, where the
father’s normative sexuality prevents the mother from modeling sexual frigidity (as
opposed to reigning in her sexual excesses).
At the core of the differences with the novel is the relationship between
Constance Mackenzie (Lana Turner) and her teenage daughter Allison (Diane Varsi). In
the novel, Constance is a single mother hiding a youthful affair with a married man, of
which Allison was the product. She’s told Allison that her father died when she was
young. Constance is a strong woman who owns her own business and leads a relatively
happy life with no man in it, albeit with a heavy undercurrent of secrecy. 25 She is also
sexually frigid, and the suggestion is that her lack of responsiveness to would-be
boyfriend Michael Rossi exemplifies her inability to embrace her own sexuality, a
handicap that prevents her from talking to her daughter about sex. Instead, she futilely
tries to shelter Allison, so harshly that the relationship becomes estranged when Alison
leaves home for good after graduation. Rossi however “teaches” Constance to open up,
most dramatically by raping her one night. The rape acts as a kind of shock therapy
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which jolts Constance out of her frigidity; she comes to enjoy sex and eventually
apologize to Allison for her harsh parenting. Still, critics disagree as to whether the
novel was progressive for its time. While in 2006, Leonard Cassuto wrote about the
novel that
The popularity of Peyton Place resulted from its relentless stripping away
of social veneer during the postwar period, at a time when the appearance of
domestic tranquility was increasingly valued… Peyton Place focused its narrative
tension on sexual frustration and showcased Metalious's prescient call for sexual
liberation, especially for women…Years before the women's-liberation
movement entered the cultural mainstream, Peyton Place described female
sexual pleasure with a defiance that clashed with custom - and helped generate
the controversy that attended the book for years, 26
Emily Hirsh-Dickinson observes that such views are oversimplified because the female
characters’ sexual pleasure is always circumscribed by male desire. Metalious’s
feminism is at best a problematic assertion. 27
The film, however, makes it clear that Constance’s neurosis is tied to her
singleness more than her sexuality, and it is that state of independence that makes it
impossible for her to respond to a man or relate to Allison until it is too late. A scene
written exclusively for the film establishes this link between single motherhood and
sexual frigidity. Rossi (Lee Phillips) and Doc Swain (Lloyd Nolan) arrive at the town diner,
and discover Constance there eating alone. Swain introduces Rossi and Constance, and
the two men join her at her table. Swain asks about Allison and says “…I’m against only
child families. Only children are on the receiving end of all the attention and energy of
the parents, good and bad.” Connie responds, “I don’t think Allison’s turned out badly,”
to which Doc retorts “She hasn’t turned out, yet; her life is just beginning.” Swain then
leaves, and Rossi begins to talk about education and teenage issues. He says, “We teach
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schoolchildren English and Math and History and yet we neglect the one subject that
gives them the most trouble in life.” Joking, Connie responds “You don’t recommend
classes in babymaking, do you?” Michael then states, “Only in theory. I intend to
initiate a sex education course in the school.” Alarmed and with disapproval in her
voice, she asks rhetorically “Isn’t that a function of the home?” An argument erupts:
Michael: “Most think it would be. And yet not one parent in ten does it. No, sex
is taboo in the home.”
Connie: “And it should be in the schools.”
Michael: “Where would they learn? In the alleys and parked cars?”
Connie (angry): “They’ll learn it when they marry!”
The irony of course is that Constance never married, and according to her own logic,
should never have learned about sex. While Rossi implicates all parents as unwilling sex
educators, whether they are wedded or not, the context of the conversation implies
that Constance as a single woman is especially guilty of educational neglect. As the two
engage in a fledgling romance later, the implication becomes an accusation about
Connie’s character that has little to do with sex. Connie insists that she is comfortable
living alone, that she has made her choice to be single and is content with it. But Rossi
persists. Arguing again, this time in the Mackenzie home, Rossi yells, “It isn’t sex you’re
afraid of; you can say yes or no to that. It’s love!” 28 This is really a conversation about
marriage versus being a single independent woman. Connie’s “nos” aren’t acceptable
to Rossi, Swain, or Peyton Place itself. His entreaty “Connie, let me help you” eventually
finds a willing ear because Connie becomes convinced that she can’t not need a man;
this is neurosis, and only marrying a man – and providing a father for Allison - can cure
her and redeem her relationship with her daughter.
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Rossi’s insistence upon sex education is in keeping with what he “does” for
Constance – in her singleness, she is a subject in need of education as much as the
adolescents in Peyton Place. Ironically, he teaches Constance that marriage and family
life are the end goals of that education, whereas what the adolescents want and need is
explicit instruction about sex itself. As such, Rossi turns FLE curriculum on its head.
Single adults need Family Life Education; children need real sex education. We see that
the inability of the single mother to teach her child about sex leaves him and her
resorting to other means of obtaining the knowledge. In one scene Allison goes to a
“secret place” in the woods with would-be boyfriend Norman Page (Russ Tamblyn), and
she tells him that she’s never going to get married; she will just have lovers. “Why not?
No children to grow up unhappy. Nobody gets hurt except maybe me.” Not
understanding the irony of her desire to live free and childless because she hasn’t yet
learned the truth about her mother, she waits to hear Norman’s response. He says that
he read in a book that what she wants represents the “worst kind of emotional
maladjustment.” The two of them discover that they’ve both sent through the mail for
books on marriage and sex, in Allison’s case ironically titled How to Tell Your Daughter 29,
delivered in plain brown wrappers and read in secret because “It’s the only way I could
find out anything.” Like Allison, Norman has a single mother who “…gets jealous of
anyone I spend my time with” and says that “…marriage is misery” and a spouse can
only cause “trouble.” Because of this, says Allison, “Everything embarrasses you;
everything frightens you…it’s about time you learned that girls want to do the same
things as boys, well and they have the right to know how. I mean, I think we should help
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each other…all I want is a normal, intelligent discussion, and maybe some normal
affection between a boy and a girl…everybody in this town hides behind plain wrappers;
they’re so afraid…”
The insinuation is that Allison’s lack of a modeled two-parent home will spur her
to reject the nuclear family and seek sex education through fornication. This is exactly
what her mother did, and she wound up pregnant and single, and was as such a
delinquent. Allison is headed down the same path to delinquency. The film here ends
quite differently from the novel; Norman’s time in the army loosens him up, and
Constance’s marriage to Rossi seems to be the prerequisite to Allison’s ability to
embrace Norman romantically. 30 Constance comes to see her own treatment of Allison
as a parallel of sorts to sexual abuse. Lucas Cross, the local school janitor, rapes of his
stepdaughter Selena, and Selena later kills him in self-defense. At the trial, Constance
testifies to Selena’s prosecutor that she once slapped Allison and that the Cross home
was fraught with the same problems as her own because there is “…something wrong
when a woman had to raise a daughter up almost alone and trying to help her (dramatic
pause as she realizes she’s talking about herself too) …not being able to help…and not
being able to help, not being able to give.”
Constance’s cinematic journey essentially depicts her as an arrogantly
independent woman, still unreformed from her past as a juvenile delinquent. At the
story’s end, she has changed thanks to Rossi’s education, as opposed to his rape in the
novel. And so while the film is in one sense a progressive indictment of conservative sex
education, it can hardly be considered an empowering text for women. Its cultural
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engagement with delinquency is similarly ambiguous. On the one hand, its removal of
the rape scene and downplaying of Constance’s sexual frigidity in favor of her resistance
to love suggests that teen delinquency is spawned by the rejection of the nuclear family.
On the other hand, Rossi’s passion for a resurgent sex education curriculum constitutes
an attempt by the filmmakers, intentional or not, to divulse the banal veneer of the FLE
movement, when that movement was at its height, no less.
Peyton Place is different from the other female delinquency films discussed in
this chapter because it was a mainstream Hollywood release. It was the first such film
to talk about sex education and the first to seriously treat teen pregnancy, though
pregnancy is not necessarily its focus so much as education. In the following years,
more mainstream films would dare to broach these subjects, but for the most part
preferred the enhanced melodrama of teen pregnancy to cogent debate over what kind
of sex education curriculum to put in schools. This is not to say, however, that teenpics
did not debate the virtues of abstinence and early marriage. In the remainder of this
chapter I will discuss The Careless Years (1957), a story about high school sweethearts
who remain abstinent and want to get married immediately after high school – desires
that FLE texts taught students to value. I will also look at The Explosive Generation
(1961), a film that places a progressive high school teacher and his students at odds with
the school board and local parents, who say that their children don’t need to openly talk
about sex while in school. Both movies are interesting case studies because like Peyton
Place they complicate the domestic doctrines of FLE and ultimately place the decision as
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to what teenagers should do about sex into teenager’s hands rather than the adults
around them.
DISCIPLINED GIRL, CARELESS COUPLE: THE CARELESS YEARS
The paradox of premarital abstinence and family planning is at the heart of
Arthur Hiller’s 1957 story of a teenage romance gone sour. Released the same year as
Peyton Place, but with a much smaller audience, this B film cleverly subverts the type of
nuclear family rhetoric found in FLE texts. It complicates the simple mantra that true
love waits, illustrating how abstinence can lead to foolish, premature choices made for
abstinence’s sake. It advocates against early marriage, stressing the importance of a
college education for boys and girls alike. The film also emphasizes the strained
relationship between postwar youth and their parents in a way that is not sensational
like other teenpics, but sentimental and empathetic.
Jerry (Dean Stockwell) and Emily (Natalie Trundy) do not know each other at
first, but both attend a party with friends. Emily’s knowledge about sex and dating is
limited. Her friend Harriet has a reputation for “making out like mad,” and Emily listens
to her talk about the need to compete with other girls for boys’ attention. Emily is not
romantically aggressive or competitive. She is, however, interested in sex, and educates
herself about it, laying about the house reading a book called Subconscious Desires,
which we may assume she has gotten from a friend or through the mail, perhaps the
library. Her mother Helen (Barbara Billingsley) is shocked when she sees the book, but
Emily simply explains to her that the talk around school about necking with boys is more
explicit that what she’s reading. Emily’s sex education comes from school, but from her
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friends rather than in a classroom setting. She has to be resourceful if she wants to
know more. We never learn as much about what Jerry knows, or see him reading some
kind of subversive educational text. The assumption is that unlike Emily he has some
experience dating.
The two have socio-economic family backgrounds that are not different enough
to matter in their relationship, but do play a part in the relationship that each has with
his or her parents. Jerry’s family is working class – his father is employed at a local
factory – while Emily’s is middle class. Her father is some kind of salesman. Both sets of
parents worry that the teens will have sex at some point, but while Emily’s parents in
particular make it a point to trust their daughter and not get too protective, they are
afraid that Emily will get too serious about the blue collar boy. Jerry and Emily don’t
care about the class differences. They communicate well because they are honest with
each other, and are not afraid to see through each other’s romantic pretenses and talk
practically about the relationship. They decide to carefully avoid being physically
affectionate for a while, so they decide not to make out. The sexual tension only builds
as the relationship progresses, however. When they dance, there’s a clear chemistry
and passion between them.
Emily’s mother Helen tells her that the relationship is not as serious as Emily
thinks it is, and that she should be objective about her feelings for Jerry. Helen says,
“For a girl it’s different – do you know what I mean?” This curious statement comes in a
curious scene, where mother and daughter undress together in the same room, trying
on a new dress that fits them both perfectly. The subtext here seems to be that the two
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females are baring their souls to each other, with Emily in particular uncovering her
naked feelings in the conversation. Her mother, however, isn’t being completely honest
with herself about her socio-economic prejudices. Emily responds that it’s “awful” to
fight her feelings, and her mother retorts that “grown-ups have to handle their
emotions.” The matching dress also suggests an equivocal parallel between the two;
they are the same person - Emily’s mother was once her age, struggled with the same
sexual restraint, but survived it and got to have a successful marriage and family life on
the other end – and that Emily is a grown woman, able to make her own decisions
without parental interference. Her last statement to Emily in the scene reinforces the
former interpretation, because she argues that becoming an adult involves emotional
and physical restraint, avoiding the dangers of free, unfettered premarital love and
sexual expression. This however is Helen’s perspective, not Emily’s.
The test of Emily’s obedience comes soon thereafter, when her parents go out of
town, leaving Emily alone in the house. When Jerry comes over for a date, he brings
flowers. Emily is cooking dinner in the kitchen. Awkwardness heavily shadows their
conversation – with the parents gone, the temptation to have sex is strong for both of
them. Accordingly, they sit as far apart as possible at the dinner table. Afterwards
though, they go sit on the couch together and make out. Jerry says that “tonight
belongs to us,” and, slyly, “Have you always had the same room? I like to know what
your room’s like.” Emily says, “I’d like you to,” and takes him there. With an apparent
shyness he picks up a sheet of her stationary and writes to her, “I need you. Don’t say
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no.” Emily says “Please, not now” and that she’s afraid. Jerry gets angry, storms out,
and then comes back and tells her that they should get married. She agrees.
Although Jerry isn’t enthusiastic about waiting until marriage to have sex, he
respects Emily’s choice. The only realistic option that the couple has left, if they want to
have sex, is to get married. Their level of passion renders a long wait for the wedding
day less and less likely. Marriage becomes Jerry’s solution to the difficulty of restraining
their desires; in a way, this is a conservative ideal because it keeps sex within the
confines of marriage while speedily ushering the teenage girl down the aisle. She won’t
have time to consider a career path in life before becoming already committed to
domestic labor and childrearing. In this sense, the “careless” years alluded to in the
film’s title refer to the carelessness of youth when it comes to sex – Jerry’s urgent plea
“I need you. Don’t say no.” His marriage plan is quite responsible by comparison. The
film takes care to avoid this simple dénouement, though, by showing that guarding
against the careless desire for pre-marital sex in fact leads the young couple toward a
potentially disastrous outcome – the premature marriage. Jerry leaves to talk with his
dad (John Larch) about the impending marriage, but his father struggles to say much.
Jerry is actually disappointed that his dad isn’t trying to stop him for going through with
the plan. There is some contentious argument though about Jerry having to give up his
college ambitions and sacrifice his grades because he will have to get a job in order to
support Emily. The argument never gets resolved, and Jerry’s dad walks away from him,
frustrated. They will later get into a fist fight as the engagement falls apart.
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Emily doesn’t get a chance to approach her mother about the marriage before
Helen finds the stationary note that Jerry wrote on the night before. Her mother panics
and believes that the note is proof that Emily and Jerry had sex. The truth about the
young couple’s marriage plans comes out in the ensuing argument, and Emily’s mother
tells her that if she marries Jerry, she might have to face the possibility of abandoning
college just like he has. This fact disturbs Emily and gives her pause. One of Emily’s
friends tells Emily that she shouldn’t be pressuring Jerry to marry her, and that she
should stop denying her feelings as though she’s not supposed to have them. This
advice is complicated, though, by the fact that this friend was the same one who before
gave her advice about competing with other girls by getting physical with boys.
Ultimately, the idea that she may miss out on college and whatever future it might bring
her clearly upsets Emily. She begins to value her future far more than her love for Jerry,
because she knows that a future as his spouse will turn her into her mother – a
domestically confined housewife.
These trepidations have a negative effect on the relationship. Emily refuses
Jerry’s advances again, and he gets mad again and tries to break up with her. When he
calms down, the two of them decide to talk to Emily’s parents about it. The
conversation goes poorly. Jerry ends up yelling, “You treat us like a couple of
delinquents!” and Emily’s father tells him to get out of the house. Jerry then steals his
family’s money and elopes with Emily. He takes her to a shoddy motel room, and he
plans to take her to Mexico to get married. Emily changes her mind, and breaks up with
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him. She goes to college instead. The September 1957 issue of Seventeen magazine
featured a brief mention of The Careless Years in its “Hollywood Scene” column:
Teen-agers sometimes feel that movies show them as empty-headed
idiots or sullen delinquents, rarely as themselves…producer-writer Edward Lewis
took an unusual step before writing his screenplay of “The Careless Years”…First
Lewis met with Los Angeles high school principals and teachers, requesting
names of students known to be considering marriages. Then he began
interviewing the boys and girls themselves. After completing his script, based in
part on their feelings about “going together,” Lewis read it back to his
consultants to test their reactions. When one student heard it he declared “Boy,
this is one movie I want to take my parents to see!” (12)
Clearly Lewis’s aim was to market the film as a realistic depiction of teen romance.
While teenpic producers of the post-1955 variety frequently talked about research into
the lives of real teens in preparation for writing the script, The Careless Years was
unique in that it avoided any sort of normative plot. Jerry and Emily break up. No posthigh school, nuclear family paradise awaits them. The girl chooses college over love,
rather than hopefully waiting for her love to come back from college one day and marry
her. If not necessarily a realistic depiction of the inevitable sex that most teen couples
would have had, the film is progressive and subversive, and very much ahead of its time.
EXPLOSIVE GENERATION, AUTONOMOUS GIRL
A film made four years later, The Explosive Generation (1961), would be
progressive as well, this time addressing sex education head on. In the film, Peter
Gifford (William Shatner), a young high school English teacher asks his students, “How
can you decide for yourselves what to become until you know who and what you are?”
The class has been designed to teach the students “life skills” and is not meant to serve
as sex education. However, Janet (Patty McCormack), who has just sped to school after
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spending the night with her boyfriend Dan (Lee Kinsolving) and another teen couple
unsupervised at a parent’s beach house, responds by wanting to talk bluntly about sex.
She asks aloud, “How far does a girl have to go with a boy just to be popular?” and
“What about the boys who think they have to prove what big men they are?” She and
the other students in the class complain that they can’t talk to their own parents about
sex. The frustration and the bluntness seem to take Mr. Gifford by surprise, but he is
willing to indulge the teenagers and even tells them to write down any questions they
may have for discussion the following day; all submissions will be anonymous.
Parents learn about the assignment and erupt in rage. One girl’s parents
pressure her into telling them what the teacher “made” her write. Janet’s night with
Dan comes out during the various interrogations, and the rage becomes hysteria.
Parents tell themselves that they “raise fine kids” and incidents like the night out aren’t
their fault but the teacher’s. Janet’s mother (Virginia Field) tells Principal Morton
(Edward Platt) that school board has decided that sex education is each parent’s
prerogative, and does not belong in the school. Morton finds himself under pressure
to fire Gifford. Instead, he demands that he issue an apology and stick to the curriculum
designed for the course.
For their part, the teenagers are upset and vow to resist their parent’s efforts.
They all decide to destroy the questions they’ve written for class, so that their parents
can’t read them. However, Gifford acquiesces and apologizes. The hysteria continues
however and most parents come down hard on their kids – striking one, grounding
others, and in Janet’s case even sending for a doctor to come out to examine her,
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presumably to ensure that her virginity is intact. Janet passes the test and tells Dan
about the examination at a party; this leads them to talk about sex, and she confesses to
him that she’s “scared of both of us.” Dan tells her that they can get married after he
graduates from college, but Janet complains that they’ll have to wait four years for that
to happen. Another boy then announces with a smirk that the last one to jump into the
pool is a juvenile delinquent. The teenagers are tired of being branded criminals or
potential criminals for wanting to have sex or even talk about sex.
The rest of the film shows the teens angrily organizing to protest Gifford’s
eventual firing by going on strike. They refuse to attend class, distribute pamphlets to
other students, and hold rallies outside the high school demanding his reinstatement.
They complain that they’ll always need someone’s permission to talk about any subject,
and they mention military service and the atom bomb as examples. When they police
disperse them, they go to class but sit in complete silence. They also attend a school
basketball game that night and sit in total silence. Janet confronts her mother and when
she tries to walk away Janet exclaims, “No mother, you’re going to listen to me this
time!” She reads her the questions she wrote in Gifford’s class and then exclaims, “If I
have to lie to my parents, instead of being able to come to them, where else can I go but
here?” Mom cries. Eventually the PTA relents and with the principal sign a document
acknowledging the student’s right to freedom of speech, which allows them to select
and discuss topics that are important to them.
The film’s casting effectively compliments its desire to get parents to take their
teenagers seriously as young adults. Patty McCormack had before starred as the
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unsettling child when she played pubescent serial killer Rhoda Penmark in The Bad Seed
(1956). Her character however is the protagonist of The Explosive Generation, and we
are compelled to see her as a young woman because she is talking openly about sex,
and about how to behave when her boyfriend wants to have it. She makes it clear that
she wants advice about the decision, even from her strict parents, but that the ability to
broach the topic, let alone comfortably discuss it, with adults is what is at stake. In this
way she is similar in her needs to Allison Mackenzie, although Allison falls back on
introversion to learn about sex via the mail, and leaves her mother when a
breakthrough cannot be had. In both cases, the focus is on an adolescent protagonist
who wants to make sexual choices for herself but is relatively responsible in the making.
It is the frigidity of the mother that complicates matters.
What primarily differentiates The Explosive Generation from Peyton Place and all
previous girl delinquency films is the fact that Janet and the adolescents around her are
able to assert a collective voice in the face of the draconian adult world. They organize,
distribute literature, and effectively go on “strike” as students – the same tools of
resistance that a union would use in the workplace. In a twist of irony, their voice is
loudest when it is silent. This is not the silence of repression but a coordinated strategy
to disengage with adults verbally when they are forbidden from gathering physically.
These teenagers also act on their own; Mr. Gifford is their rallying point, but even he
becomes so downtrodden that he encourages them to quit protesting. The film’s title
may have been a retort to Eriksonians such as Salisbury, whose The Shook-Up
Generation (1958) stressed parental involvement as necessary to the child’s emotional
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balance, particularly in the adolescent boy. 31 The film’s female adolescent protagonist
and its parentless agency stand in direct contrast to the notion that benevolent
parenting can manipulate a child’s adjustment and that it is the boy’s adjustment that is
most important to American society.
In retrospect, it is tempting to establish a circumstantial link between the
progressive activism of Explosive Generation and the coming widespread student
protests and sexual revolution of the mid to late 1960s. The film is best seen as a new,
perhaps evolutionary progression in the dialog concerning the female delinquent and
sex education. The film recognizes that, pedagogical agendas be damned, the most
effective way for girls to fight back against conservative behavioral expectations is to
declare their collective voice as a minority group that is too powerful to be ignored as
childish or vilified as wanton.
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Chapter Three
Rebel without a Child:
Exploitation and Teenage Pregnancy in Midcentury American Film
“You’re going to have to learn to love your baby within the limits that
we’d planned. It won’t be easy because all the time you’ll know he’s your baby.
But you’ll have to act, for the rest of your life, as if he’s mine…You must never
ever betray you or him or us...Never ever think that it doesn’t matter that people
know, because it has to matter, and it all depends on you.” - Leah Slade,
speaking to her daughter Susan, in Warner Brothers’ Susan Slade (1961)
Susan Slade, like many pregnant teens throughout the 1950s and early 60s, was
in a potentially disastrous situation. As a middle class white girl, pregnancy was
undeniable proof that she was no longer a virgin. It meant that her reputation would
suffer; she would be branded a “slut,” which meant that she may not be able to go to
college, and her marriage prospects would certainly diminish. The family’s reputation
would suffer as well. Her parents, under enormous pressure to hide their daughter’s
shame, propose a move to another country until she has the child, and when they
return they plan to raise it as their own. Leah Slade ironically insists Susan can remain
loyal to her only if she disowns her own newborn son.
Juvenile delinquency among girls was associated with “sex crimes” – that is to
say, unlike boys, who were typically booked for violent crimes, robbery, or vandalism,
girls could find themselves in jail for failing to maintain their virginity, or at least the
appearance of virginity. At midcentury there were still laws in place which penalized
girls for broadly defined “unmoral acts” which could include being seen in the company
of “undesirable” males, staying out late, or simply engaging or having engaged in
premarital sexual acts with males. Unlike boys, who were typically given allowance for
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sexual experimentation, girls were socially and legally policed. By the 1950s, a
conservative takeover of sex education curricula in public schools championed sexual
ignorance as the ideal preventative for adolescents, 32 in contrast to preceding decades
in which progressives advocated sexual hygiene education.
The consequences of this abdication of educational responsibility were tragic.
Kessler writes that even when teenagers saw educational films that reference the
meeting of the sperm and the egg, “Wherever this mysterious meeting place was, it
seemed to have nothing to do with being in the backseat of a car with your boyfriend.
Many of the women I interviewed were utterly uninformed about sex and pregnancy
and learned what little they knew from their boyfriends.” Texts as late as the 1960s still
referred to “sexual intercourse as “the marriage act”” (37). Many teen girls would later
recount their surprise when, after a first encounter with a (and sometimes their only
sexual encounter with any) boy, they found themselves pregnant; they weren’t even
aware that they’d had sex. One of Fessler’s interviewees, “Nancy II,” recalled “I was
throwing up and one of my friends said, “You’re probably pregnant.” And I said, “Oh no,
no, no, you can’t be pregnant unless you’re married.” That’s what my parents told me:
“You have to be married to have a baby.” So I couldn’t be pregnant because I wasn’t
married” (39). At the very least, a girl’s sense of the likelihood of pregnancy often
depended on her boyfriend’s reassurances that it could not happen to her. Frequently,
pregnancy resulted after only one act of intercourse. Such instances were widespread,
leading to an epidemic in teen pregnancy by the 1950s. 1957 saw “…an all-time high of
96 births per 1,000 women aged 15-19” (National Center for Health Statistics). Kessler
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notes that the 1950s saw 40% of births to teenage mothers happen outside of marriage
(29). Furthermore, many of the “marriage births” came from “shotgun weddings” – it
was in fact less frowned upon for a girl to get married, have the baby, and then divorce
than it was for her to give birth unwed (8). To make matters worse, like their mothers
and grandmothers, these girls were often, by law, denied any form of birth control. Nor
was abortion a legal option; In effect, society forced a teenager to do the very thing it
condemned, give birth unwed. When teen girls gave birth in the decades before Roe vs.
Wade, they were usually considered too young to be competent parents for their new
babies, and were unable to support them (Reed 109).
A teenage girl’s unexpected pregnancy also affected her family’s social status in
the local community. Middle class white parents were particularly desperate to spirit
their pregnant daughters away from the local community to far-off homes for unwed
mothers. After birth, parents and social workers commonly coerced and intimidated the
girls into giving their babies up for adoption. When the adolescents returned home,
there was no talk of the pregnancy, which was then kept secret for decades and
sometimes never revealed to anyone. The reason for such secrecy resided in the social
stakes for these often newly prosperous families, many of whom had been poor during
the Great Depression and were new to middle class affluence. As Kessler explains, “By
the mid-1950s, almost 60 percent of the population enjoyed a middle-class income, as
compared with 31 percent in the years before the Great Depression…” (105), and while
that rise was disproportionately true for white families, “…there was a tremendous fear
of losing the ground they had gained. Conforming to the middle-class values of the time
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was paramount. Many of the women I interviewed spoke about their parents’ fears of
being ruined if anyone learned they had an unmarried pregnant daughter” (102). The
stigma of a delinquent daughter also threatened to destroy the new socio-economic
identity of many white middle class families’ new socio-economic identity because being
labeled as a “bad girl” was tantamount to being classified as “other” or even “red” in
postwar American culture; those who defied the model of the nuclear family were seen
as “perverted, immoral, unpatriotic, pathological” (May 83). Accordingly, the African
American girl and often the working class white girl were assumed to be delinquent by
default; often these girls were the subjects of sterilization efforts and found it much
more difficult to receive state welfare and other aid to supplement child-rearing
(Solinger 52).
Any serious treatment of premarital teen pregnancy was taboo in Hollywood
until the late 1950s. 33 Even before the establishment of the Hays Code, adolescent
pregnancy does not seem to have made an appearance in pictures typically called “sex
films” or “vice films,” were pre-marital or extra-marital female sexuality was commonly
found, and the Hays office was created specifically to regulate. Though Breen certainly
censored depictions of illegitimate adult pregnancies, for example in several adaptations
of Tolstoy (Black 206-209), the major studies of Hollywood censorship during the code
and pre-code eras, while discussing many controversial films dealing with adultery,
promiscuous sex, prostitution, and other sexual vices, do not mention the existence of
any adolescent pregnancy films before the 1940s (Black, 50-83, 198-243; Doherty, 103136; Bernstein; Wittern-Keller). We must remember that Hollywood did not discover
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the adolescent girl as a star until after Breen had taken over the Hays office, and
therefore was not in the practice of marketing films specifically about teenage girls, to
teenage audiences, until censorship had been effectively centralized under the Breen
office. Furthermore, adolescent pregnancy was undeniable proof of underage premarital sex, and studios could not afford to risk the profitability of their teen girl stars by
turning them into “bad girls” on and offscreen.
Accordingly, producers of independent b-movies and exploitation pictures saw
an opportunity to capitalize on the scandalous subject of teen pregnancy. These
producers, several of whom would go on to become the self-proclaimed “trash film “
kings and porn producers in later decades, marketed narratives of adolescent pregnancy
as cautionary tales, and even came to think of themselves as citizens out to perform a
valuable public service (Friedman, Street Corner). They reasoned that if the public were
more informed about sex, and in particular if parents were encouraged to be more open
with their teenagers about the dangers of pregnancy and venereal disease, then rates of
occurrence would presumably decrease. Additionally, the demand for abortions and
(ironically) the manipulation and exploitation of young girls would be less frequent as
well (Freidman).
In this chapter I will look at midcentury cinematic dialog surrounding adolescent
pregnancy and childbirth, as it appeared in roadshow exploitation pictures, B-movies,
and finally mainstream melodramas. Exploitation producers of the 1940s and 50s
marketed sexually graphic films that were meant to titillate, with an ersatz pedagogical
agenda focused on pregnancy prevention. The films generally labeled sexual teens as
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morally foolish but also pathetically naïve, led astray indirectly by parental denial or
directly by abortionists and other adults ready to capitalize on their misfortune. These
films began fading from popularity in the late 1950s (Quarrels), as B movie producers,
soon followed by mainstream Hollywood, took up the subject of teen pregnancy,
generally emphasizing the treatment, acceptance, and nurturing of teen mothers,
without ever actually sanctioning the sexual autonomy of the adolescent female. For
example, by the time Delmer Daves began to make movies about pregnant teens in the
late fifties and early sixties, with popular adolescent stars such as Sandra Dee and
Connie Stevens, the discussion of teen sexuality had moved beyond an exploitative
didacticism to pragmatic considerations of adolescent pregnancy.
MOM AND DAD NEAR THE STREET CORNER – SEXUAL HYGIENE AND ROADSHOW
PICTURES OF THE 1940s
Early “sex hygiene” pictures, or “crotch operas” as they were sometimes called,
usually involved a melodramatic narrative which included the insertion of one or more
graphic sex education films. Wittern-Keller’s legal history of film censorship explains
their appearance on the independent roadshow circuit as the result of a key Supreme
Court decision, United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc. (1948), which destroyed the
major studios’ monopoly on theater ownership and exclusive exhibition of its motion
pictures (100). This decision made it much easier for independent film producers to get
theaters to screen their films. Kroger Babb was the first of these producers to produce
and distribute sex hygiene pictures in local theaters, and he became known for
employing sensational marketing techniques, often rooted historically in the advertising
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and showmanship methods of carnivals and circuses, in order to draw in the crowds and
make a profit before sometimes being chased out of town by the police (Wittern-Keller
178; Friedman, Street Corner). A minor problem with Wittern-Keller’s claim is that
Babb produced and distributed his first hygiene film, Mom and Dad, beginning in 1944.
It is certainly true, however, that his subsequent hygiene films did not come out until
1948, no doubt because the Paramount ruling made it easier for Babb and his protégées
to execute a more ambitious business plan. A more complete explanation of the
appearance of these independently distributed hygiene films must include the historical
context of teen star exploitation in mainstream Hollywood. Mom and Dad appears
about a decade after the first teen girl stars appear at MGM, and the studios’ inability to
place these stars in films that took sexual delinquency seriously left a production
vacuum that independent producers, who were not bound by the censorship of the
Breen office and instead operated sometimes in defiance of local and state censors,
were eager to exploit. Furthermore, the guise of these exploitative pictures as sex
education, public service films made them easier for local censors to approve (WitternKeller 179). In short, the “good girls” that studios needed their teen stars to be,
onscreen and off, meant that independent producers could hold a monopoly on “bad
girl” narratives, at least as these categories applied to onscreen adolescents.
The most controversial element of the hygiene films’ exhibition was their
marketing (Wittern-Keller 179). Babb oversaw multiple touring groups, all of them
screening the film and carrying with them a “hygiene expert” (really the road agent for
the film, often from a carnival or circus background) who would appear at intermission
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to lecture to spectators on the dangers of sexual ignorance and sell sex education
pamphlets to spectators, the first called “Secrets of Sensible Sex,” via a small group of
women dressed as nurses (Freidman, Street Corner and Quarles 152). Though ostensibly
educational, these pamphlets were also a significant source of money for the producer,
who raked in roughly 90% of the take from these sales (156).
A spectator in a small midcentury American town or city was likely to have been
aware of or at least heard about the travelling sex education movie roadshow, which
periodically came to a local theater within driving distance. He or she may have heard
about it on the radio, or would have looked at a brightly colored movie poster, for
example of Mom and Dad, which proclaimed, “you can’t control delinquency by
punishing it…only by preventing it!” It also promoted the in-person appearance of “Elliot
Forbes, Hygiene’s Famous Commentator.” (Freidman). The commercials would have
been provocative yet vague, clearly suggesting the arrival of a spectacle that promised
to reveal hidden information about sex and its potential consequences. 34
If this spectator decided to go, with or without a parent or child in
accompaniment, he or she would have usually stood in a long line of people awaiting
admittance. Fellow moviegoers would have likely been abuzz with curiosity yet also
somewhat self-conscious about being seen in line for such a show, though the
screenings were often gender-segregated. The show began with the playing of the
national anthem, followed with on onscreen message from the film’s producers, which
in the case of Mom and Dad, read:
Our story is a simple one! It happens every night, somewhere. It is the
story of Joan Blake – a sweet, innocent girl growing up in this fast-moving age.
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The temptations which she faces are as old as Time itself. But, Joan is no better
fortified against them than was the girl of yesteryear, because her mother – like
many mothers – still thinks that ignorance is a guarantee of virtue. “IGNORANCE
IS A SIN – KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.” In this modern world Youth is entitled to a
knowledge of Hygiene – a complete understanding of the Facts of Life. Boys and
girls of today aren’t bad! But millions of them are becoming sexual delinquents
and the victims of venereal disease, simply because they do not know the Full
Truth about these subjects. This problem is a challenge to every Mom and Dad.
If our story points the way to a commonsense solution….and saves one girl from
unwed motherhood…or one boy from the ravages of social disease…..it will have
been well told! THE PRODUCERS.
Though the screenings for Mom and Dad were often gender-segregated, and while the
above prologue clearly makes a case for the threat of sexual delinquency for boys as
well as girls, Mom and Dad is not about a boy’s struggle with sexual delinquency. The
tragedy of the narrative is the heroine Joan’s (June Carlson) illegitimate pregnancy, and
the scandal of teen motherhood is the provocative center of the film’s many taboos.
Teen pregnancy also provided Babb with his primary justification for the ersatz
educational agenda of Mom and Dad, in that Joan’s horror was presumably a warning to
other girls in the audience. No one in the film actually contracts a venereal disease.
The story begins with the middle class Blake family traveling by train back to
their hometown. They are trying to get back in time for Joan to attend a school dance,
something her father is in favor of and her mother is not. Mrs. Blake (Lois Austin) is
opposed to any kind of vice that she can observe or imagine infiltrating the lives of the
town’s adolescents. She complains about boys and girls in the city who drink, smoke,
and “lollygag” “all over each other.” She is a member of a vaguely defined woman’s
“club” in town that plays bridge and launches social initiatives intended to clean up and
prevent vice in the community. Mr. Blake (George Eldridge) opposes his wife’s moralist
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activism, and usually drinks and chides her when she launches into a diatribe or starts
making phone calls to local authorities. He complains when she attempts to curtail
Joan’s involvement in the dance, saying “They aren’t children – you don’t realize that
they grow up!”
At the dance, Joan leaves her innocent, boring boyfriend Allen (Jimmy Zahner) –
who keeps telling her that she looks “swell” – when she meets the dapper Jack Griffin
(Bob Lowell). Jack is a “fast mover” who aggressively monopolizes Joan and weakens
her sexual defenses, telling her that he has a sister her age who is “practically married.”
They kiss, and a few nights later make love in a parked car. Joan cries on the way home,
and in her room for the remainder of the night. She later tells Jack, “I feel like a leper,
unclean and ashamed to go out with my friends.”
All that Mrs. Blake knows is that Joan has been seeing a “strange boy,” and her
response is to petition the school board to stop all dances. Mr. Blake tells her to tell
Joan about “the facts of life…why girls get into trouble, a lot of them have babies, and
that sort of thing,” but Mrs. Blake refuses, exclaiming that “Joan is a sweet innocent girl,
and I’m not going to fill her clean mind with a lot of worldly knowledge.” Here the film
sets up Mrs. Blake as a clear villain and a scapegoat for Joan’s sexual delinquency. It
paints her as “old-fashioned” in that she expects Joan’s future husband to teach the girl
about sex, after their marriage. Knowledge about sex is tantamount to letting Joan lose
her virginity in that such knowledge would apparently spoil her innocence and ruin any
value she has as a virginal commodity. This portrait of Mrs. Blake’s counterproductive,
outdated moralism is also meant as an attack on critics of Babb’s films; mothers like
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Joan’s are, in the words of the prologue, “self-styled moralists” whose aversion to frank
discussions of sex leave their daughters open to sexual predators like Jack Griffin.
Mrs. Blake’s progressive opposite, and ersatz stand-in for the educational
mantra of Babb’s film, is a local high school teacher, Mr. Blackburn (Hardie Albright),
who takes it upon himself to talk to the teenagers about “social and moral hygiene.” He
cannot get into details, he tells his students, because when he proposed this kind of talk
at a school board meeting, It was turned down “…because a few mothers protested…”
He goes on to say, however that
I feel every high school girl and boy is entitled to know the facts of life.
Many a girl has spoiled her whole life by making just one mistake (cut to Joan,
guilty look on her face). Not only that, but she’s brought shame to her family,
who brought her up, loved her. Instances where families had to pack up and
move away because they could never live down the disgrace. In most of these
cases, the parents themselves were to blame, because they tried to keep their
children innocent with ignorance. It can’t be done. We humans are born with
instincts; the first is to preserve life, the second is to produce it. These are Godgiven instincts.
When he asks the students to raise their hands if any of them had been told the facts of
life by their parents, only 20% of them do so. One male student raises his hand and asks
Mr. Blackburn about venereal disease. Blackburn replies that he can’t say anything, but
refers him to a book on the subject and allows the student to borrow it. Blackburn soon
resigns from his job rather than be fired, as Mrs. Blake and others have been pressuring
the school board to do after word gets out about his hygiene lecture. He tells the
principal “You let a small group of narrow-minded, old-fashioned women dictate to you.
They run this school, not you,” and that “delinquency” is a problem among the town’s
youth that can only be prevented, not punished after the fact. Meanwhile, Joan
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realizes that it has been a month since she had her last period, and Jack dies in a plane
crash. In a panic, Joan asks her mother for a book on social hygiene. Mrs. Blake replies
that Joan should wait until she’s married “to think about such things.”
At this point in the narrative, roughly two-thirds of the way through Mom and
Dad, the projection stopped, and “Elliot Forbes” appeared in the theater to tell parent
and teen spectators alike that they had a responsibility to stay informed and avoid
venereal diseases and tragic premarital pregnancies. The timing of the sale was key
because it came at a point when narrative anxiety over Joan’s “trouble” was at its pique.
While the looming pregnancy wouldn’t have been a surprise to any intelligent viewer,
the whole point of the film was to get Joan in trouble and exploit the cultural fear of
illegitimate pregnancy. It was that anxiety – Will it happen to me? Will it happen to my
daughter? – that sold the pamphlets.
Indeed, when the film resumes, Joan realizes her worst fears – she is pregnant.
She tells a friend and tries to go see a doctor she does not know – this implies that she’s
thinking of abortion, which even Babb would not dare to say out loud for a few more
years. She is ultimately too scared of exposure to go, and Blackburn’s lecture about girls
disgracing their families stokes her fears each time she hears the words in her head.
Joan starts to commit suicide, but her brother catches her in time and informs Blackburn
about the pregnancy, and about Joan’s terror at the thought of telling her mother about
it. Blackburn decides to tell Mrs. Black himself, and adds a stern lecture about her
negligent parenting while he’s at it. He gets rehired at the school, and convinces the
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principal to invite sexual hygiene experts to come to the school and show explicit films
to the students, in gender-segregated exhibitions.
Babb exhibited several, interchangeable short films in these slots. One was
called “The Facts of Life,” which used animated sequences to illustrate the “rhythmic sex
cycles” of menstruation, and actually mentioned the word “intercourse” when talking
about the fertilization of the ovaries. Another short, “Modern American Surgery,” was
an uncensored recording of a caesarian section. “Seeing is Believing” focused on
gonorrhea and syphilis, and was by far the most sexually graphic of the three in that it
pictured exposed genitals, albeit grossly infected with each disease. Mom and Dad then
ended with the Blakes visiting Joan in a hospital (she has been sent to live with an uncle
until she gives birth). After several hours , Joan’s condition stabilizes, but the fate of her
baby is unclear. The film ends, only saying that it has a “slight chance” for survival.
Such ostensibly educational, cautionary narratives would have been the common
experience that spectators had with this sort of movie in the 1940s and 50s, which was
the heyday of roadshow “birth pictures.” It was an experience quite different from a
mainstream Hollywood movie, both in terms of the graphic nature of the material and
its exhibition. The atmosphere surrounding the production would have been unique as
well - a subject rarely discussed in public made accessible to a culture that was in fact
obsessed with sex. This was particularly true of Mom and Dad, made and released two
years before the Kinsey report. While the nudity was certainly being peddled for profit,
birth pictures gave a kind of tacit permission to the postwar teenager – along with his or
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her parent(s) – to transgress the sexual boundaries in postwar culture while being
officially admonished to avoid breaking them.
Later birth pictures like Street Corner, produced three years after Mom and
Dad’s debut by Babb’s protégé Floyd Lewis, were variations on the same plot, with very
similar marketing techniques and exhibition practices such as the gender-segregated
screenings and mid-film lectures and pamphlet sales. In Street Corner, the teen girl
protagonist is Lois (Marcia Mae Jones), who becomes pregnant by her boyfriend Bob
(John Truel) after prom. Bob is then killed in a car accident, while on the way to elope
with her and save her reputation. The all-American Joan then goes to get an abortion
from a shady, thick-accented foreign woman in a bad part of town. The procedure
nearly kills the girl, leaving her shaken and helpless.
When the truth comes out, the family doctor the family doctor (Joseph Crehan)
blames Lois’s parents (Jean Fenwick, Don Brodie) for the debacle; throughout the film
he had already warned them about the dangers of sexual ignorance. The film is rife with
the doctor’s voice-over narration and other speeches; sometimes he even addresses the
camera directly. Lois’s parents, he says, had not been brave enough to admit to
themselves that their little girl was a woman now, and had never told her the truth
about sex and reproduction. This forced Lois, he said, to learn about sex on the “street
corners.” In fact, Lois had tried to tell her mother about the pregnancy, but Lois’s
parents had always been in a hurry to do something else. The doctor quips that Joan
“…has to confess… But where, and counsel from whom? The street corner will not be of
much help now, the street corner, which is always so wise and smug and full of leering
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smartness.” It was the “street corner” where Joan had learned of the abortionist, from
a waitress at a local diner. Even the waitress proclaimed, “You dizzy little dames with
your hot hearts and chill brains - you deserve what you get!” Nevertheless, the waitress
offers to lend Lois the money for the abortion.
When Joan collapses on the street outside the abortionist’s home, the film
breaks for a message from a hygiene commentator, this time with the faux name of
Curtis Hayes. When it resumes, the doctor gives Lois’s parents another stern lecture
about letting down their daughter by not providing her with the information she needed
in order to avoid delinquency. He then shows three sex education shorts, “The Miracle
of Birth,” which contains a live birth, “Birth by Cesarian Section,” and “Human
Wreckage,” a very graphic short presenting the results of venereal infection. The films
ends with more warnings from the doctor about the danger to “the social order” that is
best prevented by education.
White Street Corner’s social message was purely secular and progressive,
Because of Eve (1948) was unique among these roadshow pictures because it couched
its tale of sexual transgression in religious, particularly or at least ostensibly Catholic
rhetoric. The film quotes passages from the Bible the beginning and the end of its
narrative, and features religious language throughout, for example referring to
matrimony as a “holy” state and sex as a “divine” creation. Crusade Productions made
the film, and its mission statement was clear in an opening serious of prologues, with
“Ave Maria” playing in the background as spectators read. In the first of these, speaking
of themselves in third person, the company explained that they “…realized that the
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thinking of the American people on the subject of sex was undergoing a gradual
revolution. They saw the Kinsey report, the various school experiments, the
innumerable magazine articles…all pointing to the need for better education on these
vital questions.” They went on to explain that
Initially, these films were intended for the exclusive use of high schools
and colleges, and they are being so used today. The idea of combining them
with a story to form a full-length feature picture came, not from the producers,
but from the health doctors and teachers who helped them in their production
work. These doctors and teachers felt that such vital facts should be made
available not only to the school children, but to their mothers and fathers as
well…in other words, to the whole family.
This odd disclaimer argues that Crusade productions innocently came across the idea to
film and distribute a narrative that linked its three sexually graphic educational films,
The Story of V.D., The Story of Reproduction, and The Story of Birth, on the roadshow
circuit. The three shorts were “…brought to you in the name of social progress, as an
honest effort at making our beloved American a cleaner, healthier, happier place in
which to live,” in cooperation with the California State Department of Public Health,
California State Department of Social Welfare, University of California, Florence
Crittendon Homes, and Booth Memorial Hospital for Women Obstetricians. This cluster
of endorsing organizations appears to have been dubious. The Booth hospitals were
actually Salvation Army homes for unwed mothers, similar to the Crittendon homes.
The state of California departments would have been easy enough to cite as
“cooperative,” but they probably did not have anything to do with Because of Eve other
than providing factual information for producers to base their sex ed pamphlets on. The
film’s marketing and production was identical in form to the other exploitation features
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discussed in this chapter, and the nudity in its short films is easily the most graphic –
even mentioning the location of the clitoris – of these exploitation roadshow features.
The “noted” hygiene speaker was this time “Alexander Leeds,” impersonated by David
Freidman himself in the 2003 DVD release.
Because of Eve’s Bob (John Parker) and Sally (Wanda McKay) are a married
couple who are expecting a baby. 35 They reflect with their doctor (Joseph Crehan)
about the first time they came to him, as fiancés reporting for pre-martial examinations.
In this flashback, the doctor greets engaged Bob and Sally with the news that Sally need
not worry about complications from the birth of her first child, and Bob has not
experienced any lasting damage from a past VD infection. Bob and Sally stare at each
other with disbelief and shock; they hadn’t told each other about their sexual pasts. As
Sally charges out of the office, Dr. West tells Bob not to worry about Sally’s “past
misfortunes” and shows him The Story of V.D. so that he’ll know how to educate his
future children about the dangers of sexually transmitted diseases. When Sally returns,
Dr. West listens to her tale of pregnancy, searching for abortion doctors, and finally her
attempt at suicide, which resulted in her first baby being stillborn. West likewise
encourages her to forgive Bob for his mistakes. When the couple reunites, West
comments on the necessity of sex education, and that it is because of ignorance that
“…we have so many juvenile delinquents; a million abortions a year….”. He shows them
The Story of Reproduction and The Story of Birth; these films feature graphic male and
female nudity, a live birth, and a live caesarian section.
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All four films competed with each other for attention and profit. Eventually the
separate producer/distributors consolidated into one company in order to avoid
booking conflicts to maximize profits (Friedman 154). They also served as the last
vestiges of what the typical prewar approach to unwed pregnancy, characterized by a
depiction of the young mother as an emotionally weak victim of predatory men, in
addition to being the probable result of bad breeding and socio-economic misfortune.
Eugenics however isn’t to be found in birth pictures films, not necessarily because the
culture no longer assumed that “well-bred,” middle and upper class girls never got “into
trouble” (it still did), but more likely because the movie-going masses would find the
protagonist more likable as a pretty girl from a modestly prosperous family. The term
“sexual hygiene” would have then been familiar to an audience in the 1940s because it
was a holdover from the early part of the century, when social workers and sex
educators used sexuality as “…a vehicle for exercising control over the lower classes,
especially immigrants…” (D’Emilio and Freedman 203). Pre-war progressives’ basic
misunderstanding of female sexual choice outside of marriage came from the fact that
progressive reformers still shared “…19th century assumptions about female purity,” and
conversely failed to successfully understand and in fact tried to counter the growing
sexual liberalism of the 1920s and beyond (214).
These roadshow birth pictures appropriated progressive semantics in order to
distribute pornography. The most taboo part of the films, aside from the frank
discussion of sex and pregnancy throughout each narrative, was the depiction of
genitalia in a non-sexual context – primarily, the birth of a child. In this context,
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reproduction was both “pornographic” and educational. On the one hand, juxtaposing
birth with venereal disease associated the act of reproduction with the ugly
consequences of unprotected sex; pregnancy and birth as such were nonsexual and
even anti-sexual. After all, these films were being promoted as essentially preventative
narratives meant to discourage premarital sex via the depiction of its undesirable
outcomes. The adult vagina here was in effect meant to horrify the teen girl. As
depicted in these films, birth is horror in all of its visceral ugliness – blood, discharge and
all – particularly when juxtaposed with venereal disease. For the female adolescent,
who typically would have wanted to grow up fast like most teens, one gets the
impression that the film was meant to serve as a reminder that becoming an adult is a
scary prospect too. It means having to experience the pain of adulthood (birth) in
addition to its pleasures (sex). At the same time, public access to images of genitalia
was so restricted and rare in the 1940s that even the distorted images in birth pictures
would have been appealing to viewers desperate to see another person’s nudity. Not all
nudity in birth pictures was accompanied by depictions of v.d. or birth. For boys, the
horror of birth was likely not an issue, because they’d never have to experience it
themselves and could maintain an objective – probably even a jocular - distance from it.
This distance would have paralleled life outside the theater, because teenage boys were
typically allowed if not encouraged to abandon a girl once she was impregnated. Girls
bore the consequences of unwed pregnancy alone, and these films emphasized the
horror of that reality in addition to the visceral horror of childbirth itself.
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The sparse scholarship that addresses these roadshow films supports such a
reading and develops it further. Writing in 1994, Feaster criticized the exploitation film
of the 1930s and 40s as “misogynist” in a way that was both similar to the conventions
of classic Hollywood and different from them. Primarily, she saw the emergence of
“medical discourse” in these films as a way to objectify the female body by subjecting it
to the male gaze; here of course we recognize the classic Mulveyan version of feminist
film criticism. The medical discourse found in the sex education film within a film
“…constructs woman as Other, as a classifiable category of the perverted self, an
assertion which is then backed up by medical and narrative “proof”” (341). This textual
analysis bemoans the objectification of the onscreen female but also links it inseparably
to the spectator as subject. Either the assumed male gaze of the spectator eclipses any
kind of feminine spectatorial agency, or it in fact compromises it in the form of a
transvestite gaze, where the woman views herself through a man’s eyes so to speak, in
effect becoming part of the process of objectification.
On the other hand, it would be a mistake to solely read these roadshow films in
terms of the work of their production apparatuses. It was in fact true that attending a
roadshow film was risqué, particularly for a female, and even more so for a teenage girl,
even if she were accompanied by her mother. This was somewhat allayed by the fact
that many roadshow screenings were sexually segregated, with a showing for female
audiences only, followed by one for men. However the screenings were ambiguously
illicit; in some states, show agents would stay in town only for a few days at times,
clearing out before the police got uncomfortable enough to arrest them. Simply
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attending a screening had to have been a bold act; throughout the 1940s and into the
late fifties, these screenings were sensational, taboo-challenging events. Furthermore,
the very portrayal of a teenage girl “in trouble,” treated as a dramatic subject, was
outside of the mainstream in Hollywood as it was a particularly scandalous subject,
especially in the eyes of middle class Americans. Fessler discusses the absolute secrecy
demanded of pregnant teens, showcasing interviews with women who were quietly
sent away as teens to homes for unwed mothers. After intense pressure to give their
babies up for adoption, they often returned home empty-handed, and the several
month’s absence was explained as a trip to see a far-off relative. It was not unusual for
these young mothers to keep the secret for decades, with no one the wiser save for
their parents. In this way any avenue of representation, even the exploitation film,
could be appropriated as mode of rebellion against prevalent social mores and codes of
silence.
At its apex, Mom and Dad even played on Broadway, in 1957. However by this
time, audiences were no longer finding the birth show to be much of a spectacle.
Quarles speculates that this was because “The United States was becoming more
permissive. Books and magazines broke new ground in what could be said and shown…
a band of daring entrepreneurs out West, men like Russ Meyer…were making movies of
surprising boldness. The sex hygiene shows would soon be behind the times” (156-157).
Wittern-Keller attributes the decline to the weakening of film censorship in several
states by 1956. The dissolution of the state censorship boards of Ohio, Massachusetts,
Kansas, and Pennsylvania, thanks to four important state supreme court decisions
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predicated by the US Supreme Court’s ruling in Burstyn v. Wilson (1952) which
“…changed the rules by extending First Amendment protections to films” (154), allowed
even mainstream film to explore more risqué material than they had been able to
include before. Exploitation films grew bolder and began to show more nudity in the
1960s, and the need to disguise sexploitation as education went away. Pregnancy
began to find its way into mainstream Hollywood via the B-movie, a process that was
already well underway by the time that Mom and Dad lost its cultural currency.
UNWED MOTHER – TEEN PREGNANCY AS “B” MOVIE MELODRAMA
An excellent example of this kind of transitional B-picture is Walter Doniger’s
Unwed Mother (1958). The film’s story concerns a girl, Betty Miller (Norma Moore),
who works at a department store and lives at home with her widowed mother (Claire
Carleton). At the store she meets Don Bigelow (Robert Vaughn), a “player” who
proceeds to talk with her again and again until he finally coaxes her into going on a date.
Betty is a “good girl” who means well and has never had sex with a boy, and she resists
Don’s advances repeatedly. Eventually, she finds herself not only pregnant, but an
accomplice when Don decides to rob a local movie theater. 36 After running from a
would-be abortionist, Betty goes to the “Mary Wiggam Home” for unwed mothers.
Here she completes the pregnancy and agrees to give her baby up for adoption to a
wealthy older couple whose charity finances the Home. However, Betty changes her
mind at the last minute and takes the baby back. When asking a reverend if what she is
doing is wrong, he replies “It is never wrong to love another.”
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Unwed Mother is a unique film in that it engages with a social reality
experienced by many pregnant teens in the 1950s: the home for unwed mothers.
Usually run by Catholic Charities, the Salvation Army or other religious organizations
such as the Florence Crittenden Mission, these homes numbered in the hundreds and
housed as many as 25,000 girls per year in the 1950s – now known as a decade of
epidemic teenage pregnancy. Demand was so high that homes had to turn away 35% of
their applicants (Fessler 133-134). These homes originated as homes for “fallen
women” in the 1800s, and their orientation towards unwed mothers changed
significantly over the years.
At midcentury, although an unwed mother was still “…not a part of a legal,
domestic, and subordinate relation to a man” and therefore “…could be scorned and
punished, shamed, and blamed” for her situation (Solinger 4), she was no longer seen
merely as the product of bad breeding or social environment. Instead, the focus
became psychological – girls had non-marital sex because they were maladjusted,
neurotic, whether they were white or black (Kunzel 306). Contemporary writer Leontine
Young even went so far as to argue that such girls wanted revenge against their
overbearing mothers, so much so that they brought rape “upon themselves” in order to
get pregnant (49)
Agencies that dealt with unwed white mothers at least were “set to facilitate an
unwed mother’s reconstruction, a specific process that was necessary for a girl or
woman to undergo if she were to go forward in life with access to normative adult,
female roles” (Solinger 10). 37 There were many reasons for this change in policy,
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ranging from a change in staff from primarily religious workers to professional
psychologists, to a change in clientele; there began to be an increase in middle class girls
at these homes for unwed mothers. The increase in middle class girls who got pregnant
in the 1950s and got sent to these homes made it became difficult to write off
promiscuous girls from less wealthy homes as the products of bad breeding. Solinger
explains that sex outside of marriage then became seen as self-expressive rather than
degenerate, meaning that it was a psychological problem that could be treated rather
than a breeding problem that required sterilization. No one wanted to sterilize a white,
middle class girl even if she’d contracted v.d. and/or gotten pregnant out of wedlock.
Thus, when one “cured” the delinquent girl’s neurosis, one rendered her able to form a
normative, “sanctioned relationship with a man” (16).
An essential part of this new reconstructive process was the giving up of the girl
or woman’s baby for adoption. It existed as an essential trade-off; exchange your baby
and be able to “re-enter normative life” (Solinger 17). The pressure to leave the baby
with home authorities and then waive all legal rights to him or her, including the right to
have or be contacted by him or her later in life, was tremendous. By 1973, about 1.5
million midcentury babies “were relinquished for non-family or unrelated adoptions”
(Fessler 8). Part of the reason was obvious – the child served as a reminder of the girl or
woman’s transgression, a “sin” or at least evidence of a neurotic past that could not be
covered up unless the child was gone. The stigma against unwed mothers also carried
several assumptions about her character. Among them, ironically due to the fact that
many of these young mothers had to be brow-beaten into giving their children up, was
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the belief that the girls did not want their babies. They were presumed to be
promiscuous – in fact many of them had only one partner or even one experience with
intercourse – and therefore not interested in marriage so much as sex. Marriage was so
closely identified with motherhood in the postwar era that extramarital pregnancy
simply made no sense otherwise (8-10).
There came to be a division in postwar culture between “good” girls – those who
did not have sex or at least never got caught – and “bad” girls, whom as we have seen
were thought to be neurotically promiscuous but often simply were unlucky enough to
get pregnant. As we’ve seen in previous chapters, sex education – often the only
recourse adolescents had for accurate information about sex and reproduction – had
become appropriated by conservatives as “Family Relationships” or “Family Living”
courses in the 1950s, which said as little about intercourse as possible (Moran 149).
Add to this the fact that in some states contraceptives were illegal even for married
couples to obtain until the Supreme Court struck down the nearly century-old Comstock
laws in 1965, and we see that the odds of a sexually active teenager not getting
pregnant in the 1950s were low. 38
The typical teen mom coming to a home for unwed mothers at this time, then,
would have been an unlucky, ill-informed girl likely from a middle-class family, forced to
be there lest her own reputation and her family’s reputation be dealt a severe blow by
the harsh judgments of the culture at large. The leaders of these homes would have
seen her as a reformable neurotic, who could be rehabilitated psychologically and sent
back home on the condition that she give up her baby. What is interesting about Unwed
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Mother is that, along with being the first film of this era to include a home like this as a
significant part of its plot, the film departs from the standard experience a mother
would have had at the home in the 1950s.
First, the “Mary Wiggam” home that Betty attends does not appear to be in the
business of psychologically reforming her. In fact Betty doesn’t do anything in particular
at the home except socialize with other pregnant girls and help out with chores.
Secondly, Betty is not exactly forced to give her baby up for adoption. The director of
the home asks Betty to take the unusual step of meeting the adoptive couple in person,
because they are financial supporters of the home. Betty does this without objection,
even when the director tells her that it is “very important” that she make a good
impression. At the end of the narrative, however, she has a change of heart and takes
the baby back, without receiving much resistance from the home or the adopting
couple.
Unwed Mother’s resolution is counter-cultural. In its advocacy for the pairing of
illegitimate child with its natural mother, it resists contemporary thinking that the
mother was best sent home to start her life anew, and that the baby was better off with
a couple who actually wanted it – not to mention the fact that the child would also be
with two parents rather than one. Fessler states that public attitudes toward adoption
had changed by midcentury, rendering it more accepted. The ratio of available babies
to couples waiting to adopt was 1 to 10 (183). This was because the model of the
nuclear family was realized in the childless couple who adopted a child. Furthermore, a
public opinion poll showed that only 9% of people believed that a single person could be
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happy (May 69). It followed that a child could not be happy when raised outside of a
nuclear family environment. 39 Mother’s conviction that a child is better off with his or
her natural mother, even if she was single and never married, was in this way radical for
its time.
On the other hand, there were many voices which contradicted the conservative
mainstream on the subject of motherhood. While some in postwar culture embraced
momism, the misogynist depiction of motherhood that found expression in many films
of the 1950s and 60s, Unwed Mother’s advocacy for motherhood found common
sentiment in the work of psychoanalysts such as Michael Balint, D.W. Winnicott, and
John Bowlby, midcentury analysts who insisted on the centrality of the mother-child
bond. 40 In late 1950s America, we see a championing of natural motherhood as a return
to trust in the instincts of the mother. We see for example a renewed embrace of
breastfeeding and wetnursing with the founding of La Leche League and the Boston
Women’s Health Book Collective (Apple 9) in the late 1950s. Famously, Benjamin Spock
encouraged women to do “what feels right” when raising their children and endorsed
breastfeeding as an acceptable alternative to bottle feeding should the mother prefer it.
This return to old-fashioned, instinctual motherhood – which emphasized a woman’s
pre-existing, biological sense of what was right for her baby – continued to gain
popularity into the 1960s, so much so that post-Vietnam conservatives would later
blame it (and Spock in particular) for the cultivation of a generation of hippies and other
postwar liberals. While we cannot escape the irony that “proper” postwar mothers
were expected to rely on the childrearing advice of these mostly male experts in order
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to “naturally” parent their children (Apple 8), in postwar cinema it was certainly
progressive to advocate for an unwed mother’s right to raise her child as her own,
especially if that mother was also an adolescent.
Unwed Mother’s unique perspective on the teen mom predates and appears to
have influenced mainstream Hollywood takes on the subject of adolescent pregnancy.
In 1959, major studios like Warner Brothers began to release teen pregnancy
melodramas. 41 Delmer Daves, an auteur mostly ignored by academics now, was the
most significant contributor to this subgenre, and his work built upon progressive
thought in a very important way. In his films, motherhood became an essential
experience for the pregnant teenager, because it provided a natural process whereby
the sexual naiveté of the teenage girl died, only to give way to the selfless love,
nurturing, and responsibility of natural motherhood.
DELMER DAVES AND THE MAINSTREAM PREGNANCY MELODRAMA
1959 saw the release of Blue Denim - whose couple-in-trouble-narrowly-escapesthe-abortionist plotline was virtually identical to the roadshows and B-movies42 - and A
Summer Place, the first of several teenage pregnancy pictures by director Delmer Daves.
Typically a western or noir director, Daves began to make melodramas in 1958 when he
agreed to adapt Sloane Wilson’s A Summer Place for Warner Brothers. The story was
essentially a story in two acts, the first about two families whose parents have affairs
with each other and then divorce and the second about a romance between their
children, Johnny (Troy Donahue) and Molly (Sandra Dee). In the midst of the moral
confusion over their parents’ sexual transgressions, the teenagers decide to have sex,
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which results in Molly’s pregnancy. However while this narrative has a teen pregnancy,
it appears toward the end of the story, and particularly as Daves chose to adapt it, the
main themes don’t concern pregnancy or even sex so much they ultimately center
around the problems that adolescents and parents face as they attempt to navigate
issues like sex and dating. 43 However, broaching the subject of teen pregnancy
influenced Daves’s decision to make Susan Slade (1961), a film starring Connie Stevens
as a teenager who becomes pregnant, and along with her parents takes dramatic steps
to cover it up.
Like Unwed Mother, Slade chose to send its pregnant teenager far away from
home, where the community could not witness the consequences of her transgression
and judge the family accordingly. However, here the entire family moves with her, to
Guatemala. Rather than sending Susan to a home, the decision is made to keep the
scandal completely within the family, which will pretend that Susan’s mother has given
birth. After two years, they will move back to home (Monterrey, California). The aim
then is largely similar to the typical historical scenario for a middle class family – avoid
the shame, enable the girl to start her life anew as long as she relinquishes her identity
as the mother of her baby.
Susan is not able to continue this elaborate charade indefinitely, however. A
change comes over her after the birth; her face glows with joy as she breastfeeds the
little boy. 44 When her father’s employer comes to visit, his wife observes that Susan has
changed from a girl into a woman. This has all happened without the guidance or
assistance of a man, or anyone else for that matter. It naturally occurs. Susan is
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protective of her child when around the couple, and becomes visibly distressed when
her father’s employer suggests that she move back to California on her own, ahead of
her parents and “little brother.” She feels responsible for the baby and cannot stand by
and watch her mother raise it as her own; she has an argument with her mother about
this, only to be reluctantly talked out of taking the child back. However, this
protectiveness is never construed as being overprotective. Daves includes a climax in
which the child accidentally lights himself on fire - Susan and her boyfriend (Troy
Donahue again, however not the child’s father in this film) rescue him, and the event
gives Susan the courage to finally, defiantly reveal the truth to him and to her parents’
friends.
Thus we have a plot in which the best laid plans to provide the adolescent
mother with a reclaimed identity and chance to begin her life anew are undone by
nature itself. Susan cannot help but be drawn to her baby and want it back, and in fact
this is good for her and for the child. Motherhood furthermore is not simply a role that
the teenager proves able to adopt – it is transformative, changing the adolescent girl
into woman, and the baby is best matched with its natural mother because only she
instinctually knows how to raise it best. A two parent nuclear family is still considered
best for the child’s upbringing, but this is solved by the convenient support of a new
beau who accepts the child as his own.
Daves’s film goes beyond previous pregnancy narratives by providing a path to
normative behavior – Susan meets a boy who accepts her son and marries her, thus
socially legitimizing her status despite her decision to “out” herself as a teen mom.
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Although this plot development rewards Susan for her courage, it also justifies a
countercultural, radical act for its time by subjecting it to patriarchal regulation;
marrying Susan off effectively “reclosets” her subversiveness and places her sexuality
under the authority of a husband. In this way Susan Slade is not quite so progressive as
Unwed Mother because it declines to suggest that a teen mom can raise the child
completely on her own; the nuclear family remains a necessary model of conformity. In
this way Slade somewhat masks the illicit behavior of its protagonist with an acceptable
outcome, opting for positive correction of love rather than the negative punishment of,
say, a botched abortion or a public trial that would be more common in the roadshow
films.
At the same time, Daves’s desire to emphasize “natural” motherhood in fact
serves as a significant departure from the roadshow films. Just as in the resolution to A
Summer Place, Daves’s agenda was to promote the triumph of “love” (as he put it in his
production notes) over the domestic difficulties of postwar family life; he was not
interested in supporting the status quo when it came to postwar social taboos and a lack
of frank dialog about sex and dating. In Summer Place, Molly and Johnny run from the
law, and try to get married in order to legitimize their romance and Molly’s pregnancy.
In the end they are forced to come back to their parents for help, which is gladly given
by the very two who broke the original families apart with their affair. Johnny’s mother
Sylvia (Dorothy McGuire, who also plays Susan’s mother in Slade) remarks “We live in a
glass house; we’re not throwing any stones.” The same might be said for the Slades,
whose decision to go to great lengths to disguise Susan’s pregnancy ultimately
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accomplishes nothing but the death of Mr. Slade; he had to come out of semiretirement to go to Guatemala and had a heart attack from overwork. 45
We can imagine that the spectator would have found both conclusions to be
opportunities for encouragement or healing in light of the era’s conservative hegemony.
The fact that both films resulted in the marriage of the wayward girl would hardly have
been upsetting to a girl deciding what to do about her own pregnancy; though we can
certainly see the ironic normativity of marriage, many of these adolescents were
probably looking for an escape from judgment and a chance to keep their babies. In
fact, allowing the young mother to keep the baby is what most radically connects the
Daves films to Unwed Mother and makes them distinct from both the roadshow films
and contemporary cultural belief and practice. This is because it was commonly
understood that in order for an unwed mother to “transcend her maladjustment” and
get married or “prepare herself for a marriageable future,” she had to give up the baby
(Solinger 16). This was an exchange; for releasing your child, you got the chance to “reenter normative life” (17).
Even had a teenage girl obeyed “the rules” regarding this exchange, the notion
that she could still have a “normal” emotional life after such a radical transgression
would have been perceived as upbeat 46, given the pessimism and shame heaped upon
pregnant teens in midcentury America. This would have boldly countered any
conservative notions that there were permanent emotional scars that resulted from
premarital sex itself and certainly from birth-related transgression. That Slade (as well
as Mary before her) could find a perfectly happy, normal life after committing such
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“sins” would have been a notion seen by some as a direct contradiction to the shame
promoted by the forces of abstinence-only education.
We must also realize that the shift from roadshow film to mainstream Hollywood
was a shift not necessarily in spectatorship – anyone could watch Unwed Mother or
Susan Slade just as anyone could see Mom and Dad – but in the class background of the
screen subject. Nevertheless, different types of spectators – the pregnant black teen,
the pregnant lower class white teen, the middle class “girl in trouble”, to name a few –
would have found points of similarity and identification with this screen subject and
points of dramatic departure from it. My grandmother, Bernice Wisehart, a poor girl
from the slums of Louisville, Kentucky, who found herself pregnant at 16, did not have
the luxury of being sent to a home for young mothers, much less Guatemala. She had to
endure the scorn and ridicule of the community around her as she brought her
pregnancy to term. This however would not have prevented her from identifying with
Susan Slade. To quote Stam, “…there is no racially, culturally, or even ideologically
circumscribed essential spectator…Moreover, socially imposed epidermic identities do
not strictly determine personal identifications and political allegiances” (233). We can
take such observations too far by asserting unlimited agency on the part of all
spectators in all viewing situations, but in the socio-historical context of the postwar
era, it is reasonable to suggest that female adolescent spectator would have found an
opportunity in these films for trans-class and perhaps even trans-racial identification.
Certainly they could identify with Slade as a teenager and as a young woman, struggling
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to survive in a society that condemned the very transgression it had helped facilitate by
making birth control and abortion non-options and sex education difficult to obtain.
Identification was also facilitated by star culture. In casting well-known,
“virginal” teen stars like Sandra Dee and Connie Stevens, Daves achieved a feat
somewhat similar to Hitchcock’s casting of Jimmy Stewart in Rear Window (1954) –
placing a well-liked star in the role of a morally dubious character renders the
character’s actions less distasteful. Dee was known to teen spectators as Gidget, the
spunky tomboyish teen who finds love on the beach, and Stevens had similar roles
working on television and for Jerry Lewis in the 50s. 47 Stevens had even been in a
juvenile delinquency teenpic, Young and Dangerous (1957), albeit as a “good girl.” Such
casting defied the normative stereotypes of “good girl” and “bad girl” by casting against
type; if Sandra Dee and Connie Stevens can get pregnant, it can happen to anyone, good
or bad. The effect for the spectator would be the freedom to think “Maybe I’m not such
a bad girl after all; maybe these things just happen sometimes, and I still have a right to
be treated like everyone else.”
In fan magazines like Photoplay, which catered to a predominantly female
readership 48 and particularly in the late 50s/early 60s focused on publicizing young
stars, girls and young women were encouraged to identify with Dee and Stevens, among
others. Dee wrote a number of articles for the magazine detailing fairly mundane
aspects of her everyday life for fans, for example “Nobody Ever Carries My Books to
School,” “What Can I Do With My Hair?,” and a piece on suffering from the mumps.
Reading these, the portrait of a character develops, of a girl who while certainly famous
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lives a life with many common points of identification with the average girl. One girl
wrote that Dee would play her “best friend” in real life, and another wrote asking how
late she thought teenage girls should be allowed to stay out on a Saturday night
(11pm) 49 The magazine covered a hot date with star Ed Byrnes – whose song “Kookie”
was popular at the time – laying bare her nervousness and insecurity about meeting the
attractive boy. It also featured a story written by the boy who took her to his senior
prom – Ronnie De Salvo, a fan who’d written her asking for the pleasure. In this way
Dee got to be in the position of star dating boys that her fans could only dream about
meeting, and dating the boy next door, the type that a girl reading the magazine was
likely to go to prom with herself. Stacey notes that female spectators often enjoy “…the
recognition of familiar aspects of everyday life” in addition to “…the possible fantasy of
something better” (126). Identification is complex in this case because it involves the
actual and the fantastic – recognizing commonalities while projecting escapist desires
onto the star in the process.
Stevens’s character portrait – two years later – was even more intimate, going
into her emotional life. Leading the article are a series of enlarged quotes: “…the
loneliest girl in the world” (Barrett 45) “I told you I was sloppy”, “I’m always in love”,
and “If she loves you, she loves you. But if you cross her, you’re off her list forever.”
These statements are accompanied by photos of her in various moods - happy, flirty,
pensive, musing, smiling at the camera, fashion shots and casual candids. The
implication is that Stevens is a complex girl, moody but sympathetic, tough but lonely.
She had something of a taboo relationship, dating an older man who was not yet
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divorced. She had a good relationship with her father and brother, but not one that was
very close, so that “Sometimes you wonder who fulfills her needs for attention and
understanding…She never cries on anyone’s shoulder” and “...she won’t tell you about
her feeling she’ll die young” (77). Though she had only started to work on Susan Slade
at the time this story was published, Stevens’s persona exudes the sense of a strong girl
making her own, sometimes taboo choices (“I hate rules”), but not taken seriously as an
adult, in a world that still considered her a child. A pregnant girl could certainly identify
with this or any girl at the time – treated like children but physically mature. At the
same time, as with Dee, Stevens was a star, and her privileged life was something that
pregnant teenagers could not connect to - even onscreen, as Susan Slade could be
pregnant but defiant about it and still end up with her own baby and Troy Donahue as a
husband – but still desire and identify with at the same time.
D’Emilio and Freedman’s classic depiction of the 1950s as a period that, despite
appearances to the contrary, still contained developing sexual liberalism (242), finds
support in these teen pregnancy films, particularly when one considers the spectator.
Although the genres and distribution methods within which pregnancy became an
explorable topic varied greatly from the mid-1940s to the early 60s, the issue remained
a topic whose very discussion was taboo, and films that dared to broach teen pregnancy
became outlets that gave female spectators the opportunity to think about sex and
pregnancy from a perspective outside of sanctioned local discourse (or lack thereof).
Furthermore, the opportunity for negotiated identification with girls in trouble,
particularly when they were played by “good girl” teen stars in the later 50s and early
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60s, was significant because it contradicted “delinquent” label that plagued girls who
were caught having sex. These films are therefore important works crucial to our
understanding of how cultural crosscurrents worked at midcentury, contradicting
conservative voices in the areas of sex education and sexual transgression.
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Chapter Four
Virginity No Longer Required:
Elizabeth Taylor, Sandra Dee, and the Transition to Post-Delinquent Teen Girl Stardom

On May 6, 1950, three thousand movie fans lined the streets, anticipating the
popular young star’s arrival. They had waited since sunrise, hoping to catch a glimpse of
the actress as she strolled inside; already Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire, Mary Astor, Ginger
Rogers, Spencer Tracy and other stars had entered the building. 50 Inside, they mingled
while waiting for the MGM production to begin, as studio photographers snapped
publicity photos (Mann 117). Outside, MGM security kept fans behind the ropes as offduty police escorted the actress to the event, their captain swearing that a gang war
would be easier to deal with (Walker 109). At 4:45pm she arrived and stepped out of
the limousine to the flashing camera bulbs of paparazzi and the delighted gasps of a
legion of admirers. The $3,500 dress, designed by the costume department and paid for
by the studio, was beautiful, as was the woman. 51 It was to be the most sensational
publicity event of her early career.
This was not a movie premiere but Elizabeth Taylor’s first wedding. It was also
the centerpiece of MGM’s publicity campaign for Father of the Bride (1950), and the 18year-old Taylor’s attempt to counter the negative press that she had gotten for having
twice broken engagements to fiancées. In fact, she seems to have been struggling to
escape the control of Mayer and her mother for some time by trying to marry. Though
MGM would not arrange her “wedding” until 1950, Taylor had already been engaged
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twice by then, once informally and once officially. In 1948 she began dating Glenn
Davis, who was 24 years old. She was 16 (Walker 73). They talked about engagement,
and rumor was that she tried to get his military service in Korea postponed (74). She got
engaged to William Pawley Jr (who was 28) in 1949 when she was 17, but this failed to
pan out too (84). Protesters had made their way to her home, upset that the eighteen
year old had chosen not to marry (109). She even received death threats. To silence this
outcry, Louis B Mayer cast Taylor as the bride-to-be and got Vincente Minnelli to direct
and convinced Spencer Tracy to play her exasperated father. Nicky Hilton, the son of
the well-known hotel magnate, was selected to be her husband in real life, paralleling
the role that Don Taylor played onscreen (Mann 113). The movie would premier just as
Taylor and Hilton left for their honeymoon, capitalizing on the publicity from the
wedding, which in turn capitalized on the public’s yearning to see the virginal teenage
actress enter into connubial bliss.
Father of the Bride had many parallels to Taylor’s personal life, primarily because
MGM and her mother, Rosa, had carefully orchestrated them. All Taylor’s clothes, as
well as her education, daily schedule, access to the outside world, arranged dates,
conversations with journalists, and even pets and private likes and dislikes had been
vetted, and often arranged by executives and publicity managers. Although Taylor
regretted not going to a regular high school like other teens (Walker 50), she was forced
to live vicariously through her roles as a teenager in her films, in much the way,
ironically, that teen spectators may have lived through her in those roles. 52
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Taylor’s meticulously crafted adolescence exemplified Hollywood’s exploitation
of the delinquent-era teen girl star as a marketable celebrity. This exploitation was not
new to Taylor’s adolescence in the 1940s, having begun at MGM in the mid to late
1930s with the likes of Judy Garland and Deanna Durbin. However, successfully crafting
and marketing the image of an adolescent had been unique challenge for studios,
parents, and the teens themselves. The Hays office vigilantly censored the sexuality of
women and girls in mainstream Hollywood films, and as we have seen, any films that
depicted the sexuality of teenage girls or broached real teen sexual issues were
independently produced and exhibited. Teen girl stars could not make a career for
themselves by appearing in such films; any taint of delinquency would ruin their
reputations and relegate them to a future of marginal roles marked by typecasting.
However, not as easily managed as children or as autonomous as adult stars, teens
proved resistant to their employers’ behavioral expectations while also being keenly
conscious of the limited amount of time that they had before they would need to
transition into adult careers. Girls, like boy teenagers, were also expected to “grow up”
faster than their parents had, placing further pressure on teen stars to advance into
adulthood as soon as they could. The process of effectively maintaining an authentically
teen star image was thus typically marked by ongoing negotiations between studios and
their young stars, involving coordinating the financial interests of the studios with the
presumed expectations of the spectator and the career ambitions of the teen star, often
as not determined by her parents (usually her mother). Although this was true for boys
and girls, girls faced different challenges regarding their off-screen lives and their
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evolution into socially sanctioned womanhood. Girls were expected to reign in their
private conduct more than boys. Girls also often married young, while still teenagers, in
order to be seen by the studios and the public as marketable adult stars. 53 Such early
marriages were often to older men who could ostensibly support them because
conventional wisdom held that even a young girl with a hefty salary needed a man
whose income could allow her to lead a domestic life. Sometimes these marriages were
to much older men, creating a “father-daughter” romantic coupling with what we might
now see as having “incestuous” undertones. Such couplings were not popularly
considered odd or incestuous, however. 54 At the same time, early marriage was
controversial in the United States. Throughout the twentieth century, social scientists
voiced a concern that adolescents “…may be especially ill-prepared to assume the
familial responsibilities and financial pressures associated with marriage,” and state
legislatures repeatedly raised the minimum legal age at which teens could marry,
usually also requiring parental or judicial consent for the marriage (Dahl 689).
A star like Taylor, certainly the most popular teen girl star of the delinquent era,
could only exit her adolescent stardom by marrying Hilton. She did this after years of
struggling onscreen and offscreen to perform as a virginal adolescent girl despite her
alluring sexual appeal. Taylor’s marriage enabled her to finally embrace her sexuality
onscreen because marriage brought with it socially sanctioned sexuality. Now an adult
actress, she could have sex without being labeled a delinquent and risking the loss of
her reputation and celebrity. She could also now be marketed as a full-fledged star,
which included having her affairs and scandals publicized in fan magazines. The pattern
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of delinquency avoidance and early marriage exemplified by Taylor’s career was
common among teen girl stars until 1957, when teen girl stars began to have other
options regarding the appropriation of their exploitation by the studios. That year,
Peyton Place ushered in a new, “post-delinquent” era in the depiction of teen sexuality
in Hollywood films. A post-delinquent teen girl star in the late 1950s like Sandra Dee
faced an entirely new sexual landscape wherein she was able to engage with the newly
tolerated teen sexuality onscreen while also remaining a “good girl” to her fans. The
1950s were also a time when, as the studio system crumbled, talent agents began to
take their place regarding the cultivation of stardom. Film stars had even more direct
control over their star images (Gamson 41). While Dee married young – younger in fact
than Taylor, she had by that time starred as a sexually experienced teenager in A
Summer Place (1959) and had acquired the reputation as star with a sexually suspect
past. Nevertheless, Dee became known as the virginal, spunky “Gidget” girl, somehow
able to exist between the polarities of sexual innocence and experience without staining
her image with the specter of delinquency. This degree of the teen star’s ability to
appropriate her sexuality had not been possible for Taylor nine years earlier. The
combination of these teen girl stars’ films, publicity and management of their private
lives facilitated this transition from the delinquent to the post-delinquent era.
EARLY MARRIAGE AND EXPLOITATION IN THE DELINQUENCY ERA
Early marriages like Elizabeth Taylor’s benefitted the studios. Casting their teen
girl stars as onscreen and offscreen virgins compromised the studios’ ability to market
them as stars, because scandals and love affairs fueled the machinery of stardom. The
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private lives of the stars was “constituted as a site of knowledge and truth” (Decordova
98) for fans, who sought an intimate connection with the stars that they followed
onscreen and in fan magazines. When a teen girl star got married, she relieved the
studios of the pressure to police her sexual behavior or worry about its becoming a
public scandal. The viewing public loved the spectacular weddings of these teen girl
stars. Father of the Bride and earlier Taylor vehicles tried to alleviate any public
concerns about the risks of early marriage by repeatedly stressing the adaptability of the
adolescent girl to wedded life. They tended to add a caveat – her adaptability hinged on
wedding a mature, financially secure husband. In Father of the Bride, for example,
although the young husband Buckley (Don Taylor) is only eight years older than his
fiancée, he owns a prosperous company. These teen girl stars, however, were often
quite financially secure, usually having been the “breadwinners” for their families for
several years. Fan magazines, moreover, stressed that support provided by the child’s
stardom contributed to the family’s upward mobility, an aspect of the American Dream,
which was radically different from a young wife’s supporting her husband.
To realize her femininity fully, a married star of the delinquency era also
sometimes needed to have children. Fan magazines such as Photoplay made a point of
celebrating the maternity of female stars, in particular those, like Lana Turner, “…noted
for their erotic appeal” (May, 124). Furthermore, the 20th century had seen the
emergence of the idea of “working” at one’s marriage, an ethic which emphasized the
woman’s responsibility to keep her husband and children happy – a task she was less
likely to fulfill if she had to be the breadwinner (Celello 3). Money in this sense was not
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so as important as domestic labor, and the latter was typically seen as incompatible with
wage-earning; Edwin R. Murrow once asked Taylor “Are you going to make movies or be
a housewife?”, and she responded that it was “…more important to be a good woman
than a good actress” and told Morrow that she planned to make fewer movies, though
it would be hard “…to do the dishes and mend clothes now…” Paradoxically, female
stars were assumed to repeatedly “fail” as wives and mothers because their “special,
unusual, and de facto undomestic” labor prevented them from succeeding at home
(McLean 70). A teenage girl was also relatively malleable and more likely to acquiesce
to the fear that life without a husband and family would be unfulfilling. 55 She might also
be more likely to see her role as a woman as primarily reproductive and to be
dependent upon her husband’s provision and wisdom. Somewhat ironically though, this
tendency to hurry teenagers down the aisle was also related to a larger postwar
propensity to revise “…the previous generation’s conception of the upper threshold of
youth by rushing into adulthood” (Lassonde 57). Simply put, the rise of a developmental
approach to childhood in the 20th century transitioned at midcentury to an anxiety that
childhood had been extended improperly into adolescence; this resulted in the impulse
toward “age compression,” which encouraged adolescents to take on the mantle of
adulthood. 56 The pressure was on teenagers to grow up sooner than their parents had.
The teen girl star marriages became sites of image revision, because the now
“adult” actresses had to be conscious of contradictory cultural expectations: that they
should eschew their careers in favor of raising children, and that they should continue to
work as screen stars. It became useful for these girls-become-women to craft multiple
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images for different spectators. This made for a complex rendering of the teen girl
star’s image, a constructed identity that could not be reduced to “victim of exploitation”
or “empowered career woman.” This complex negotiation of image and labor, profit
and pleasure, was similar to what Clark and McLean describe as the “heterogeneous
subjectivities” of the actor as laborer (McLean 2). Teen girl stars had many identities, all
negotiated to meet the demands of domestic, professional, and cultural work. What
they “gained” and “lost” in this process is important to understanding the midcentury
life of the working adolescent star.
After Taylor played children in National Velvet (1944) and several Lassie films,
Louis B. Mayer gave her top billing in teen roles meant to stress conflict with parents,
the early stages of dating, and eventually prospects for marriage. 57 The first of these
films was Cynthia (1947), about a sickly adolescent who yearns to escape her parents’
wary vigilance and become free to socially engage with her peers. The film was an apt
vehicle for Taylor in that it was one of the first to intentionally draw a strong parallel
between her private life and onscreen roles.
Cynthia begins with the story of her parents’ romance as a prelude to the girl’s
own search for love. After her mother Louise (Mary Astor) met her father Larry (George
Murphy), the two of them decided to move to his hometown of Napoleon, Illinois. This
was meant to be a temporary stay, until they could earn enough money to finance a
move to Vienna in order to study music. Their unfulfilled desire to escape Napoleon
parallels Cynthia’s need to escape childhood and become a romantically active
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adolescent. Cynthia is sickly and her parents do not allow her to go to dances and other
after-school activities.
The film contrasts Cynthia’s sheltered life with her cousin’s “normal” adolescent
exploits. As Fredonia (Carol Brannon) reports late to dinner one night, we see her selfconsciously wipe her lips and throw away a spare cigarette before her mother can see
her. She sits at the table and talks about boys, while Cynthia awkwardly listens and
squirms in her seat. Later, Cynthia complains to her mother that “It isn’t just that I
never do anything. I never go to parties or dance or skate. It – it’s just that no one ever
asks me anymore. Because they know I can’t. And if I could, practically everyone’s
going steady, mother (tears). And I haven’t even a date. But you don’t understand.”
However, a classmate named Ricky (Jimmy Lydon) begins to notice Cynthia and prefers
her company over the prettier, healthier girls in his class. In a scene rife with sexual
symbolism, he sidles up to her and asks her to take a bite out of the apple he’s brought
with him. Cynthia is forbidden to eat fresh fruit – she’s allergic, apparently – but takes a
bite anyway.
Such boldness is good for Cynthia, and ultimately her pursuit of an authentic
adolescence proves to be healthy for her parents as well. After losing her “virginity,” so
to speak, with the apple bite, Cynthia starts to more aggressively pursue a “normal”
adolescent life. She lands a starring role as musical soloist at the Spring prom, goes out
with friends at night, and even struggles through a nasty flu to compete with other girls
for Ricky’s continued affections. When a thunder-storm, which strikes as she goes to
the prom, fails to give her the flu a second time, she finally triumphs over all of the
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obstacles that have kept her a sheltered child. Her successful journey to and from prom
comes at the same moment as her parents realize that they have been overprotective of
Cynthia and needlessly angst-ridden about their fate in small town Illinois.
Cynthia has a strong parallel with Taylor’s carefully scripted life at the studio
(Walker 66). Like Cynthia, she had a parent who was very controlling, and in Taylor’s
case was quite complicit with the studio’s micromanagement of her personal life. Lana
Turner, who had been a teen star at MGM a few years before Taylor, said that MGM
“…manufactured our backgrounds if our real childhoods did not live up to their
standards. They changed our names, our hair color and our diction. We were
constantly scrutinized on the lot. If we didn’t walk or stand correctly, we heard about it.
Our manners had to be perfect” (326). Like the delinquent-era teen girl stars who had
come before her, Taylor’s adolescence was made to mimic popular adolescence,
complete with fads and trinkets. “She was bought a silver choker and a pair of flower
earrings; just like the ones every high-school senior was wearing that year. The studio
bought her a brand new Ford – the kind that had the twin exhaust pipes which
rebellious adolescents were even then adding as an optional extra to the jalopies they
owned, so as to let parents hear the “vroom” of their offspring’s independence behind
the wheel.” Dates with vetted suitors were arranged, and after her first prom the
budding star marveled that “They talked to me about all the other kids at school...just as
if I were one of them.” Rosa Taylor threw her daughter a beach party at a rented house
in Malibu, but “Unfortunately, Elizabeth’s parents’ idea of such an event derived from
Hollywood’s own morally sanitized idea of how the teens would behave...” (Walker 63)
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When the more popular teens grabbed the food, split into couples and went to the
beach to make out, Taylor was left with the others at the campfire while her parents
frantically searched the beach with flashlights (Walker 62-63). The formal events of
Taylor’s adolescence were also of course covered in by fan magazines; for example her
first formal party in October 1948 made Photoplay (Walker 65). MGM even once
auctioned her to UCLA undergraduates as a prom date (Mann).
Cynthia escaped her sheltered life via various public outlets – a date here, a
singing role there, an unsupervised night out with other teens – whereas Taylor’s dates
and other public appearances were staged. The star effectively had no escape from her
sheltered adolescence at MGM. A date and a beach party weren’t going to bring her
closer to authentic adolescence, because publicity demanded the image of authenticity
without entailing any of its potential risks. While Cynthia’s scripted teenage life was
easy to control, Taylor’s was not. She developed a reputation for being spoiled and
unpleasant to be around, even as her star rose among fans. These countercurrents
reveal themselves in A Date with Judy (1948), wherein Taylor served as a kind of antihero. The negative reputation that she developed among studio executives like Mayer that she was a “bitch” like her mother, spoiled, manipulative, and hot-headed – worked
its way onscreen in the character of Carol Pringle, a girl who shared these negative
characteristics. This created a problem for the film, because Taylor’s public image as a
sweet, virginal star contrasted with her onscreen role as a mean girl. A Date with Judy
resolves this discrepancy by engaging Carol to a young man in his twenties who calls out
her bad behavior and refuses to date her unless she emotionally matures. The film
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places Carol as the main competitor with Judy (Jane Powell) for the affections of
Stephen Andrews (Robert Stack), a war veteran who has taken a job as an assistant at
the local pharmacy. Carol gives the impression of being more experienced than Judy
even though she is only slightly older; she directs the school musical production, telling
Judy to sing slower and more seductively and showing her how in an early scene. The
Pringles belong to a higher class than the blue-collar Fosters, but this means that Mr.
Pringle, who is a widower, is a busy man who is never usually home, leaving it to his
servants to take care of Carol and her younger brother “Oogie” (Scotty Beckett). Carol’s
father parallels Taylor’s father Francis, who was not usually home or an active part of
Taylor’s life, to the point where she once purportedly remarked that his absence was
“no special loss” (60). 58 We come to eventually see that Carol is jealous of Judy’s
involved father, a man who takes the time to talk to his children, at one point telling him
that she thinks it must be nice “having someone who wants to know what’s going on.”
It is implied that Carol responds to the material abundance but lack of attention from
her father by being very controlling and manipulative of her friends and brother, at one
point even coaching him on how to date Judy, who is his age. Oogie tells Carol
offhandedly that she doesn’t have a heart, but she responds that she does but hasn’t
had “a chance to use it.” Nevertheless, she considers Judy and Oogie to be children
compared with herself, and looks down her nose at most people in general. She has a
personality that is similar to Taylor’s alleged reputation.
Stephen likes Carol much more than Judy, despite the fact that Judy is nicer. He
is however quite frank, telling Carol that she is the “prettiest girl in Santa Barbara, and
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you know it” and that both things are obvious. This takes Carol aback. Later, after she
has invited Judy and Stephen over to the Pringle house to visit with her and Oogie,
Stephen follows her onto the back patio. He says, “You’re a funny girl. You’ve got
everything that a girl could possibly want. You’re beautiful – almost too beautiful. You
have youth, education, a lovely home. With all these things, why do you have to try so
hard to impress people?” Then he tells her that she’s spoiled, and she storms back to
her room, enraged.
Despite Stephen’s candor, Carol becomes more interested in him romantically.
She and Judy talk to each other about their frustrations with men, and while Judy pays
lip service to a cynical resolve to stop seeing them altogether, Carol feels conflicted. It is
clear that Stephen’s maturity has given him the ability, and his age has given him the
authority to point out her faults. His quite fatherly correction of Carol, as though she
were his teenage daughter, is what Carol misses in her home life. She resolves to try to
talk to her father about this at breakfast the next morning, but she can’t get his
undivided attention.
The stage is then set for Stephen and Carol to be an ideal match, in that Carol’s
adolescence is not an issue because Stephen’s maturity, coupled with Carol’s submission
to his sagacity, is enough to compensate. Furthermore and most importantly, Stephen
has the education and ambition to be able to provide for her and any children that they
might have. In fact, the narrative gives Stephen the moral authority to lecture Mr.
Pringle about being a better parent to Carol and taking an interest in what she is doing.
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The implication of A Date with Judy was that Taylor needed a mature man to “set her
straight” and help her to realize her potential as a marketable adult star.
Like Cynthia and Carol, Taylor was also represented as a sexual innocent ripe for
the picking, but only under the right circumstances. Men were taking notice of her
within the industry as well as on the screen. As she began to develop physically in the
late 40s, an employee began referring to her around the MGM lot as “jailbait,” and
Orson Welles later wrote that “I am not a man who stares at little girls, but when I saw
Elizabeth Taylor I lusted for her. I felt like a dirty old man” (Wayne 328). Publicists in
Hollywood also began to take notice. At 16 she had a 35 inch bust, and Hedda Hopper
announced her sex appeal to any boys who might be reading Hopper’s famous column
(Walker 57). Others felt uncomfortable when MGM began to exploit Taylor’s sex appeal
more directly, by trying to make her seem older and more experienced that she was
supposed to be at 16. Reporters on the set of The Conspirator a year earlier
uncomfortably noted the awkwardness of the teen girl star portraying the adult lover of
a grown man. Taylor was 16 and had been cast as the wife of a communist spy (Robert
Taylor). Mann states that “Almost every dispatch filed by reporters visiting the set of
The Conspirator describes the odd contradiction of an apparently mature and beautiful
young woman being held in Robert Taylor’s arms one minute and the next….being
reluctantly reclaimed by her lessons and turning into a schoolgirl again.” (77) Taylor’s
experience on the set of Conspirator blended an exploitation of her sexuality with an
awkward self-realization that she had access to that sexual power. At the same time,
Taylor seems to have discovered that she could embrace her sexual allure and use for
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her own purposes, rather than remain a passive object of exploitation. She later
pinpointed her sexual awakening in the 1949 photo shoot she had with photographer
Philippe Halsman for Life magazine. Halsman famously shouted to a shocked Taylor,
“You have bosoms, so stick them out!” She wrote “Whatever the discussions over my
face, he had no interest in making my figure appear childish…Halsman saw I had a
woman’s body and insisted I exploit it for the camera. In one day I learned how to look
sultry and pose provocatively. In short, I developed sex appeal, even though I knew
that, somewhere inside, the child had still not completely grown up” (Taylor, quoted in
Heymann 80-81).
Taylor wasn’t the only teen girl star to observe that her sexuality could be used
as an expression of her own autonomy. In fact, she was a late bloomer when compared
with previous teen stars like Lana Turner, who also used early marriage to transition into
an adult career.59 The evidence from this period in her life suggests that Taylor’s
marriage to Hilton, a sham as it was, nevertheless allowed her another opportunity to
appropriate her sexuality in the service of her transition into an adult career. By 1950,
weary of the constraints of her “goddamn mother” (Walker 93), Taylor was anxious to
find a husband. Her parents were anxious that “…unless their child’s growing game and
glamour were matched by a settled relationship with someone suitable, she would “run
wild,” as Hedda Hopper had expressed it” to Rosa (100). She was also becoming
unpopular in the press; columnists were nicknaming her “Liz the Jilt” after the both
engagement breakups (102), with one reporter writing that “She leaves a trail of broken
hearts” (Mann 98). The marriage date to Hilton, who was 24 and had met Taylor at a
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party, was set while she was beginning to work on Father of the Bride (Walker 102). Of
her introduction to Hilton, it has been said that “It had been no coincidence that he’d
been formally introduced to her by the son of Y. Frank Freeman, the head of Paramount;
Hilton understood from the start that this would be a studio deal” (Mann 113).
The coordination of Father of the Bride’s production with the studio’s wedding
planning was very thorough. MGM arranged for Taylor to graduate from high school
early, four months before the ceremony/release of the film (Wayne 331). Parallel
stories, characters, and decorations were all in the works. Taylor was the star of both,
and her role was to view real-life and onscreen groom submissively. Taylor became so
excited about Hilton in private that allegedly “It was “Nick this…” and “Nick that…” said
a friend. “Liz would have had a nervous breakdown if she hadn’t become a married
woman””(Walker 104). Indeed, in the film, Taylor’s character, Kay Banks, tells her
father Stanley all about what her boyfriend Bentley thinks, which she clearly has more
respect for than her father’s opinion. After reminding him, much as Judy reminds her
father in A Date with Judy, that her mother got married when she was still a teenager,
she reveals Bentley’s alarming belief that 19-year-old men should be allowed to marry,
and that the family should support him and his bride until he is old enough to provide
for them on his own. This angers Stanley, and he and Kay get into a fight, but the
argument is moot when Kay tells him that Bentley is 26 and owns his own business,
which is very profitable. The same could have been said for Nicky Hilton, who managed
part of his father’s hotel business and certainly had no financial worries. Even so,
Photoplay drew parallels between Stanley Banks and Taylor’s own father, Francis. Mann
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writes that, “Just as Spencer Tracy blustered about onscreen as the harried father of the
bride, so too was Francis Taylor portrayed in the fan magazines as forever fretting and
bellowing” (115). The better equivalent of the blustering father might have been Louis
B. Mayer. Taylor and her mother had lived next to Mayer ever since moving to America,
and by age 18 Taylor had already had an almost ten year relationship with her
overbearing boss. In Taylor’s mind, Mayer and Rosa must have been co-managers of
her life. Mayer in effect became the father-figure in Taylor’s life, though the
relationship was manipulative and tense to be sure, just as her relationship with her
mother was. George Stevens once remarked that Taylor “…had an artificial patriarchy
imposed on her – the studio…It took the place of her retiring father. The studio, like a
domineering parent, was alternately stern and adoring.” (Walker 49) As a girl, Elizabeth
once purportedly told Mayer to go to hell, and never entered his office again
afterwards, and while the star seems to have finally realized her plan to marry and
escape the micromanagement of parent and employer, she could not see that the
marriage would begin failing even as she returned to film its sequel, amid rumors that
Hilton cheated on and beat her, causing a miscarriage (120). The subsequent troubles
and eventual divorce of the newlywed couple provided a strong contrast to the happily
married Kay and Buckley of Father’s Little Dividend. Columnist Ida Zeitlin of Photoplay
even blamed the divorce all on Taylor, saying that if she’d just settled down and had
babies, the marriage would have survived (121). The pressure to become domestic after
marriage was solely on Taylor, replacing the pressure to get married. She was expected
to perform the part of a traditional wife, and had failed.
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SANDRA DEE AND POST-DELINQUENT TEEN GIRL STARDOM IN THE LATE 1950s
As the studio system began to crumble in the late 1950s, the studio-managed
adolescence of teen girl stars as exemplified by Taylor faltered with it, to an extent. This
did not mean, however, that teenagers were free of parental exploitation or the
pressures brought on by producers to construct a public adolescence that would appeal
to teen spectators. The case of Sandra Dee is instructive here, because she was
groomed to be a teen star under the studio system but had to transition into
independently conceived adult roles as that system disintegrated. Often dismissed now
as the “squeaky clean,” sexually pure teen of the 1950s, Sandra Dee’s image was in part
the product of a very dark personal life. Sexually abused at home, and exploited by her
producers and her mother, she was able to use the enigmatic rumors about her father
and stepfather, along with a notoriously dysfunctional, codependent relationship with
her mother in order to fashion a public image via fan magazines that subtly and perhaps
paradoxically rendered her the adorable sweetheart, aching to escape from the control
of adults around her, that spectators came to love and purchase tickets to see
onscreen. 60 She eloped at 16 with a man almost ten years her senior, creating a
sensational narrative in Photoplay that painted her as an escaped victim of parental
micromanagement. 61
Teen girl stars after Peyton Place fashioned new star personas and modeled
distinct versions of a new, post-delinquent, sexually active adolescent femininity. They
negotiated their star identities and found diverse spectator demographics that
identified with them in distinct ways, or sought in their symbolic power a means of
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understanding and/or denying the sexuality of the modern adolescent girl. Sandra Dee
used the rumors surrounding her sexually abusive stepfather to subtly model a
sympathetic persona that was innocent yet paradoxically sexually victimized. In her
persona she not only appealed to sexually abused women, but provided a way of
conceptualizing the idea of the non-virginal teen with an unspoiled exterior, someone
who could have pre-marital sex but not become a bad girl and have her future ruined as
a result. The denial of this kind of cause and effect was radical to a midcentury
spectator.
In 1957, Muriel Barnett of the Mirror News wrote of Dee that “She may be
another Elizabeth Taylor. When you look at her you get the same feeling of drowning in
a pair of magnificent eyes. You sense her possession of that super-femininity some call
sex appeal” (Darin 79). The young blonde was then only 13 years old, though her
mother Mary told producers and modeling agents that “Sandy” was two years older
(80). Barnett’s observation is that Dee was the next incarnation of Taylor, in that she
was a young girl with the sexual allure of a grown woman, to such an extent that she
could become an iconic star. 62 In Dee’s case, fame would be temporary, lasting until
roughly the early 1960s. Her personal life, notoriously bedeviled by an overbearing
mother, however, was far more brutal than Taylor’s. Dee and her mother were
abandoned early on by Dee’s father, who had been known to beat Sandy when she was
a toddler (Darin 31). By the age of five, she was being sexually molested by her eventual
stepfather Eugene Douvan (26). Her mother knew that this was going on but did
nothing to stop it, presumably fearing a second abandonment more than she cared
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about her daughter’s physical and psychological well-being (27). Dee would later state
that Mary convinced herself that the abuse wasn’t happening, so “…she didn’t have to
feel guilty.” Douvan was 40 years older than Mary, whom he wed when Sandy was
eight years old (Dee). Beginning with their honeymoon, on which the girl accompanied
the newlyweds, he started to have intercourse with Sandy. She got her first period the
same year, developed welts all over her body, and went on tranquilizers. Over the next
few years, she developed anorexia after Douvan began making comments about her
weight. The abuse continued until Eugene’s death in 1956 (Darin 38).
While the abuse was never public knowledge, Photoplay was still keen to assert
that something had gone very wrong with Dee’s childhood, and that a mystery
surrounded the enigmatic absence of a father in her adolescent life. The dramatically
titled “Why Don’t You Tell the Truth About Your Father!”, for example, explored both
the death of her stepfather and the lack of a relationship with her original dad. The
article traces what is known of Dee’s parenting and its author, claiming to be a
childhood friend of Dee’s mother, makes a point of remembering Eugene Douvan
fondly. The dramatic title of the article, coupled with its upbeat ending, suggest that
rumors had been circulating about Dee. 63 The magazine was both exploiting the drama
of such rumors and trying to stay in Dee’s good graces by denying any ugly inferences at
the same time. “Why Don’t You Tell the Truth About Your Father!” is in fact code for
abuse, and the need to so strongly affirm that Douvan was fondly remembered suggests
that he was the source of a “hurt past” for Dee. In fact, later in life when trying to
resurrect her career, Dee made use of her horrid experience with Eugene Douvan in a
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cover story for People magazine and through her son’s autobiography. We can read
these representations as the construction and maintenance of an identity, not simply of
an abuse victim but of a narrative of a girl and later a woman who triumphed over
adversity like many women in the culture at large. This narrative extended to the wellknown controlling nature of her mother.
Mary Douvan was intensely overprotective of her daughter (with the notable
exception of Eugene’s abuse), and according to Dee and Dodd Darin, fostered a great
deal of dependency from Sandy (Darin 28-29, Dee). Mary nursed her “…until I was old
enough to unbutton her blouse…I went from nurse to cup” (Darin 32), fed her from a
spoon until she was 6 years old (32), and micromanaged her adolescence to the point
that she would actually take over Sandy’s private diary, “correcting her spelling and
adding entries in Sandy’s voice” (87). Fellow teen star Carol Lynley (41) and makeup
artist Jack Freeman (93), noted however that the mother-daughter relationship was codependent, and even dominated by Dee. When the two were apart for any reason, it
was difficult to keep them off the phone and to get Sandy in particular to socialize with
other people.
Like Elizabeth Taylor, Dee couldn’t live the life of a “normal” adolescent in many
respects. She had no friends her own age (80) and never dated anyone without
permission. It was her producer Ross Hunter who vetted all of her dates and
“…escorted her to public functions himself” (92), but later ironically commented that
“…Mary was around so much, if I’d been Sandy, I would have done anything to get her
out of my life” (97). The accounts together paint an ambiguous picture of control, with
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the dominant party shifting depending on whose memory concocts the narrative.
Mostly, Mary Douvan and Ross Hunter dictated what Dee’s life would be like and how
she would appear to the spectating public, but Dee seems to have at least been able to
speak her mind when she wanted to, and it is clear that Dee was never comfortable
living independently and making her own decisions. In a 1991 interview, she described
learning how to write a check as one of her new experiences in life after Mary died in
1988. She also learned how to pay the utility bills (Dee), implying that either her mother
or her husband Bobby Darin, to be followed by her son Dodd when he was old enough,
had always done these things for her. This is ironic however because this was not the
first time that she had made such claims. In a 1961 interview with Photoplay given soon
after she had eloped with Darin, Dee said,
…people are always asking me now: “Sandy, have you changed since your
marriage?” Sure I have….I mean like before, well, I was just somebody’s
daughter. Now I’m an individual. A person. For the first time in my life, I have
an identity. Let’s face it, I’ve grown up more this year then I have all the other
years of my life combined…for the first time I have responsibilities. When I lived
at home, my mother did everything for me…But I’m running my own home
now…I plan things, I oversee what’s to be done, I make those decisions a woman
should make. It’s really crazy, too, because it has all come to me so naturally!
(Borie 91)
It seems as though Dee was always on a quest for autonomy, but that she was never
quite willing to embrace it when life offered her the opportunity. Her elopement with
Bobby Darrin was not a studio-organized publicity stunt like Taylor’s wedding, and it was
done without Mary’s approval. However, Mary had arranged her daughter’s first date
with him (Dee), and whatever assertions that Dee made about her newfound identity as
a wife emancipated from her controlling mother, it soon became clear that she was a
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submissive partner who had exchanged one leader for another. As such we see another
of Dee’s identities emerge in the fan magazines – the submissive daughter/wife. In the
next issue of Photoplay, a gossip columnist wrote, “Sandra Dee now comes around with
Bobby Darin. Before, Sandra came around with her mother. And Bobby used to do his
shopping alone. Sandra is the same with Bobby as she was with her mother. She
seldom says a word, smiles, and looks pretty…” (“That’s Hollywood,” 4). But for the
comparison to her relationship with her mother, we might be tempted to read this as a
rendering of Dee as the consummately traditional, deferential housewife to her new
husband. But the ambivalent nature of Dee’s subservience complicates our
understanding of exploitation to an extent, because the victim at some point seems to
have been “complicit” in her abuse.
Dee’s first role with Hunter at Universal Studios was to be the love interest of
John Saxon in The Restless Years (1957). She was 12 years old during the shoot; Saxon
was 22 (Darin 81). In 1959, at age 15, she starred opposite romantic leads Audie
Murphy (34) in The Young and the Innocent, James Darren (23) in Gidget, and Donahue
in A Summer Place (1959). A Summer Place is an ironic film in many ways. Adapted
from the novel by Sloan Wilson, the film alters a number of subplots and characters.
One effect of this is that the mother of Dee’s teenage character becomes not just an
overbearing, sexually frigid person but one who sexually violates her daughter like a
rapist. The daughter’s father becomes her sexual confidant, creating a quasi-erotic
intimacy between the two. Adrift between these extremes, the daughter begins a
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clandestine romance with a teenage boy, and eventually gets pregnant and elopes with
him. As she is underage, they both become sexual delinquents, hunted by the police.
A Summer Place serves as a remarkable contrast to Father of the Bride. While
both films were melodramas which enabled their respective teen girl leads to begin
playing sexually experienced characters onscreen, Summer Place did not require its star
to marry first. The post-delinquent teen star was free to portray sexually experienced
characters without damaging her professional reputation, unlike a delinquent era star
like Taylor. She did not have to be limited to years of playing one virginal character after
another while her fans demanded that she get married, as Taylor had done. The unwed,
very young Dee’s turn in Summer Place marked the first time that she had portrayed a
sexually active character, and Dee was able to use the character of Molly Jorgenson to
become an “adult” star, whereas Taylor had to inhabit the character of bride-to-be Kay
Banks and marry in order to be seen as an adult actress who could play sexually
experienced characters. Part of Dee’s transformation into a post-delinquent star was
made possible by the inference of sexual abuse and maternal control in her offscreen
life, while Molly Jorgenson’s transformation into an openly erotic, sexual “good girl” was
made possible by director/screenwriter Delmer Daves’s unique interpretation and
reworking of the character.
Daves began to adapt the novel for the screen soon after the book’s publication
in 1958. The first of the major alterations that he made came in the form of fleshing out
the character of Helen Jorgenson (Constance Ford), mother of Molly (Sandra Dee).
Daves wrote in his notes that “Helen has to show human side, too – perhaps in regard to
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her daughter, the wish so many mothers have: that their daughters have things they
dreamed of, and didn’t have…and this is a kind of fulfillment to many, SELF-fulfillment,
essentially, and even selfishly…the need being THEIRS, not the girl’s.” Helen’s desire to
match Molly with a man from a wealthy family, and to ensure that her daughter remain
a virgin so that such a man would want to marry her, to Daves became not just an
idiosyncrasy but a common trait of the middle class American mother. Part and parcel
of Helen’s rigid Puritanism regarding sexuality, and its subsequent aim to repress Molly’s
sexual development, are her socio-economic ambitions. Molly the “tramp” is similar to
Molly the “Buffalo High School graduate” – Helen wants her to tell anyone who asks
that she went to finishing school - in that both terms to Helen are synonymous with
“dirt” or commonness. When Johnny (Troy Donahue) and Molly go sailing and become
shipwrecked, having to spend the night together on a remote part of the island, Helen
panics. She angrily suspects that they’ve had sex 64 and becomes such a fanatic that she
calls a doctor to examine Molly’s hymen. For Helen, this is essentially the same as
wondering if her goals of marrying Molly into a “good family” are still intact, because of
the reputation she fears Molly will get if indeed she has given herself to Johnny
sexually. 65 In fairness to the character, the stakes were still quite high in the 1950s for
women, who deviated from perceived sexual norms. “It was not at all uncommon for
women perceived as loose to be seen as the responsible party when it came to a whole
host of problems that required a male counterpart.” Furthermore, families feared
public scandal because with it brought the risk of losing often very newly acquired social
status and reputation (Fessler 111). A daughter’s sexual indiscretions were often
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blamed on the mother. Out of wedlock pregnancies in particular were blamed on a
domineering mother at home (Young 40-42).
In the doctor scene however, Helen’s obsession with Molly’s purity turns violent
and aggressive. Considering the “intertextuality” of Dee’s tabloid relationship with
Mary Douvan, Dee’s abuse at the hands of an onscreen mother would have seemed
cogent to a contemporary spectator. The prospect of the examination horrifies Molly,
and what follows is essentially an act of rape – Molly’s sexual and physical privacy
forcibly violated by the doctor and by extension, Helen herself. In the original script,
Helen – who shares a bed with her daughter throughout their stay – in a fit of anger
actually rips Molly’s blouse open, exposing her breasts before the doctor, essentially
initiating the examination. This part of the scene was storyboarded but did not make it
into the film. Daves no doubt sought to merely add some erotic spice to the film –
marketing notes show that this was his intention in promoting the film, and we shall see
that he included several scenes in his script toward this end. Helen’s obsession with
Molly’s budding sexuality has crossed from the morally and socially conservative, laced
with class ambition, to the incestuous. The implicit suggestion is that in the quest to
preserve virginity, Helen has violated Molly’s emotional and physical integrity, forcing
her to submit to a sexually aggressive act. In this way Helen’s suppression of Molly’s
sexuality can be seen to lead to her homoerotic manipulation of it, mixed with a sadistic
and voyeuristic desire to see Molly sexually victimized and violated. The
suppression/exploitation marks an increasingly damning characterization of regressive
parenting that could hardly be more brutal; rather than seeking to nurture or befriend
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the child, the mother abuses her, ostensibly because she is so zealous to protect her
sexual purity. This was essentially the implication of Mary Douvan’s control over Sandra
Dee in their public/private life within the tabloids, and in A Summer Place we see Dee’s
identity as “hurt” daughter reinforced. Furthermore, the film contains other scenes
which speak to an emerging criticism of closely guarded teen sexuality in the late 1950s,
and an increasingly sympathetic portrayal of girls victimized by adults who have a
draconian devotion to adolescent virginity.
Perhaps the most important change Daves made to the story was the omission
of a rape scene. Molly’s father Ken Jorgenson (Richard Egen) worked as a lifeguard
when he was younger, and had an unrequited love for a rich girl named Sylvia (Dorothy
Malone), who would years later marry Bart Hunter (Arthur Kennedy) and become
mother to Johnny. In the book, part of the emotional “baggage” that Ken carries from
his adolescent romance with Sylvia, aside from her rejection of him as beneath her
socio-economic class, is the surprising fact that he raped her on the beach one
evening. 66 This was done in an apparent act of retaliation to Sylvia’s snobbery. The
director noted the scene and in the first drafts of the script even included a moment
when, approaching Pine Island as an adult aboard the Jorgenson yacht, we hear Ken’s
voice narrate an interior monologue about “what happened” that he could never forgive
himself for. This was cut from a later draft of Daves’s script. 67 There is no mention of
censoring the original scene in any of Geoffrey Shurlock’s letters to Daves, as vague as
its reference to “what happened” is. It is probable that the scene was either a casualty
of the initial discussion between Warner and Shurlock about the script, or a deletion by
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Daves himself, not wanting to compromise Ken’s integrity as a character too soon or
simply deciding there wasn’t enough time to develop that part of Ken and Sylvia’s past
when already trying to morally simplify the novel.
The previously mentioned “rape” scene between Molly, the doctor, and Helen
takes on added significance here. With Ken no longer in play in the film as a rapist and
Helen posited as the sexual “aggressor,” Molly effectively takes Sylvia’s place as the
story’s rape victim. Helen, the conservative, “anti-sex” parent, and the doctor take
Ken’s place as rapist. Molly is the victim of parental abuse, whereas Sylvia had been a
victim of date rape in the novel. Daves further underlined this transition by making e a
dramatic connection between the romances of Molly and Johnny and the younger Ken
and Sylvia. This went beyond seeing the mere narrative parallels between the couples,
becoming in the end an outright conflation of the two female characters. In the margins
of his notes Daves writes, “Note: MOLLY = SYLVIA 20 YEARS BEFORE! Use as echo of
what happened Johnny and Molly develop as did Ken and Sylvia,” and later “MOLLY &
JOHNNY = SYLVIA & KEN!” He becomes so enamored with this idea that he starts to
transpose several of younger Ken and Sylvia’s romantic scenes into scenes between
Johnny and Molly instead. At first these are harmless enough, for example placing the
latter couple in the rose garden where in the novel Ken and Sylvia actually hid from
prying eyes, but later he changes a segment of the novel wherein Sylvia undresses in
front of a window with the thought that young Ken might be watching. Instead, he has
Molly confess to her father, at the beginning of the film, that she once enjoyed
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undressing in front of the window at their Buffalo home and happily noticed that a
neighbor boy was watching her.
There was such a conflation of Molly with Sylvia in Daves’s mind that he
significantly altered the meanings in the book; in the film’s first scene, Molly becomes
an abstract exhibitionist who casually and unashamedly confesses her sexual feelings for
boys to her father in a remarkable display of verbal openness, rather than the scene in
the novel where young Sylvia reveals her body in absentia to Ken, who is the specific
object of erotic desire. The change serves to at once sexually charge Molly’s character
and keep her as sexual innocent taken advantage of by her conservative mother.
Anyone who came to the film having read the book would have recognized the change
and probably found it confusing. Infusing Molly with Sylvia’s desires displaces them to
the point that Molly’s desires – at least in the first act of the film – seem more directed
at Ken than at her boyfriend Johnny. The exhibitionist display that Sylvia put on for Ken
in the novel becomes the confessional display Molly puts on for her father in the film,
and so on. Ken takes these revelations in stride, neither aghast nor particularly
pusillanimous in the face of her honesty and sensuality. There is a clear trust between
the two, whereas a mere kiss outside her mother’s window draws the wrath of Helen,
who insists that Molly must get permission from her before she kisses Johnny again, if
ever. This trust and openness are interfamilial, but have a tinge of the romantic to them
as well. Later that night, Molly actually cuddles in bed with Ken and talks to him about
Helen’s sexual frigidity:
Molly: Why did you ever marry her? I’ve never heard her say, “I love you,” to
you. Has she?”
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Ken: “No.”
Molly: Have you her?
Ken: In the beginning.
Molly: Then why?
Ken: I was lonely. So was she, I guess. Her father used to bring me home after
work for dinner. It seemed better than being alone at the time.
Molly: Didn’t you ever love anyone else?
Ken: Yep. But I didn’t have much to offer at the time. She married the other
guy.
Molly: Why’d you and Mama stop sharing the same room?
Ken: She wanted it that way.
Molly: I know. She’s anti-sex. She says all a boy wants out of a girl is that, and
when the girl marries, it’s something she has to endure. I don’t wanna
think like that, Papa. She makes me ashamed of even having a body.
And when I have a naughty dream at night, she makes me feel like
hanging myself. How can you help what you dream?
Ken: You can’t, and don’t let her spoil yours. Remember this: we’ve got only one
great reason for living: to love and be loved. That’s our soul reason for
existence. Molly: But she doesn’t love you and she doesn’t love me.
Ken: I think her heartache is that she doesn’t know how. And mine is that I
apparently couldn’t teach her.
This conversation teams father and daughter against mother; although both parents
have an “incestuous” relationship with Molly, only Helen’s is seen as unhealthy for her
because she is “anti-sex.” Molly and Ken can talk to each other about sex, including
such topics as Molly’s naughty dreams and exhibitionism, and Ken’s emotional and
sexual isolation from Helen, which he blames on himself. The expectation is that Ken
should have taught Helen how to open up to him, presumably just as Ken has been able
to teach his daughter how love and how to be comfortable with her sexuality. The film
is trying to demonstrate to a contemporary audience that Ken and Molly have an
unusually trusting relationship marked by a verbal confidence so open that it is
somewhat alarming, yet radically promising at the same time.
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In hindsight, the model as constructed in A Summer Place is quite ironic, given
Dee’s abuse. Watching her lie in bed with Richard Egen, one cannot help but imagine
what those visits to Douvan’s bedroom were like for her only a few years before. She
later recalled that, “During our courtship, being close with Bobby was easy. I thought I
had blocked out the abuse, but on my wedding night it all came back. I was scared. I sat
on the couch for 12 hours in my coat. Bobby finally went to bed. I didn't tell him about
my stepfather until after we were divorced. I didn't want him to look at me as if I were
dirty” (Dee). In the film, Ken’s stated reason for marrying Helen is that he was
“…lonely.” This may be disingenuous; Helen’s prestige and wealth are clearly part of the
upper class identity he’s been pursuing ever since his failed romance with Sylvia as a
teenager. Yet he chooses to narrate his motivations romantically, bemoaning the fact
that Helen will no longer have sex with him because she “…wanted it that way.” As Ken
tells Molly this, he lays with her in bed, romantically posed – sex-starved husband and
sexually budding young daughter. However without the rape or any allusion to it, the
spectator is led to believe that Ken is a hopeless romantic, tragically wed to a sexually
frigid woman because he once thought he was too poor to ask for innocent, wealthy
Sylvia’s hand in marriage. Helen even identifies him as sexually liberal, a “Swede” who
“believes in free love.” She believes that Molly has inherited this “blood” as exemplified
by her form-fitting clothes and “shameful” public kiss with Johnny.
In a way, Helen is right about Ken. Some of his actions reject sexually
conservative elements of the 50s, and are even feminist as far as they go. For example
when Helen tries to force Molly to flatten out her figure with a bra and girdle, Ken
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tosses both garments out of the window. One can’t help but think of the bras thrown
into the “Freedom Trashcan” outside the Miss America pageant less than ten years
later. A spectator in 1959 would at least have recognized that A Summer Place was
embracing rather than rejecting sexual openness, running counter to the high-profile
conservatism of the 50s. Further cuts from the film reveal that “free love” is code for
sexual freedoms championed by feminists. One such use was as a synonym for
“abortion”, as referenced in the discussion of Shurlock’s censorship letter to Jack
Warner above.68 Instead of having Helen derogatorily referring to Swedes as providing
abortions for their citizens, Daves crossed this out and wrote “free love” after the Code
censors objected to it. Originally, the script contained a scene wherein Molly gets the
news about her pregnancy from a doctor. 69 The conversation then turns more
desperate, with Molly asking the doctor if there is something “she can take” i.e. an
abortion pill of some kind. The doctor talks her out of it. In Wilson’s novel, there is no
such scene; however, Molly and Johnny become so distraught over the pregnancy that
they entertain committing a double suicide. The two of them get in the car and Johnny
speeds down the road as she closes her eyes and waits, anticipating a demise roughly
similar to the tragically failed double suicide in Wharton’s Ethan Frome. They reconsider
and Johnny slows down, and Wilson wrote a letter to Daves via his agent bemoaning the
cutting of that scene from the film.70 The abortion of Molly’s pregnancy, then, is
transferred from the highway to a doctor’s office, at least before censors eliminated the
scene.
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The cinematic Summer Place served as a vilification of the overbearing mother
who wants to exploit her daughter’s virginity, and a vindication of the understanding,
more liberal father who sees his adolescent daughter as person trying to understand her
emergent sexuality. This vilification paralleled the depiction of Dee’s mother in fan
magazines, and implicitly argued that Dee, like Molly, was being held to a draconian
standard of virginity that was unrealistic for a girl her age. Molly has sex with Johnny,
but is not portrayed as a neurotic girl who’s become delinquent. Even her pregnancy
does not automatically condemn her, in her father’s eyes, to future where she is
speeded away to a Florence Crittenden home and forced to give the baby up for
adoption. A Summer Place was thus a significant film for teen girl delinquency and for
Dee as a post-delinquent star. Fans knew that Sandy and Molly had experienced sex,
but both teenagers were still “good girls” who they could root for and refuse to see as
threats to the social order.
Douglas Sirk cast Dee the same year in Imitation of Life as a pathetic adolescent
girl in a conflict-ridden relationship with her mother, and in the fan magazines we see
material which would have given the astute fan additional opportunities to see parallels
between Dee’s onscreen mothers and Mary Douvan. Photoplay referenced Dee’s
isolation from boys and normal teenage life, sometimes in articles written by Sandy
herself. In the June 1959 issue for example, Dee complains that there are “no boys!”
around and that she will “really miss going to Senior Prom,” (61) but then a gossip
column describes the girl going on a “double date” with her mother (Skolsky 16). Two
months before, Dee had written another article about getting the mumps, and
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mentioned “mother” constantly. The same issue featured an ad for Imitation of Life
picturing Dee and onscreen mother Lana Turner, with Dee’s character exclaiming,
“You’ve given me everything a mother could, but the thing I wanted most --- your love!”
(17). That same year, the fan magazine Movie World portrayed Dee as a teen girl star
tired of being micromanaged. Karen Foster’s article “I’m Ready for a Real Romance”
quotes Dee saying “I’m tired of “arranged,” unromantic dates. I’m looking for a boy
who’s alive and exciting, someone who will sweep me off my feet” and comments that
“…being a star kept her from meeting people her own age, and boys who would interest
her and with whom she would have something in common. She didn’t meet such
people on the movie lot; she couldn’t meet them at the studio school (where she was
the only pupil).” (19) Foster’s rhetoric places Dee’s adolescent stardom in a familiar
setting, as a production that limited her freedom to experience life away from the
controlling hands of her producer and her mother. Oddly, the article then claims that
Eugene Douvan tried to discourage Dee from becoming a star. “I want you to have a
normal life…You miss the fun of growing up, of being with people your own age. Your
life isn’t your own; you must do the bidding of the studio – go where they want you to
go; see those people they arrange for you to see” (19-20). This representation of Eugene
as a concerned stepfather who was looking out for Dee’s well-being serves to reinforce
the impression that Dee’s adolescence has been ruined, not by any action of her own
but by those that she’s trusted to look out for her best interests.
Dee’s teen girl stardom was thus similar to Taylor’s and significantly different
from it. In the 1940s and early to mid 50s, when Taylor’s micromanaged adolescence
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made her the subject of pity in Cynthia and A Date with Judy, early marriage was only
way for an adolescent girl to escape the limited career of a teenage girl star, as it had
been for teen girl stars before her. The post-Peyton Place era however allowed these
girls additional options, because they were finally able to portray characters who had
sex, and their offscreen lives could even be “tainted” by sexual experience of some kind,
albeit molestation in Dee’s case. As we shall see in chapter four, trailblazers like Dee
prepared the way for 1960s teen girl stars to fully embrace sexuality offscreen as well as
on. This was important because being able to have sex before marriage allowed girl
stars to put off marriage for years, which in turn allowed them more time to establish
their adult careers, and brought less pressure to bear on them to establish domestic
lives.
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Chapter Five
Homewreckers: The Post-Delinquent Teen Girl Star in 1960s Hollywood
Last month, when we broke the story of Frank Sinatra’s romance with an
eighteen-year-old girl, we shocked a lot of people. Letters have been pouring
into our office, many of them asking why on earth Frank, forty-nine, with
virtually hundreds of beautiful, sophisticated, mature women in Hollywood to
choose from, should be “interested in a child like Mia Farrow!” Others pointed
out that Mia is actually “younger than two of Frank’s children.” Still others
wondered why a lovely teenager like Mia, “with her whole life before her,”
should turn her back on young men and choose “a man old enough to be her
father.” The questions need answering (Valentine 43).
This segment from a March 1965 issue of Photoplay magazine is curious because
throughout the 1940s and 50s, teenage girl stars commonly married much older men,
and these arrangements were not particularly scandalous. 71 Marrying an older man
made the teen girl star seem older by association, and having a more mature,
established partner who could stand up to a controlling parent or studio boss was a
useful advantage for her. Such marriages typically served to facilitate the teen girl star’s
transition from adolescence into adulthood, and potentially showcased her as a newly
grown-up actress with the promise of a continuing career, even as the public struggled
with the conservative conviction that she should give up her career in order to support
her husband’s vocation and have children. Films featuring these teen girl stars were
often tailored to present teen marriage as a tradition rather than an alarmingly
premature enterprise that often had incestuous overtones.
However by the 1960s, the public attitude concerning May-December nuptials
seems to have dramatically changed. The above excerpt instructs us as to the public
outcry over Mia Farrow’s engagement to the much older Frank Sinatra; he was 31 years
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her senior. Farrow seemed younger to spectators than it was, because she was Allison
MacKenzie on TV’s Peyton Place, the virginal high school sweetheart pursued by school
jock Rodney Harrington (Ryan O’Neal), and because her waifish figure looked
undeveloped and girlish. Fan magazines did not seem to know quite what to do with
her relationship with Sinatra. Photoplay would work hard to both justify the impending
marriage to spectators and exploit the scandal. Sinatra was “young at heart,” while
Farrow had always been “afraid of boys” and of having children. She somehow had
“…cleared the tangled underbrush of Sinatra’s Inner jungle, and begun to plant her own
delicate flowers where before there were only weeds” (44, 97). Farrow loved older men
but they never loved her in return until she met Sinatra. On the other hand, Farrow was
a disturbed girl due to the sudden death of her father, and was trying to compensate for
his absence by dating these men (Blackburn). Farrow’s mother, Maureen O’Sullivan,
was at one point reported to have shaken “…her back to reality” (York 20). The
magazine’s back-and-forth over the engagement suggests an uncertainty that we might
expect to find in a time of historical-cultural transition, as the once accepted becomes
the taboo. Trained to cheer on the relationship, its writers also could not help but
second-guess it and were obviously aware that at least a vocal faction of movie fans
disliked it intensely.
I use the uproar uncovered here to introduce the reader to the many tensions
that surrounded the adolescent actress in the early to mid-1960s, a time when audience
expectations for the teen girl star where changing but were still relative to the specific
type of image that the teen star constructed and maintained. In the above example, for
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instance, mainstream American culture had become relatively more sensitive to the
exploitation and domestication of young girls, at least more so than it had been in the
postwar era to date; early marriage was a problem for Mia Farrow for example because
there was a sense that it threatened a promising career – a concern not found, for
example, when past teen girl stars married early. 72 By the early 1960s, mainstream
American culture had begun to have a relatively more nuanced view of teenagers than it
had maintained throughout the 1950s, when the first baby boomers entered
adolescence. Mainstream Hollywood films had begun to address taboo subjects like
teen pregnancy and sex education in the late 1950s, and major teen girl stars like Sandra
Dee utilized their own abusive, exploitative pasts to fashion star personas with which
female spectators could identify. Furthermore, pre-marital sexual activity was
becoming more frequent in the late 1950s among teenagers; the rather large number of
adolescent baby boomers were gradually beginning to rebel against “the moral
assumptions of their parents” (Allyn 17), a tendency that became one of many factors
leading to the sexual revolution of the 1960s. Though birth control was not widely
available to teenage girls after the Pill was approved by the FDA in 1960, the anxiety
that it produced among conservatives – who resisted the loss of cultural currency that
they possessed a wealth of in the 1950s – was palpable. Others championed the Pill,
though not necessarily envisioning its widespread use among teens, which was still
illegal in many states. 73 The public hysteria over juvenile delinquency had begun to ebb,
however; a prominent poll in 1961 characterized the “average” adolescent as “…a
pampered hothouse plant” who “likes it that way. The beatnik is a rarity, the delinquent
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is a minority…he is most unlikely to rebel…” (Gallup 64). In this view, the nation’s youth
was “soft,” spoiled by the prosperity of their parents. At the same time, there was
hardly a consensus of public opinion regarding teen sexuality, particularly with the
advent of the sexual revolution (Douglas 61). Teen girl stars had begun to deal more
frequently and explicitly with the sexual concerns of teenagers, however. The
increasingly dramatic shifts in public discourse concerning the adolescent teen girl star
placed her in an uncertain position in the 1960s. Teen girl stars were not completely
sure how to connect with spectators, though they certainly made bold choices in the
attempt to do so, when those spectators were changing much like the rest of the
country.
Typically the roles that teen girl stars played were thinly veiled embodiments of
their public reputations, still as always fashioned in the machinery of stardom, at the
behest of producers, publicists, and the teen girl stars themselves. In films and in fan
magazines, 1960s teen girl stars made bold statements about the directions that their
lives would take, always testing the boundaries of their public personas, seeking to
adjust to changing cultural tides and see in their “missteps” an opportunity for image
modification or reinvention. The examples that I look at in this chapter are Tuesday
Weld, Hayley Mills, and Mia Farrow. Each teen girl star took advantage of emerging
feminism and sexual liberalism and the backlash to both, in very distinct ways. Each also
fashioned a different “style” of femininity – Weld the wild blonde “sex kitten” who
refused to settle down, Mills the charismatic throwback to the literary “orphan girl” of
Walt Disney’s youth, and Farrow the enigmatic “flower child” who chronically pursued
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men who were twice her age. Together, whether “liberal” or “conservative” in their
public personas, these adolescent girls became important sites of discourse in which the
liminal stage of teen development coincided with the creation of new models of
femininity, all of which offered an alternative to the culture’s midcentury conception of
the sexual teen girl as a delinquent. I thus see the 1960s as the beginning, roughly
speaking, of the “post-delinquent” teen girl star, and I label these girls “homewreckers”
in two senses. Mills and Farrow fit the description in the literal sense because they
pursued married men and later wed them, but all three teen girl stars were ultimately
engaged in the process of wrecking the myth of the idyllic nuclear family and the
gendered domestic space to which it relegated women.
In this context I will introduce Tuesday Weld, whose private exploits in the late
1950s and throughout the 60s came under intense scrutiny from the press, and forced
publicists and spectators to grapple with the possibility that the classic “bad girl” label
often applied to sexually experienced teens was starting to lose its socio-cultural
currency. While Weld was never a major star – she gained fame co-starring in a number
of movies, television shows, and exploitation pictures – it was her infamous private life
that made her a major celebrity. 74 The fan magazines mention several factors here –
eccentricity, alcoholism, smoking, and most notably having sex with older men. 75 She
began sleeping with men at age eleven (Conner 20), and had an affair with Frank Sinatra
at fourteen (Vickers 111). She was also seen around town romantically with Raymond
Burr and John Ireland, among others (62). 76 Her publicized adolescent promiscuity
throughout the late 50s was unusual. 77 In 1959, Movie World printed “…it’s quite true
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that her claim to fame at this point at this point in her career comes partly from reports
of the wild things she’s done. Any big party and all the local night spots can report
having her make an appearance there. And the not-so-chic places, the teenage
hangouts, find her in and out several times a week” (Wolff 48). Years before the
publication of Helen Gurley Brown’s Sex and the Single Girl (1962), Weld was creating
the image of the teenage girl who did not put a premium on virginity. Her choice of
older partners of course complicates any reading of her as some sort of proto-second
wave feminist; she was not at the age of consent during her early sexual exploits. She
was however never apologetic about her sexuality at any time in her life, and never
allowed negative press to put a complete stop to the experimentation. This made her
an outsider in the culture at large but a model of the changes in adolescent sexuality
that would become widespread in the wake of women’s liberation, making pre-marital
sex itself so common that it could no longer be considered abnormal or delinquent.78
In an oddly scandalous incident, Weld also once showed up to a televised
interview barefoot, and when asked about it referred to herself as a “beatnik”; this
would have been a pejorative label to the mainstream television viewer, while it might
have seemed more appealing to other teens. 79 In Weld’s offscreen and onscreen roles,
we see the public struggling with the popular 1950s notion of juvenile delinquency. The
many attempts to “tame” Weld ultimately focused on the damage that her “wildness”
might do to her career, but that very “wildness” in fact kept her in the fan magazines
and arguably furthered her career greatly. This marks a significantly changed narrative
about adolescent “bad girls” from a decade before. Career damage was of course
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thought to be a consequence of wild behavior, but as I’ve shown in previous chapters,
the maintenance of a teen girl’s sexual autonomy and the loss of her virginity could get
her banished from family and even thrown in jail. In fan magazines and onscreen, Weld
was able to fashion several star personas. While cast as the wild girl who needed
taming, in real life she played the role of the misunderstood teenager who wasn’t in a
hurry to get married. Luis Wolff wrote that “Unlike Liz, who said at 15, “I’ll marry when
I’m 16,” Tuesday thinks marriage for herself now would be a farce and certainly a bad
mistake.” (50) She is more independent, he said, and doesn’t need a man to get by.
Weld told him, “People condemn me for being too happy-go-lucky, too independent,
and too wild and irresponsible. I don’t deny that I like men and good times,” but she
has her “feet planted firmly enough on the ground” and will get married someday, just
not soon. (50)
Rather than marry young as so many before her had done, Weld dated freely
and even defended her choice to be single. At the same time, she cooperated with
publicists who often pictured her as the repentant girl who just needed a good boy (her
own age) to calm her down and discipline her. These polarities are different from what
we see in many previous teen girl stars, exposing the transition to a new cultural
landscape of the 1960s that now debated whether a girl should marry young, marry at
all, or give up her career for her husband and children.
Photoplay’s preoccupation with Weld in 1960 began with an interview
conducted in the March issue. 80 Columnist William Tusher wrote that “Tuesday’s
reputation…had been mushrooming, making her into a barefoot 16 year old sort of
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beatnik with too much cheek, who dated older men, smoked, took an after-dinner
cocktail and said just about anything that came into her head.” “Dated” here is code for
“had sex with”; the rumors were rampant in Hollywood and a contemporary reader
would have understood the implications of a teen dating known womanizers. In a
broader sense, this along with the “beatnik” moniker paints Weld as a female juvenile
delinquent, defined by her sexual excess and nonconformist nature. As he continues
with the interview, Tusher paints Weld as a classic, neurotic girl pathetically trying to
compensate for her lack of a father. He writes:
She seemed so sophisticated but I wondered because, in unguarded
moments, Tuesday’s face seemed to wear the bewildered expression of a little
girl. Maybe it was this little girl, rather than the sophisticate, that made her
gravitate so much toward older men. I thought about this for a moment, then
asked her about the “older men.” Did she date them because subconsciously
she might be looking for the father she never had – for protection?
Weld drolly responded, “I feel I can protect myself,” but Tusher persisted, writing, “She
evidently didn’t want it to appear that she found it painful to think of her father,” and
asked about the older men in her life. Weld justified her preference for them, saying
that “There’s more security with them…Older people just have more confidence in
themselves. They have assurance. When you’re just around them or talking to them, it
gives you a more confident feeling. That’s why I can open up more with older people
than with younger people. But I’m surprised that all young people don’t feel that
way…I’m friends with kids my own age too,” she cried. “I’m not a freak!” She repeated
this cry when Tusher brought up the barefoot TV appearance (“blatant exhibitionism”)
and the fact that she called herself a beatnik on that show (64). The article betrays a
contradictory impulse. On the one hand, Weld labels herself a rebel, and in fact plays
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into the classic postwar stereotype of the girl rebel, one that the journalist has already
decided that she embodies. This is a label that she seems to be uncomfortable with, yet
has embraced at other times. On the other hand, she disavows the label and wants to
be seen as a victim of “whispers” that seek to portray her as a “freak.” She prefers and
justifies her preference for the company of older men, but wants to be seen as a normal
teen who associates with her peers, except apparently when it comes to dating them.
This article appears to act as a kind of damage control for Weld’s reputation, while it in
fact publicizes dual images that appeal to different spectators. Two issues later, one
reader responded to the Tusher story by writing, “Hooray for Tuesday Weld. She is so
refreshing. That spunky gal has my backing all the way” (“Readers Inc.”, Anderson). The
reader response endorsing Weld as “spunky” expresses one kind of fan reaction to the
“bad girl”; that she is, in fact, commendable. While we can hardly consider one fan
letter to be representative of a majority, in this response there is a distinct defiance to
the conservatism of the 1950s, that the reader supports Weld “all the way.” Under this
is written “We think so too. Turn to page 42 – Ed.” However, on page 42 is the article
“The Kids Wouldn’t Let Me Be Friends,” “by Tuesday Weld as told to Marcia Borie,”
which again reinforces the “neurotic delinquent” persona while also picturing Weld as a
misunderstood teenager.
In the Borie piece, “Weld” writes “Almost all my life, I’ve been an outsider,
desperately wanting to fit in…there has always seemed to be barriers between me and
other people…I guess the main reason for the things that happened, all started with I
was three. My father died… I was just a lonely, desperate child trying too hard to
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belong” (43, 86) None of this rhetoric lines up with what Weld herself said in the Tusher
interview; she resisted the argument that she dated older men because of her father’s
death, and defended smoking, to the point where she became very defensive about it.
Yet here a fan could read “…all I did was hurt myself…I learned I’d been my own worst
enemy. I discovered that I could have fun with people my own age; with people like
Fabian and Dick Beymer. And I suddenly accepted the fact that I was sixteen – not
eighteen, or twenty-five…Today, I think I’m on the right track….I hope it’s not too late to
be accepted. I leave it up to you!” (87) Photoplay responds to a fan’s endorsement of
Weld’s “spunky” persona by issuing an ersatz apology for that persona; this is the kind
of ambivalence that we see in Weld’s images, each of which appeals to a different
demographic. She’s countercultural and sexually autonomous, yet available as a
nymphet for adult men, but also a “normal” misunderstood teenager. Each of these
personas appeals to a different audience – progressive girls and women, adult men, and
a generically mainstream teen audience, respectively.
At the same time, the stigma of dating older men, and implicitly the fear that she
might end up married to one of those men, pervades this and future stories about her
to the point that we begin to see the proclaimed limits of her “wildness.” In courting
much older men, Weld has crossed a “line” that teen girl stars in her position even a few
years before would not have encountered. Future issues would “desperately” pair her
with one beau after another, usually her own age or a few years older, and depict her as
madly in love, her problems with her father’s death magically solved. The tellingly titled
“You’ve Made Me Feel I Belong,” again by Tusher, reveals that Weld is now
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coincidentally madly in love with Dick Beymer, one of the very possibilities mentioned in
Borie’s “interview” two months earlier. The match has obviously been arranged by
publicists. Weld is quoted telling Beymer – her co-star in High Time (1960) and Bachelor
Flat (1961) “Don’t you know Dick?...you’re the first boy in my whole life who made me
feel I belong…?” The setup here is that they met at an airport when Beymer offered to
help her with her bags; they knew each other already from working together on High
Time. Weld continues to be quoted, “He doesn’t act one bit adolescent or smart alecky,
she’d found herself thinking. He seems kind of settled and assured, but not suffocating
with the charm bit.” (72) Probably by design, these are the very qualities that Weld
once found appealing in older men, listed in Tusher’s first interview with her.
Furthermore, a new twist explains her aversion to boys. Tusher writes that Weld’s
“fear” of boys her own age can be traced back to a boy she met at a dance when she
was 13, who treated her like a “snob” when he saw the tenement housing that she and
her mother lived in. Twenty-two year old Beymer (Tusher makes a point of mentioning
his age) then is constructed as the perfect man for Weld because he is young but
mature, settled, self-assured and gives her space to be somewhat independent. The
two are also a good match because they are “slow to make friends,” and people Weld’s
own age accept her now because they accept Dick and he accepts her (72). In other
words, Beymer acts as an erstwhile “bridge” between Weld’s demographic fan bases.
He exists between the mature man who wants her sexually and the teenager who wants
to identify with her rebelliousness and marginalization. The article goes on note that
Beymer understands that she can “swing from sophisticated to childish. That she was an
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older, maturer person when working, but when the makeup was off and her hair down,
literally, she was somebody else – a giggling young girl he knew and liked so much.” (73)
Tusher’s second article about Weld develops and more clearly articulates her dual
personas, using the fake boyfriend as a vehicle for such representations. The effect is
such that, rather than marrying the teen girl star off to an older man, an act now
apparently taboo, the star machinery of Hollywood here finds another way to make the
teen girl appealing to adults and children alike.
This new marketing of teen girl stars was now possible because it had become
less taboo to talk about the sex lives of teenagers in public. As the classic Hollywood
studio system fell apart, it left in its wake a publicity media that was not as eager to
protect its stars’ indiscretions. Even teens like Weld were subject to an uncensored
frankness in the tabloid press. With that openness came a pushing of the boundaries
into the private lives of teenagers. At the same time that Photoplay hyped the publicity
relationship with Beymer, it continued to gossip about her wild private life, publishing
rumors about a secret relationship with Elvis, themselves sexually coded in much the
same way that the rumors of her encounters with older men were. 81 Furthermore, the
occasional codes for “abortion” surface, themselves a great departure from what one
might have expected from Photoplay’s coverage of, say, teenage Lana Turner in the
early 1940s. 82 Turner had at least three abortions, one of which came as a teenager
after a sexual relationship with Mickey Rooney. This latter abortion was kept secret for
decades, until Rooney revealed it after Turner’s death. In private, Louis B. Mayer
browbeat both adolescents, admonishing them to behave themselves, to little avail. By
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the early 60s, Weld had no such cover. The roles that she played onscreen were usually
sexually delinquent girls; in the Elvis Presley vehicle Wild in the Country (1961), she’s a
single mother who wants to live the wild life rather than be a responsible mother.
In this film, Presley and Weld stand out as fellow delinquents. Presley is Glenn
Tyler, a local boy known for getting into violent altercations with other men. He ends up
at a parole board hearing, and is sent to live with his uncle, a crooked shop owner in a
nearby town. Glenn is depicted from the beginning however as a sympathetic character
– for example he quotes the Bible in ancient Hebrew, saying “My god my god why hast
thou forsaken me?” as though he were Christ suffering on the cross. We also learn that
his mother died when he was young, and his father does not love him. He typifies the
male juvenile delinquent, defined by his criminal recklessness and need for parental
guidance and affection, much like the Jim Stark prototype in Rebel without a Cause.
Also sympathetic, but to a lesser extent, is Weld’s character Noreen Braxton,
Glenn’s cousin. Her delinquency is first marked by her sexuality. She tries to seduce
Glenn in their first scene together. Staring at him with sultry eyes, wearing a “crop top,”
she tries to bar his way as he walks past her and into her father’s store. He’s aware of
her but ignores the temptation as though he’s encountered it before. He later talks to a
friend about Noreen, calling her “pretty and sad.” Noreen is sexually out of control,
typifying the female delinquent. Much as in Weld’s private life, Weld’s character has
been with older men, except that in the film, she has a bastard child to show for it. Her
father isn’t dead, but he exploits her in an attempt to get rid of her. His plan is to
encourage Glenn and Noreen to spend time together, and then catch them in a
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compromising position. He’ll then force Glenn to marry Noreen – although this is odd
considering the fact that they are cousins and it wouldn’t have been legal for them to
marry – and no longer have her and the baby as dependents. He chides Noreen to not
be mean to Glenn , saying that Glenn is a “godsend” to her, a “good, decent boy,” all
while Glenn is naked in the next room, taking a bath.
Wild in the Country in these ways juxtaposes the sexuality of the male and
female juvenile delinquent, and then questions whether they should be fated to end up
in each other’s arms, or transcend their maladjustments and become productive adults
who can control their instincts. Noreen later tells Glenn that she’s young and wants to
run away with him, experiencing “Hours and hours of heaven that just slide down into
hell and we don’t care how or when it ends! You’re wild Glenn, just like me. Unhappy
wild!” The cousins date for a time, but Glenn ultimately chooses to be with his parole
officer (Hope Lange), a thirty-something widowed woman who encourages him to
reform and go to college to become a writer. At the end of the film, Glen tells Noreen
that she doesn’t need someone wild but “somebody who’s more settled - someone with
their feet on the ground.”
The great irony of this plot is that the male delinquent finds redemption largely
through the efforts of an older woman whom he also beds. The girl however is left in
town with her child, and with her rotten father, who will presumably try to entrap her
with the next available, probably significantly older, man who comes along. Noreen is
encouraged to “settle” down by finding a stable adult to marry, but the narrative has no
time to afford her a happy ending. Unwilling to be tamed, it would seem that Noreen is
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doomed to a life of perpetual delinquency. Intertextually, however, the taming of
Weld’s “wild” persona continued, an enterprise which paralleled Photoplay’s attempt to
“tame” Weld by matching her with Dick Beymer, particularly because Weld “stated”
that she like the maturity, confidence, and stability older men, qualities that Beymer
possessed as her “ideal” counterpart. This kind of taming occurs so often in her young
career that one gets the impression that its point is not in fact to control her
delinquency before it ruins her future as a star, but to perpetuate and profit from it
because delinquency is making her a star. Weld’s persona of defiant sexual autonomy
was not delinquent or taboo then for progressive spectators in the early 1960s; it was in
fact a heroically radical model of adolescent femininity.
We find a similar effort to cure the girl delinquent in another Weld film from the
same year, Bachelor Flat. This film is a comedy, and it cleverly toys with Weld’s persona
in the tabloids. British archeology professor Bruce Patterson (Terry-Thomas) lives in the
United States and is very attractive; all of the women on campus pursue him
aggressively. He’s engaged, however, and his age-appropriate fiancée (Celeste Holm) is
currently on a trip to Paris. Her seventeen year old daughter Libby (Weld) from a
previous marriage comes home for an unexpected visit, especially for Patterson, who
has no idea that she even exists. Keeping her identity hidden from him for most of the
film, Libby pretends to be a sexual delinquent, recently released from reform school,
who’s crazy about him like every other girl on campus. The plot ends with the fiancée
returning home and ending all misunderstandings, while Libby gradually falls in love
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with Mike (Beymer), a beach bum/wannabe law student who lives on Patterson’s
property in exchange for doing odd jobs.
Professor Patterson’s age and sexual appeal are the objects of ridicule in
Bachelor Flat. For example, in an early scene, Patterson arrives at a lecture hall. His
female students (the class is mostly female) are disappointed to learn of his
engagement, and one wishes aloud that his fiancée were dead. He admonishes her for
this, and begins to lecture about “Cro-Magnon man,” exhibiting a drawing of a CroMagnon skull that looks very similar in shape and size to his own head. It even has a gap
in its front teeth, like the Professor. He jokes about this. When he returns home, Mike’s
female dog follows him into the house; Mike jokes that even she wants some “bones”
from him. Then we cut to an actual, quite phallic bone, a giant dinosaur femur that
Patterson says is “57, 58 million years old,” as he stands in his boxer shorts. The bone is
then used throughout the film as a visual gag. Later in the film, another professor’s wife
refers to Patterson as a “dinosaur on a hot tin roof.”
Bachelor Flat doesn’t relegate Weld’s character to a life of delinquency, because
delinquency is just another mask that Libby wears when it suits her. In this way, the film
tacitly acknowledges the fact that Weld’s delinquent persona is in fact a veneer in the
masquerade of stardom. She first arrives at the house just as Patterson is taking a
shower. She hides in his liquor cabinet as Patterson exits and begins to talk to Mike
about the bone. When Patterson and Libby finally meet, Patterson tells her that she
looks “young and willing” and tries to call the police, all the while still in boxer shorts.
Libby tells him that she’s a runaway from a juvenile delinquent institution. She talks
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with a fake “street” accent, and begins acting flirtatious and provocative around him. At
one point after meeting the professor, she picks up a newspaper and remarks, “The
papers are full of lecherous men and innocent little girls,” implying that she will
blackmail if he kicks her out of his house, but in subtext referring to Weld’s own
scandalous life in the tabloids as she “dated” Sinatra and others Patterson’s age.
Mike is set up as a “delinquent” on par with Weld; the voice-over narrator
identifies him as a beatnik right away. He comes to Patterson’s home the next morning
dressed in “prison stripe” pajamas, while Libby dances around the kitchen wearing short
shorts and a bikini top. However, while Elvis - the male counterpart to Weld’s female
delinquent in Wild in the Country – simply tells Weld/Noreen that he cannot reform her
because she can only find redemption by marrying a stable man, Bachelor Flat posits
Beymer’s Mike Pulaski as the delinquent male who removes the veneer of delinquency
from an otherwise well-adjusted girl, winning her heart in the process. He does this
quite aggressively, in the attempt to woo her away from the older Patterson. For
example, when Mike realizes that Libby is threatening to blackmail Patterson, he
becomes the Professor’s “lawyer” and asks her to reveal her true identity. When she
refuses, he actually wrestles her to the ground and gets on top of her, in the missionary
position, yelling “You’re in a room with two grown men. Anything can happen, so
answer the question!” Gradually, she responds to him. When Libby spends the night in
Mike’s trailer later in the film, she emerges dressed in his prison stripe pajamas. This
has the effect of not only matching the two juveniles visually, but implies that Mike has
been wearing the veneer of delinquency as well. The costume matches the two
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juveniles as sexually aggressive but otherwise normal people who need each other
romantically. They are not really “delinquent,” suggesting that the category itself is an
anachronism, a misunderstanding of teenage sexuality that criminalizes rather than
nurtures the adolescent’s development.
Even the cautionary articles about Weld in the tabloids have a nuanced take on
her “wild” persona. Like Noreen, left at the train station by the rising star of Glenn/Elvis
Presley, Weld “…has great talent which will be wasted unless she overcomes her
rebelliousness. She should use her fine intelligence to gain insight into her inner
problems, to reach full expression of her rich talents” (Rosella 76). The admonition is
revealing for what it does not say. There is no moral outrage, no bemoaning of a loss of
virginity or the like. Her relationships with older men – in the trades and well as in
Bachelor Flat – are inappropriate because they are career distractions and prevent her
from the transition to college, where even if she got in, she would just be another of
Patterson’s “boy crazy” female students.
The disciplining of the girl delinquent in the Weld films is the direct opposite of
what we might call the Pollyanna plot that Hayley Mills’s Disney films usually followed,
wherein the young girl in her early teens actually disciplines the community around her,
and in so doing is able to cheer the hardened hearts of the misanthropes that serve as
her adult guardians. This is not to say, however, that such plots were extinct in postwar
cinema; in fact, they flourished in the hands of Walt Disney, whose Pollyanna, The
Parent Trap, and Summer Magic offered a different portrait of the adolescent girl at this
time. Pollyanna in particular was a pet project of Disney, who grew up in small town
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Marceline, Missouri in the early 1900s. He would retain a romanticized, rustic ideal of
small town, turn of the century middle America for the remainder of his life, and by his
own admission this sentimentalism influenced his productions (Gabler 18).
The novel’s influence on Disney’s investment in the 1960s discourse concerning
adolescent femininity cannot be overstated. Published in 1913, Pollyanna was an
immediate bestseller. It was part of a tradition of sentimental orphan girl novels dating
back to 1850, and like these was quite popular. Joe Sutliff Sanders argues that
Pollyanna and other twentieth century girl orphan novels increasingly stressed the
“individuality” of the girls and their capacity to “transform” and “direct” masculine
power (9). At the same time, Pollyanna was able to modulate the individuality of people
in her local community, in the interest of steering them in more harmonious and
cooperative directions (116). Her device was “the glad game,” wherein a person in any
given situation must try to locate its positive aspects. This eventually transforms the
entire town of Harrington into a contagion of affective discipline. The zeitgeist of
Disney’s childhood would have included an experience with Pollyanna’s
commercialization as well. A cottage industry developed around the book for years
afterward; its publisher demands endless sequels, all of which after the sequel were
written by other authors, including titles like Pollyanna in Hollywood and Pollyanna’s
Castle in Mexico. “Glad” books, were published, and even “Pollyanna – the Glad Game,”
a board game with dice and tokens (“Pollyanna Collector”).
Creating the Pollyanna mold that would be the basis for Hayley Mills’s star
persona presented Disney with the opportunity to cash in on conservative nostalgia
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amidst the changing cultural tide of the 1960s. Disney has been portrayed both as a
social conservative and as a liberal ahead of his time, one who made the sexual
revolution and the late 1960s counterculture possible. He was paradoxically an
anachronism, a studio mogul whose influence grew even as the classic Hollywood studio
system fell apart elsewhere. He was also never that interested in girls as primary
protagonists; before the Hayley Mills era, only rarely did any of his films feature female
leads. 83 This changed dramatically with the advent of the FDA’s approval of the birth
control pill in 1960. His investment in Pollyanna, released the same year, was
emotionally and financially significant. In Mills, Disney films from this era create an
adolescent “good girl” who is at once exotic and adopted as essentially native,
optimistic and consensus-building yet tightly controlled, and innocent yet erotic. The
Hayley Mills model of adolescent girlhood was a throwback, a significant contrast to
Tuesday Weld in type and in terms of her on-screen characters. Pollyanna introduced
audiences to a girl who remained a child and fostered the solidarity not just of the
nuclear family but the nuclear community. Her existence was posited as essential, and
her exuberance as a tonic for the stresses of the sexual revolution.
When Walt Disney began the search for his Pollyanna, he found 12 year old Mills,
a British girl who made her debut as a spunky tween in the early British New Wave film
Tiger Bay (1959). It remains a somewhat curious choice, because Mills’s character in
that film, Gillie, is a delinquent from the slums who witnesses a man murder his exgirlfriend, then promises to keep it a secret and the two gradually fall in love. The plot
ends with the authorities catching up to them as they attempt to flee the country on a
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cargo ship, but neither will cooperate. Gillie falls overboard and the murderer dives into
the sea to save her life, sacrificing his immunity in open waters in the process. The
pairing of the two “lovers” is quasi-incestuous, certainly not without sexual undertones.
While I am not suggesting that Disney was attracted to Mills in the sense that he was a
pedophile, Gillie’s ability to transform the murderer with affection carries with it the
incestuous nature of the classic older man-little girl romance that had long been a
literary trope, and for Disney it suggests that the appeal of a Pollyanna is related to the
incestuous, transformative appeal of the young girl for the older man – she can
rejuvenate him, bring some semblance of youth, energy, and beauty back into his life,
not unlike a Silas Marner for example. 84
Disney poured more money into this film than he typically did, borrowing the
likes of Karl Malden, Jane Wyman, and Richard Egan from other studios. While
Pollyanna was technically directed by David Swift, Disney made all of the major creative
decisions. He overrode Shaw’s objections to casting Mills, and forbade him from making
any changes in the editing room after seeing the film’s initial master cut. His
micromanaging style was notorious – he would notice if only one line was cut from a
given script, even when he had at least five films in production at once (Barrier 281).
Disney in fact wept after seeing this cut, so perfect was its nostalgic affect.
While his casting of Mills was essential to the realization of the character, so
were the actors that he carefully chose from other studios. The casting of Richard Egan
as Dr. Chilton, one year after his turn as Ken Jorgenson in A Summer Place, is telling.
Egan’s role in the earlier film was as father to Sandra Dee’s Molly, and as I mention in
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previous chapters, Molly the sexually frank teenage girl is in fact a conflation of her
character in Sloane Wilson’s novel with that of Ken’s former love interest as a teen,
Sylvia Hunter. The result in the film adaption is an assortment of scenes wherein Ken
and Molly talk in very open, semi-incestuous ways about Molly’s sexuality –
appropriated replicas of scenes from the novel between Ken and Sylvia. In Pollyanna,
Dr. Chilton is as close to a living, breathing father as the girl gets. He’s one of the few
people in town (the others are his uncle and Pollyanna) interested in disciplining Aunt
Polly, because in fact Polly and Chilton once courted when they were young. To this
end, Chilton is Pollyanna’s ally, and in a greater sense he serves as the directly
confrontational, moral mouthpiece of the film, much as he did toward his frigid, racist
wife Helen in A Summer Place. Among his more biting responses to Polly’s ersatz
philanthropy are “People don’t like false charity” and “You can give everything but
love.” Jane Wyman as Polly is also cast intertextually, in her usual role as the repressed
but alluring widow who needs to be sexually and ideologically awakened from the
slumber of American class privilege.85
Disney’s moral vision for Pollyanna was linked to what he saw as the class
privilege that results from autocratic individualism. In a preface to the television debut
of Pollyanna on The Wonderful World of Color in December 1963, he said “Around the
turn of the century, towns like Harrington were fairly common: communities that were
founded by, built by, and controlled by one family. Nowadays we don’t see much of
that, probably because progress just won’t stand for it. But in the case of Harrington,
there was another reason, and that was Pollyanna.” Throughout the film, as Sanders
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notes of the novel, Pollyanna indeed smooths out the differences between individual
agendas that lead to conflict and disharmony, ultimately ensuring that the ultimate
good is produced not by the sole actions of the wealthy Aunt Polly, but via community
enterprise. Here she bears out Chilton’s admonition that Polly cannot give “love” along
with her money. However, Disney’s addendum to this ethic is found inside of the locket
that Pollyanna wears throughout the movie, on which is inscribed “When you look for
the bad in mankind expecting to find it, you surely will.” Written by Disney himself, the
proverb suggests a theological orientation to “original sin” – the idea that all people are
naturally sinful, and that it takes great effort, or in this narrative it requires the
corrective action of the communal family, to remain positive and achieve what is best
for the community. Remaining positive allows a person to deny the opportunity for sin
because it denies the actuality of sin; if we don’t look for sin, we won’t find it anywhere.
Adapting the story for film, Disney inverts the novel’s trope of the disciplining girl and
renders the community the disciplinarian of the girl. If she is left alone to do as she
pleases, Pollyanna will make poor choices, especially as she transitions into adulthood.
The Disney-esque mentality of Pollyanna has been interpreted as being quite
liberal. Douglas Brode argues that Pollyanna is a groundbreaking film because most
“rebel” movies of the postwar era “…discouraged rebellious activity in the final
reel…The abiding irony is that Disney movies – the only films attacked for being too
traditional – offered us alternative possibilities not in the end rejected by the hero”
(xxvii). Pollyanna exists as an “Epitaph on the Eisenhower Era,” because Disney’s
version of the story “satirizes small town America” by revealing its gilded nature. He
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even labels Mills’s Pollyanna a “proto-hippie” (48) in that she preaches peace and love
over all. She’s a “young subversive” who “slips out to join those working-class radicals
who dare oppose Aunt Polly’s arrogant aristocracy of wealth” (49) to effectively
undertake an “incipient” socialist revolution. I take issue with this provocative reading
because it seems clear that Disney was using Mills to nostalgically, though certainly still
idealistically, harken back to turn of the century Progressivism. The social impulse of
Pollyanna, supported by her charisma and optimism, threatens the local “robber baron”
of Hendersonville with reform and a breakup of her monopoly of power. For all of his
rhetoric about presenting a less saccharine, obnoxious Pollyanna to the public,86Disney’s
take on the original story does nothing if not amplify its old-fashioned Progressive call to
community action. Brode reads into the future (the late 1960s in this case) what was
actually a longing for the past. As early as 1968, Richard Schickel noted that Disney’s
attempts to assure viewers that the film was a deliberate departure from the perceived
shallow optimism of the novel were “to no avail” (307). Still, Pollyanna was a hit. I
argue that the rapport that Hayley Mills established with audiences in Pollyanna and
throughout her five year career at Disney owes more to the kind of conservative
femininity that she modeled. In an era that was to see the emergence of increasingly
vocal feminism in the mainstream public sphere, Mills offered an onscreen model and
an off-screen persona that was very attractive to conservatives who saw their feminine
ideal as embattled. 87
An important scene in Pollyanna depicts the young British actress singing
“America the Beautiful” with some of her peers, draped in the American flag. She has
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defied Aunt Polly’s orders to stay away from the community bazaar, which has been
organized to raise money for the town orphanage. Here we see Disney’s nostalgia for a
certain type of conformity, clothed in patriotism, and the Progressive heroine identified
as a national treasure, even though the actress has a green card. It is an oddity
throughout Mills’s career in America that she always speaks with a British accent, even
when playing distinctly American characters. Her inability to master diction however
never detracted from her celebration as an actress. This is because Disney modeled her
as an ideal American girl, raised to respect her disciplinarian parents, project a sunny
persona at all times, remain virginal, and work for the social welfare of her community.
She is her father’s daughter - religious, humble, and coming from a background of
relative poverty – even though Mills herself came from theatrical aristocracy, and wasn’t
particularly religious or even American.
Mills’s next project for Disney was The Parent Trap, starring as identical twins
who discover each other’s existence at a summer camp and figure out that they were
split up as part of their parents’ bitter divorce. 88 Sharon, the high-brow Bostonian, and
Susan, the tomboy from California, are essentially two parts of the same adolescent girl,
again tasked with bridging the differences between adults who are at odds. In this case
she overcomes her parent’s differences and reunites them for the sake of the nuclear
family. The stakes of this reunification are complicated because the split between the
sisters is in fact symbolic not only of the rift in the family but the polarities existent
within the adolescent girl. As Broad observes, “In both literature and folktale from
throughout the world, twins symbolize duality of self. In the case of Susan and Sharon,
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the self is estranged or separated from itself because of the family situation –
divorce…The duality of itself stems from the role of parents as suppliers of different, but
cohabitating, elements of the child’s self” (123). As such, the reunification of the family
is intimately linked to the restoration of the adolescent’s selfhood, its division
symbolized by the elitist upper class nature of Sharon and her mother Maggie (Maureen
O’Hara) and the relaxed, bucolic quality of Susan and her father Mitch (Brian Keith). We
may assume then that the film presents divorce as a moral wrong because in splitting
the family apart, in created the rift in the adolescent’s identity. Fully realized, the
“whole” adolescent can restore the broken conservative dream of the nuclear family.
Mills then not only plays another role wherein she is the ideal child who acts as the
savior of a conservative ideal, she is dependent on the intact family for the coherence of
her identity. Broad notes that “…the film reflects society’s inability and unwillingness to
accept divorce as a norm…” (124-125) and that the twin’s romantic justification for
bringing the parents back together comes from the conviction that since neither of
them remarried, they must still be in love and the separation represents, in Susan’s
words, “…how true love creates its beautiful agony” (126).
The “beautiful agony” includes domestic violence. When Maggie discovers the
twins’ ruse and comes to visit Mitch, she punches him in the eye after their first
argument. This is not only in the film for comic effect; the abuse exists in order to be
later reconstrued as a harmless, even endearing aspect of Maggie’s “Irish temper.” The
implication is that Maggie had a habit of losing her temper and striking him when they
were married. After they’ve decided to reunite, Mitch tells Maggie, ““You can slug me
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in the eye any time you want.” Here marriage is an arrangement that is more sacred
than either of its participants’ self-respect. The film goes so far as to suggest that
people get divorced because they have regressed to a state of childish immaturity. Take
the lyrics from the opening song, for example: “If their love’s on skids/Treat your folks
like kids….Lead ‘em back to love with a velvet glove/Cause they’re much too old for the
strap/Straighten out their mess with togetherness/Togetherness!/The parent trap.” The
term “trap” in this context is ironic because marriage becomes an actual “trap,” from
which neither spouse can (or should) escape.
Brode locates Parent Trap’s significance within divorce as well:
“Disney’s values are traditional, so The Parent Trap not surprisingly
assumes an adamantly anti-divorce position. The point is not that he takes an
ultra-liberal stance, condoning such activity, but rather that he rejects the knownothing brand of conservatism that, like an ostrich with its head in the ground,
hopes and believes that the unpleasant fact of life will, if ignored, go away. As a
true progressive, Disney openly addresses the issue while offering the thencontroversial musical form known as rock’ n’ roll as a means of solving the
problem.” (13)
In other words, Disney did not ignore divorce as a social issue, so he was a progressive,
albeit a traditional one. However, neither divorce nor rock n’ roll were unbroached
cinematic material by 1961; the former had been a common subject of films for
decades, and the adolescent in the midst of parental separation had been treated with
far more depth in A Summer Place just two years prior. While rock n’ roll was still
controversial, it had been branded with youth culture films since the breakout
Blackboard Jungle in 1955. The Production Code’s demise at this time also made
dealing frankly with divorce and youth culture much easier to get away with, yet Parent
Trap’s ending is as classically denial-based as the old Code rule that criminals should
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never be allowed to get away with crime, arguing that the parents naturally belong
together despite the spousal abuse. This is arguably just as “bad” as putting one’s “head
in the sand,” and suggests that Disney, and by extension Mills’s persona, are not really
about progress or even regression to traditional ideals as much as a backlash against the
feminist voice, particularly the argument that women in abusive relationships should
leave their husbands. In this way, Parent Trap is a clever conservative retrenchment –
the husband as abuse victim who chooses to accept his spouse’s violence and even find
it endearing. The real implication is that women should be willing to extend abusive
husbands the same “courtesy” and stay in the marriage for the sake of the children.
The Parent Trap’s engagement with divorce as a social phenomenon is also
crucial because of the film’s implication that Mills is in a sense the anti-teen girl star. So
many teen girl stars from the 40s and 50s typically came from divorced or single-parent
homes, a past that was always taken into account when publicists tried to explain the
girls’ scandalous behavior. In their narratives, the damaged, neurotic girl was the
product of her damaged home. Watts writes that “The Parent Trap’s happy ending
underlined the key elements in Disney’s persistent rendering of 1950s family life: threat,
vigorous defense, and revitalized stability” (334). Mills’s private life arguably served a
similar purpose. In print, the more that gossip columnists tried to learn and reveal
about Mills’s private life, the more frustrated they became until some years after her
Disney contract came to an end. We find the first articles devoted solely to her in
Photoplay in 1962. Flora Rand describes her as “Enchanting. Effervescent… An elf,
merely fifteen, going on sixteen, Hayley eagerly eats up life from a silver spoon, but a
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wise family and a special secret keep her from the danger of too much too soon.” (62)
Mills was sitting atop a four story high volcano, on the set of In Search of the Castaways
(1963), as Rand interviewed her. Rand writes that it will explode the next day, drawing
possible allusions to Mills’s burgeoning career and ripening sexuality (native islanders
attempt to make a sacrifice her in the film). She continued, “As Hayley talked, there was
something about her that reminded me of nobody else. Not Debbie. Not Sandra. Not
Tuesday” (78), and then “Hayley’s young and has no complaints about it. She just acts
her age…you get only one chance to live every year. She has fun at fifteen, because she
knows you’ll never be fifteen again” (81). On the one hand, Mills was obedient to her
studio boss’s desires. At the same time, when Mills dated, she seems to have preferred
men to boys her own age. Keep in mind that she was only fifteen when she said the
following:
My boyfriends are all men…They have lots more to say than boys and
they’re more fun. Boys tend to get embarrassed. And I hate showoffs or loud
boys. And phonies, that’s the bottom of the street. I’d like to find someone as
wonderful as my father – if that’s possible…I think teenagers are the same
wherever they are…but we’re a little different about dating in England than you
are. We don’t usually start so young. (80)
The contrasts between British and American family life came up several times
throughout the years, often the former being judged as free of the corruptions of the
latter. Here, girls were kept away from sex, essentially, coded as a preoccupation with
boys and dating. The implication was that a solidly conservative nuclear family
produced the kind of girl who could transform the nuclear community around her. The
myth of perfect conservative parenting was one worth hanging onto, not becoming
outdated by more progressive social permissiveness. In fan magazines we see, over and
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over again, the idea that the Millses were raising the teen girl star who would be an
exception to all the rest. She was behaved, controlled, a model for all the wayward girls
out there who might be considering the pill.
Mills’s star image was thus intimately linked to her prestigious, conservative
family background. Eckert’s study of Grace Kelly finds that such identification was smart
because it lead to “vicarious audience identification.” Kelly’s status as the daughter
from a wealthy family inspired publicists to market her as a “lady” who was featured in
women’s magazines such as Vogue and McCall’s. She was the ideal “mate” whereas
Marilyn Monroe was the ideal “playmate,” marketed quite differently due to her own
background (42). Mills was quite similar in that she was the ideal adolescent because of
her family background. Just as Shirley Temple taught Depression-era audiences to
“chin up” in the midst of economic crisis rather than expect government aid (Eckert 68),
Mills reassured postwar conservative parents – amid a teen pregnancy epidemic – that a
strict, sheltered upbringing was all that was needed to stave off problems like
premarital sex, early marriage, and teen pregnancy.
Part of what made the focus on Mill’s family possible was the fact that without
the presence of any kind of love life, there was little left to write about other than her
home and parents. The Millses were a family that practiced “togetherness” (Harania
77). 89 They sent Hayley away to finishing school (76) and allowed her to star in only one
film per year. John Mills said “We will not allow her to exceed that budget until she is
well out of school and grown into adulthood.” Furthermore, at least one or both
parents, and sometimes the entire family, accompanied her. She was not allowed to go
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out on her own during the shoot. Her mother bragged that Hayley “…is absolutely
unspoiled…She has a wonderful character and personality, and she is very friendly.
Hayley…has none of the standard adolescent problems” (78). The article never
specifically mentions what the “standard adolescent problems” are, but we may infer
from the lives of her peers – whispers of pregnancy, sexual autonomy, strife with
parents, neurosis – that the author refers to girl delinquency. Mills didn’t even like
boys, said her mother, though this contradicts what Hayley had said before.
This image of family “togetherness” was repeated for years, even to the point
that it became a mantra that her parents typically fell back on when negative rumors
occasionally circulated about their famous daughter. Later that year: “Hayley Mills is big
news in England – and here, too. At story broke in London that she was “lying ill and
exhausted” which brought a big snort from her father, Johnny. “Ridiculous,” he said,
“Hayley’s having a ball, riding about on her horse, running with her dogs. She does only
one picture a year and when she travels, my wife and I are with her,” (Hopper 1963,
p.12). The Mills’s close parenting was alternately celebrated and frowned upon, usually
described as “firm” or “strict” or even “grim.” Michael Joyo wrote
…Mr. and Mrs. Mills never let Hayley go off by herself for any length of
time. Just recently, before this last trip to the States, someone said to the Mills,
“But Hayley’s sixteen now. Certainly she can go off to Hollywood without you.
Certainly you can arrange for someone there to watch out for her.” And the
Mills’ response was that Hayley must have a home influence, that she must lead
a home life – even when she’s away from home – and yes, of course, they went
along with her…Hayley, I might add, has been very appreciative of this grimness
on her parents’ part. That is, inside her, she seems to realize that what they do
for her is right for her. Certainly she couldn’t be a better daughter. Her every
thought is for her family… (95)
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Such hyperbole again smacks of mantra; Hayley isn’t interested in boys yet (read: she is
asexual), Hayley doesn’t spend a minute alone at any time, Hayley is wise for a girl her
age, Hayley is unspoiled by stardom, Hayley experiences no bad influences on her
character, she never gets tired, never has “the standard adolescent problems,” never or
at least rarely misbehaves because her parent have her on such a short leash. She
would appear to have been a teenager who was not really a teenager, and this is
impression was significant because it implied that a conservative upbringing was the
cure-all for the various problems that youth culture presented Americans with in the
postwar era. In essence it was an attempt to replicate the mantra of Family Life
Education: that a child properly trained to foster a harmonious, nuclear family life and
ignore his or her sexual nature until marriage could pass through adolescence
unscathed. Hayley Mills stood as the counterpart – at least in terms of her public image
– to teen girl stars like Tuesday Weld, who to the postwar conservative was the natural
consequence of liberal youth culture and the kind of permissive parenting that had been
championed by Benjamin Spock since the late 1940s. 90 To such a critic, the “coddled”
baby boom generation was entitled, having aggressively transitioned from juvenile
delinquency to leftist political activism by the 1960s. 91 Mills by contrast carefully
avoided political protest at Disney’s directive. For example, although invited to join the
“Committee of 100,” a pacifist group led by Bertrand Russell, she declined because “I
knew Mr. Disney wouldn’t like it” (Rand 79).
The most dramatic onscreen evidence of Mills’s countertype to someone like
Weld came in her third Disney film, Summer Magic (1963). Here she plays the oldest
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child, Nancy Carey, of widow Margaret (Dorothy McGuire). The family is bankrupt, and
must sell their Boston home and move to the countryside in Maine. Nancy reads a book
entitled True Blue, about a noble family who lives in a castle, where “everybody
worships everybody,” even when they lose all of their money. Together the family sings
about their new destination as “Beulah,” the “bounteous land of promise,” and they
quote the Bible before leaving. The suggestion is that this family is akin to the ancient
Israelites, and Maine is to be their promised land. When they arrive, their optimism
transforms the town into a more communal, happy place. This is mainly channeled
through Nancy, of course, whom local businessman Osh Popham (Burl Ives) labels a
“treasure.” His wife Mariah (Una Merkel) is the foil; she bemoans her husband’s
“hopefulness” and tendency to always look on the bright side of things. She says that
she always expects the worst and “I ain’t ever been disappointed.” She will of course be
proved to be a fool by film’s end, as the community’s newfound optimism transcends all
of its conflicts.
The Pollyanna plot and characters thus established, the film introduces another
foil, Nancy’s spoiled orphan cousin Julia (Deborah Walley), who has come to live with
them after being evicted by her guardians. This becomes significant because Nancy and
Julia eventually compete for the attention of schoolteacher Charles Bryant (James
Stacy). In so doing, they establish the ground rules of adolescent femininity, which is
centered on the most effective way to attract a man. Julia is more skilled than Nancy,
who must learn to dress more nicely and wear makeup, not allow Bryant to know that
she is a skilled croquet player much less beat him in a game, allow him to teach her, and
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laugh at all of his jokes whether they are funny or not. Despite the competition, the
girls become such friends that they later sing a song to a younger girl Lallie Joy (Wendy
Turner)who is trying to attract Nancy’s brother Gilly (Eddie Hodges). Entitled
“Femininity,” the song is surprisingly sexist, suggesting that a girl’s transition into
womanhood depends largely on the seduction of men and the repression of individual
identity, properly sublimated to men:
You must walk feminine, talk feminine/Smile and beguile feminine/Utilize
your femininity/That’s what every girl should know/If she wants to catch a
beau/Dance feminine, glance feminine/Act shy and sigh feminine/Compliment
his masculinity/That’s what every girl should know/If she wants to catch a
beau/Let him do the talking/Men adore good listeners/Laugh but not too loudly,
ha-ha, if he should choose to make a joke/Be radiant but delicate/Memorize the
rules of etiquette/Be demure, sweet and pure/Hide the real you/You must look
feminine, dress feminine/You’re at your best feminine/Emphasize your
femininity/That’s what every girl should know/Femininity, femininity/That’s the
way to catch a beau.
The most telling of the lines, “Hide the real you,” today seems so revealing that I first
thought it to be satirical. However, even moderates and some liberals of this era seem
to have gradually grown out of the mindset that a woman’s romantic happiness
depended on her deference to the demands of the male ego. It is ironic that a film like
this would appear in 1963, the same year that Betty Freidan published The Feminine
Mystique, but it underscores my point that these conflicting voices placed adolescent
femininity – key because it marked a girl’s transition into a woman – in a state of flux
compared with the 1950s. The literature of the 60s reveals a state of ambivalent
transition from sexist expectations to an emergent sense of a woman’s right to sexual
and occupational choice. Freidan herself had once refused to accept a doctoral
fellowship because she didn’t want to upstage her boyfriend, who threatened to leave
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her because “I’m never going to win a fellowship like that” (Friedan, Life So Far, 62).
Helen Gurley Brown’s Sex and the Single Girl (1962) encouraged women to stay single
and use their sexuality without shame to get what they want in life, but also reads like
“Femininity” in parts, for example: “Men like sports; can you afford not to? If you play
anything yourself, you’re bound to be where the men are!” (44); “Never interrupt a man
when he is telling you a story…You’ve interrupted him and spoiled his image of himself
as a raconteur…the flirt reacts. She laughs at jokes, clucks at the sad parts, applauds
bravery” (84); and “…I don’t think that it’s a miracle that I married my husband. I think I
deserved him! For seventeen years I worked hard to become the kind of woman who
might interest him” (4).
The film of course ends in a similar kind of “work-to-earn-him” scenario, with the
three girls each getting a beau; Lannie Joy attracts Gilly, Julia end up with Bryant, and
the Carey’s landlord Tom Hamilton (Peter Brown) returns from his travels and is smitten
with Nancy the moment he lays eyes on her. When he sees her at community dance,
blonde and dressed in yellow, he dubs her “the yellow peril”, and reveals his identity.
She asks him what he will to her, and he responds “For now, dance with you.” In this
way, Summer Magic goes farther with Mills’s sexuality than the previous Disney films,
making into a sexual object via the song “Femininity” and the failed process of courting
Bryant, and then presenting her for consumption to the assertive, masculine Hamilton.
The objectification would continue in other films such as The Moon-Spinners
(1964), where director James Neilson characterized her presence on screen as erotic.
Mills’s aging and developing body “at last” gave the press something to talk about in
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addition to her strict parentage. Photoplay scored more one-on-one interviews with
Mills, and asked her more directly about marriage and romance. In these, we see
another curiously ambivalent turn. Whereas her character in Summer Magic was very
conservative but nevertheless, like some feminists, still had a tendency to see “baiting a
man” as a natural function of femininity, in interviews Mills displayed more and more of
a desire to abstain from early marriage; she foreswore it in favor of a single, careerfocused life. Fred Robbins asked Mills what she thought of teenage girls who get
married, and she said that she felt “…very sorry for them. I think they’re missing such a
lot, getting married…I think I want to avoid it for some time. I mean, frankly – marriage
at seventeen – I think it’s madness…” (90). When pressed as to the ages of the boys that
she dated, she replied that they were between sixteen and eighteen (91). Furthermore,
she made a wager with Hedda Hopper that “…she wouldn’t marry until she is at least
twenty-six years old” (13). In these types of comments, we see that that teen girl star
was becoming more the autonomous teenager, speaking her mind and in this case
rejecting early marriage. Perhaps because she was new to Hollywood or because of the
changing times, Mills was confident that she could transition into a thriving adult career
while remaining single. In Modern Screen that same year, Mills proclaimed to writer
Michael Back, “I Won’t be a Lolita!” She complained that girls who got married when
they were still teenagers were crazy, giving Elizabeth Taylor and Sue Lyon as examples.
Back commented that “In the cases of Misses Lyon and Taylor, both girls seemed eager
to escape their family ties…the parents of neither girl were in or of show business…The
Mills family, on the other hand, practically comprises a show business dynasty.” (33, 62).
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Mills agreed: “I think Mum and Daddy understand my life more than most parents
would…They know exactly what I go through, because they have been through it
themselves. They don’t put any restraints on me – not in anything that’s right and
proper for me to do. They leave things up to my own judgment… I have all the freedom
I want, together with the convenience of having someone else keep house. So why
would I want to move out?” (62).
Such optimism would soon unravel, however, as Hayley Mills’s good opinion of
her upbringing shifted dramatically. By 1965, Mills had turned nineteen and was in the
last year of her contract with Disney. Her parents by this point were not interested in
renewing her contract unless Disney gave them script approval power; they wanted
their daughter to be cast in more adult roles that were well-written (Gabler 587). At the
same time and even though she was now a legal adult, they kept strict control of her
exploits and image preservation. She acted in two films that the Millses themselves
wrote and produced. When rumors circulated in the press that Mills was wanted to play
the lead in an adaptation of Terry Southern and Mason Hoffenberg’s Candy, “Her
mother went to Martindale’s in Beverly, asked for a copy of “Candy,” stood there and
read about a third of it, handed it back and walked out. Her family won’t allow Hayley
to do anything to spoil her image” (Hopper 34). As if on cue, this was followed by a
loosening of the leash. Soon the tabloids reported that Mills and her parents tried to
get into the Lido casino in Las Vegas, where fully nude stage shows were held, and were
refused admittance due to Hayley’s age. It is not clear if this was a ploy by the Millses to
portray Hayley as an adult, or whether they simply saw nothing objectionable about
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onstage nudity. Photoplay, however, went so far as to call this incident “The Night
Hayley Became a Woman.” Perhaps building on the “woman” momentum, they allowed
her to attend her next shoot, what would ironically be titled The Trouble with Angels, on
her own (Hopper 10/65, 39). The result however was a publicity disaster for them. She
dated Roddy McDowell and would not get home until 1am (Hopper 12/65, 25), and met
a man who claimed to be Robert Mitchum’s son “Chris.” The article, “Hayley Mills’
Boyfriend Wanted by Police,” complete with a picture of Mills in a seductive pose and
subheaded “How Could a Nice Girl Like Hayley Get Mixed up with a Boy Like That? The
Answer Will Surprise You!”, also claimed that Mills had a private off-set apartment (8688). 92 The reaction was apparently swift, and one gets the idea that it must have been
extreme. The press even turned on her in some quarters; Cal York wrote an open letter
to the teen girl star, stating that “…cut-ups over a long period of time, without any real
reason, can get to be a bore. So why don’t you cool it, baby…” (03/66, 21), and later
“Mary and John Mills have put their strong, but affectionate, arms on daughter Hayley.
They have decided…that Hayley has had her flings. Daddy Mills is now hard at work
explaining the meaning of one word to his pretty offspring and that word is, discipline.
Next word is maturity. And believe me, John Mills is one fine teacher on those words.”
(05/66, 22-23) and “If you’re wondering what happened to Hayley Mills, she’s
hibernating and pouting prettily after a serious scolding by her parents about that “wild
life” in the US” (07/66, 20).
Mills’s later career consisted of many futile, even desperate attempts to shed
the image that she had helped create with Disney. The renewed draconian parenting
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must have prompted Mills to give up any belief that she could become an independent
young actress who could transition from teen stardom on her own. Soon thereafter,
she moved into a flat with her brother, appeared in a brief nude scene for the sex
comedy The Family Way (1967), and absconded with its director Ray Boulting, a married
man thirty-three years her senior. Mills’s image at Disney, so carefully cultivated and
successful for its appeal to family-oriented audiences, did not survive. As with Farrow
two years earlier, the age difference marriage no longer generated positive publicity.
This was partly because the now-unfettered access that journalists and critics had to
Mills allowed them to salaciously interpret the teen girl star’s sexual choices. Some of
them even rewrote her past. Teen Love Stories printed that “Hayley Has Been a Swinger
since Her Early Teens. Now She’s 21, and in Love…She’s looking for trouble and she’s
very likely to find it. Hayley is in a too-much, too-soon bag. She is trying to grow up all
at once, taste every thrill, dare every dare, as if to find out in one swift season what life
is all about” (62). The article goes on to exclaim that “we don’t blame her” but “she
doesn’t have to get irresponsible and wicked in order to do it” (63), even though
Boulting repeatedly insisted in every interview that he had been trying to get a divorce
for years. Mills justified the relationship oddly, telling one nationally syndicated
columnist, “The age difference are [sic] like miniskirts, and miniskirts are certainly in…in
the summer the sun on your knees gives you a feeling of freedom” (Wilson). Here
Mills’s flippant rhetoric naively suggests that the milieu of the sexual revolution –
symbolically represented by the miniskirt – has rendered her actions relatively
unremarkable. While it certainly seems to have provided the teen girl star with a
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context for her new image, she could not understand that she was in fact undermining
her image, as if she were demolishing the foundation of a house that she was
simultaneously trying to remodel. 93 What made the affair so much worse than
Farrow’s marriage to Sinatra or Weld’s affairs with older men was that Mills was
violating the integrity of the nuclear family at every turn. The adultery was of course
transgressive, but to make matters much worse, she and Boulting tore apart the myth of
the tight-knit Mills nuclear family. In the New York Times, Boulting wryly revealed to
Rex Reed that John Mills was helpless to stop his daughter from falling in love with him
on the set of Family Way. Furthermore, he said, the Mills family’s happiness was only
an image; in reality they all “hated” each other in contrast to much “healthier” theatrical
families like the Redgraves. Mills added that she’d never really been allowed a
childhood or friends her own age. Reed’s thinly veiled disapproval is evident
throughout; he ends the article writing that the couple exited with Boulting incestuously
“…patting the remarkable child-woman on the fanny as they headed up the stairs to
prepare to meet the public” (75).
The fallout from Reed’s article disappointed Mills and Boulting. They attempted
to repair the damage in an article in Look magazine the same year, which was kinder yet
also made it clear that Hayley had escaped from an intolerably overprotective, even at
times jealous, family. On the cover of the May 28, 1968 issue is a picture of Mills
looking downcast, half in silhouette, with the caption “Hayley Mills, 22 and her 54-yearold lover. “I tried to fall in love with anyone else but him.”” In the article, Jack Hamilton
wrote that Mills
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...was Walt Disney’s biggest star since Mickey. Her watchful
parents…guarded their child like a crown princess, anticipating a brilliant
marriage into, perhaps, the royal family. But Hayley’s story has turned out
another way – more like the Red Riding Hood being stolen by the Big Bad Wolf.
Hayley’s childhood was even lengthier than Shirley Temple’s. At 20, she still was
chaperoned and was still playing schoolgirls in uniform. She had no real
boyfriends. (101)
The relatively sympathetic portrait Hamilton paints is metaphorically closer to Mills as
Rapunzel rather than Red Riding Hood, with the star’s mother as her jailer/competitor “an aggressively protective stage mother” who “had an odd competitive jealousy of her
daughter” (102). Boulting, Hamilton wrote, “has taken a lot of abuse” and thinks that
the Millses “over-guided” Hayley, making the fatal error of “…not allowing her to
become the adult she was and is.” For her part, Mills has gotten “…violent letters…from
enraged young men all over the world, she’s been told she’s setting a bad example to
youth,” to which Mills responded that her life before Boulting had been dominated by
the feeling that “…whatever was good about me, I’d adopted from my parents. I didn’t
feel like a child, or an adult either. I didn’t know what I was.” (101). Neverthless,
Hamilton ends the Look article with the question, “Has Hayley, freed from her parents,
unconsciously substituted Boulting as a protector to run her career?”
The outcry over Mills’s relationship with Boulting brings us back to the beginning
of the chapter, with the shocking revelation that Farrow and Sinatra were engaged, only
two years earlier than Mills’s elopement. We might be tempted to see a parallel here
between the two May-December couples. The two teen girl stars were taking classic
paths to adult careers by marrying the older men. In Mills’s case, her intent seems to
have been to employ the classic tactic, however miscalculated the attempt was –
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escaping the control of stifling parents, desperately needed to revitalize her image and
her acting career. Scholars show us however that Farrow’s move into the relationship
with Sinatra was more complicated. Abramson notes that Farrow’s significance as a star
lay in her symbolic status as a “suture, linking the establishment and youth culture, the
Studio system and New American Cinema, domestic and foreign aesthetics, classical art
and modern media, matrimony and liberated womanhood, and traditional, folk, and
contemporary spiritualism” and represented Hollywood’s survival in the 1960s (92-93)
as it fought for cultural relevance and the box office profits that such relevance would
shore up. Often described as indescribable and elusive or wispy, Farrow was seen as the
“anti-Hollywood” star while still remaining linked to Old Hollywood via her parents,
actress Maureen O’Sullivan and director John Farrow. This was one aspect of Mia
Farrow’s image, and indeed her romance with and marriage to Sinatra represented a
merger of sorts between the old and the new, but the scandal that seemed to routinely
surround her public life – particularly her second marriage to the much older composer
Andre Previn – made her rival the notorious Elizabeth Taylor as a home-wrecker (Slide
195). 94 Farrow’s persona was also very different from Mills in terms of her ambiguously
gendered look. Ava Gardner once laughed at Sinatra’s marriage to Farrow, saying “Hah.
I always knew Frank would end up with a little boy” (Epstein 96). 95 Her comment was
scandalous at the time, but no one could deny that Farrow’s flat-chested, thin body
along with her closely cropped hair bore some comparison to the look of a prepubescent boy. The other meaning of this comment, however sarcastic it was, touched
on Sinatra’s own tendency to seduce teenagers. The occurrences must have been
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common, because none of his close friends or either of his daughters batted an eye at
them. 96 Still, by the time he met the teenage Farrow, there may have been some
caution exercised; before he made a formal introduction to her on the set of Von Ryan’s
Express when she was eighteen, Sinatra had one of his friends approach her first to ask,
“Hey, kid, how old are you?” Learning that she was a legal adult, Sinatra asked her out
to one of his screenings immediately thereafter (Rubin 29). The attraction however had
been percolating for years. Indeed, in Farrow’s autobiography she writes, “I had met
Frank Sinatra eight years earlier, when I was eleven, having dinner with my father at
Romanov’s restaurant. “Pretty girl,” he had joked, and my father returned, “You stay
away from her.”” (78) The “joke” was not taken as such, and could not have been by
anyone who knew his reputation.
Gardner’s characterization of Farrow’s boyishness was somewhat retroactive;
Farrow did not cut her definitive long hair until 1966, a year after they’d begun to date;
however, fan magazines instantly blamed it on Sinatra’s pressure on her to look older,
and also on her mother’s pressure to end the relationship. Shortly after the initial news
of the first engagement with Sinatra broke, O’Sullivan apparently stepped in and talked
her daughter out of it (York 4/65, 20). Then came the articles that were empathetic and
analytical, calling Farrow traumatized by the bout with polio she’d had at age nine, the
death of her father (“her ideal man”), and the death of her brother Michael (Blackburn
82). O’Sullivan became the focus of gossip. In “Have I Ruined Mia’s Life?” John Farrow
had supposedly not wanted Mia to become an actress, concerned that it would “ruin”
her life, but O’Sullivan allowed her to follow her heart after John died. The article never
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made mention of Sinatra, though it placed a picture of him and Mia on the title page
across from a picture of mother and daughter (Ardmore 47-48, 96-97). Shortly
thereafter, Sinatra purportedly told Mia that “…short hair always makes a woman look
older to me” (York 3/66, 19). Alternately, the myth went that she cut the hair when
Sinatra broke up with her and refused to invite her to his fiftieth birthday party
(Goodwin 50). In addition to this drastic act, she asked Peyton Place producers to turn
her character into a nun (52).

By August, they were back together and married soon

thereafter. Mia remarked “I like older men – between thirty and fifty. They’re more
interesting, relaxed.” A writer waxed on regarding the “perfect” match: “Mia, with her
vitality and beauty, with a soul as poetic as the silent stars in the desert night, somehow
made the house less lonely, and Frank welcomed her into his life” (Hoyt 80).
The romantic portrait was of course a salvage attempt – another star runs off
with an older man, but this is no longer acceptable, and so it must be spun as
romantically as possible. Farrow’s early career however was not particularly designed to
appeal to the narrow, conservative audience that Mills’s was, despite the similarity of a
family steeped in acting history and the virginal roles that both played as teens. The
inevitable divorce with Sinatra also made Farrow something of a modern liberated
woman to progressive spectators. Richard Sylbert said that what Sinatra “…was most
interested in talking about was what he wanted in his life after his divorce from Ava
Gardner. What Frank said was that he wanted a wife who would stay home. Suddenly
he finds himself with a new wife, and not only didn’t she stay home, she was taking a
starring role in the most talked-about movie of the year (Rubin 49). While she had
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married young like so many of her predecessors, Farrow exercised freedom of choice
and chose her career over the husband who gave her an ultimatum to stay home or
leave the marriage.
At the same time, Farrow’s repeated choices to romantically pursue older men
came to mitigate the more progressive, career-first elements of her reputation. Just as
her mother once complained that Mia was socializing with adults who had visited her
home when she was a girl, after the divorce from Sinatra she began dating married
father Previn, whose home and family she had visited as a little girl. His wife Dory,
whom he left after Farrow became pregnant with twins, wrote “Beware of Young Girls”
as a song and later a poem, after she was released from a mental hospital:
Beware/Of young girls/Who come to the door/Wistful and pale/Of twenty and
four/Delivering daisies/With delicate hands……../Too often they crave/To cry/At
a wedding/And dance/On a grave/She was my friend/…/She was invited to my
house/Oh yes/She was/And though she knew/My love was true/And/No
ordinary thing/She admired/My wedding ring/……/I thought her motives were
sincere/Oh yes/I did/Ah but this lass/It came to pass/Had/A dark and different
plan/She admired/My own sweet man/…../And she just took him from my
life/…/So young and vain/She brought me pain/But/I’m wise enough to say/She
will leave him/One thoughtless day (Previn 45-48)
The lyric paints a picture of Farrow as a selfish home-wrecker, a deceptive wicked little
girl – remember Mia as the child at the dinner parties of adults she would later befriend
and date – which we might dismiss as Dory Previn’s sour grapes save for the fact that it
was similar to the picture being painted of her in the press after the affair became news.
Any reputation that she had developed as a career woman who refused to be confined
to a purely domestic life changed. The March 1966 cover of Popular Movie juxtaposed
her with Elizabeth Taylor and asked readers, “Is Mia More Shameless than Liz?” (Slide
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195). Hayley Mills had also been called “wicked” when news of her affair with Boulting
broke. In this sense, we see again that the transgressiveness of adultery was not as
great as homewrecking. Taylor and Farrow however went on to have long, successful
careers, suggesting that their actions were simply scandalous in the sense that stardom
required – grist for the machinery of publicity and celebrity.
I argue that we might alternatively see these young women as disrespecters of
social and romantic boundaries placed upon them by the surrounding culture. . In The
Feminine Mystique, Freidan famously ends her preface saying “…a woman, as a man,
has the power to choose, and to make her own heaven or hell” (12). These words
resonated with a mainstream public that seemed to understand that it was not right to
expect girls to embrace the mystique of the American housewife, but still had trouble –
and in conservative circles were actively opposed to – change. The images and
reception of these teen girl stars were an active part of this discourse. They modeled
distinct yet often ambivalent forms of femininity, and their lives became the subject of
provocative debate in fan magazines. As teen girl stars, they worked at a time when
women became more outspoken about their right to make choices, though such rights
were not asserted without consequences. While their scandals were not necessarily
new to stardom, their lives were far more examined and uncensored that those of past
teen stars, and they were in this sense the first to navigate the rough landscape of
adolescent celebrity as the protection of classic Hollywood studios eroded around their
feet.
Copyright © Michael Todd Hendricks 2014
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
My examination of female adolescent representation in midcentury film leads to
the question of how we might better understand contemporary teen girl stars and the
plethora of exploitative publicity and scandal that usually surrounds them. While
scandal and gossip comprise the fuel that feeds the machinery of stardom, one might be
tempted to think that contemporary teen girl stars are “punished” in the public sphere
for the sexual “transgressions” in a way that is similar to the career fallout that Natalie
Wood experienced for a time after portraying a sexual delinquent in Rebel without a
Cause. Britney Spears, Miley Cyrus, Lindsay Lohan and others have all been vilified for
their various scandals, after all, and though they still work in various media genres, they
have clear reputations as “bad girls.” The difference, however, between a delinquent
era transgressive teen girl star and a contemporary, highly sexualized teen girl star is
quite stark. Contemporary stars have many models of stardom to choose from as they
shape their young careers. Fame tends to come quickly to stars who choose to promote
themselves with sexual excess, and they do face some backlash for their exploits. At the
same time, loss of virginity is no longer taboo, and sexualized stars are able to change
their image to suit different types of audiences in a way that they were not able to in
the delinquent era. The sexual experience model is also no longer the only alternative
for teen girl stars as they transition into adulthood. If we go back to the early postdelinquent era and briefly trace its evolution through to the present day, by examining a
sampling of teen girl stars, we can arrive at an understanding of how teen girl stardom
works today.
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As the post-delinquent era continued through the late 1960s, the 1970s, and the
1980s, the teen girl star began appearing less frequently on film, instead moving
primarily to television. Patty Duke for example starred in the television adaptation of
The Parent Trap, called The Patty Duke Show (1963-1966), and a number of teen stars
began their careers on television, usually in family situation comedies like The Donna
Reed Show (Shelly Fabares, 1958-1966), The Brady Bunch (Maureen McCormack and Eve
Plumb, 1969-1974), and One Day at a Time (Valerie Bertinelli, 1975-1984), or
melodramas like Little House on the Prairie (Melissa Gilbert, 1974-1983). The transition
to television was no doubt made to appeal to a new television audience – baby boomers
were now teenagers and wanted to see teenagers on television. Of course, television as
a whole had become such a competitive medium by the 1960s that families were opting
to stay home and go to movies less often, a phenomenon which gave the movies a
narrower, less multigenerational appeal than they had enjoyed in the pre-television era
(Doherty 3). In this sense it may have been only natural to shift adolescent narratives to
the small screen by the 1960s, perhaps “testing” a young teen star on television before
transitioning her into the much more expensive, risky production and reception of major
motion pictures. A few teen girl television stars were able to transition into a film
careers, for example Jodie Foster, whose performance as a child prostitute in Scorsese’s
Taxi Driver (1976) came in the same year that she continued being cast in less overtly
sexual roles for Walt Disney Pictures, in this case Freaky Friday.
Foster is an important teen girl star to consider in the context of post-delinquent
stardom, because her star image offers us a glimpse of the career possibilities that post198

delinquency offered a teen star after the 1960s. In short, Foster was able to maintain a
quasi-feminist, “tough girl” persona as a teen star regardless of the type of role that she
took on. Foster’s film career in the late 1970s alternated between good girl and bad girl
roles, revealing a teen star who was able to appeal to adult and family audiences at the
same time, with the stark discrepancy between Taxi Driver’s Iris and Freaky Friday’s
Annabel apparently making no negative impact upon the latter audience. Lately, both
roles have been read as politically liberal, anticipating the coming conservative
resurgence of the Reagan years. Cynthia Erb notes that Foster’s deft negotiation of star
image as a child, as a tomboy whose sexuality was used to make a political point in Taxi
Driver, was emblematic of the sexualization of young teen stars in the mid to late 1970s.
Scorsese used Iris as a representative of the liberal counterculture that
“neoconservatives,” shrewdly symbolized by Travis Bickel, were reacting against and
determined to reform. Foster’s acting convincingly parried De Niro’s Bickel in their
famous breakfast scene when he argued that her place as a girl was at home. Erb’s
reading argues then that the ending of Taxi Driver, when Bickel “rescues” Iris and
prompts her return home, anticipates teen girl representations in the films of the 1980s,
after the Reagan-led political resurgence, which were markedly more conservative,
exploiting child sexuality without any “political self-consciousness” (100). Foster’s
tomboyish persona was also family-friendly. Friday deals with the identity switching of
a suburban mother with her teenage daughter. Mysteriously, the two wake up on
Friday the 13th inhabiting each other’s bodies, and through the course of the plot learn
about the unique difficulties that each of them experiences in the course of a typical
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weekday. Again, Foster’s character has a liberal, feminist bent; she critiques her father’s
sexist expectations of her mother as “chauvinist” (88).
Erb’s reading of Foster’s teen girl star image suggests an interesting legacy for
female adolescent post-delinquency one decade removed from the “homewreckers” of
the 1960s. Once a commodity closely guarded by studio executives and producers, the
post-delinquent star’s ability to frankly talk about sex and portray sexually transgressive
roles on screen allowed her to access a range of identities rather than just the narrowly
prescribed one of all-American virgin. That virginal, chaste identity remained however
as an identity to be adopted if it suited the actress’s career. In fact, a star like Foster
was able to access two sexually opposite identities at once – the politically savvy
prostitute from Scorsese’s New York slums and the innocent teen girl from Disney’s
version of suburban America. This heterogeneous identity seems to have allowed
Foster to transition from childhood to adulthood by performing as both in a given year,
until such time as she was able to completely shed the former image as she reached
actual adulthood in her private life. This transition had certainly not been something
the Hayley Mills had been able to make. The ability to play dual roles with no apparent
public backlash does not indicate however that Foster’s career is representative of some
kind liberationist triumph in the reception of the teen girl star. Rather, it indicates that
some stars were able to appeal to mainstream and also adult audiences, in separate
films designed to appeal to each demographic; in Foster’s case, the family-friendly
Disney film and the very violent, adult-themed Scorsese feature. These distinct types of
films and roles could also proffer different models of American femininity, customized
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for each group. Those favoring a more conservative upbringing for teen girls – albeit
with a hint of feminism – could be entertained by Annabel’s comic exploits. Those
willing to think about the urban realities of Iris’s exploitation could see and appreciate
Foster in a different film. The debate over teen sexuality and femininity, then, remained
in the late 70s and into the 1980s, but its distinct perspectives seem to have become
segregated by film rather than by a particular star’s persona, at least in Foster’s case.
Rather than cleverly merging the sexuality of the bad girl with the innocence of the good
girl and resolving the apparent contradiction within the same film, as we see occurring
in A Summer Place, Foster’s late 70s career reveals a more segregated cinematic
representation of female adolescent sexuality.
Contemporary American culture, from the 1990s until the present, continues to
provocatively position adolescent girlhood, representing it primarily as a site of debate
concerning how to properly condition and model female sexuality. Though the
automatic association of the sexually transgressive teen girl star with delinquency began
to ebb in the late 1950s, we still see its legacy in the careers of stars like Britney Spears,
Lindsay Lohan, Miley Cyrus, and many others. Like Foster in a general sense,
contemporary teen stars often play the innocent as well as the sexually experienced,
though often in linear progression as the star gets older. Spears, Cyrus, and Lohan
began their careers as child stars working for Disney, marketed across a number of
media genres, usually television and popular music. Innocence is the starting point
then, for their star images, and this is closely connected to their presumed audience.
Working as a security guard at a Hannah Montana concert several years ago, my job was
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to direct the swarms of (mostly) mothers and “tweens” – girls and boys – to the interior
entrance of the massive sports arena. This demographic – moms and pre to early
pubescents – was unusual for major concerts at the arena; such groups usually attended
smaller live shows like circuses or Disney ice events. They did not know their way
around, and were surrounded by 20,000-plus patrons just like them. Cyrus was a
performer whom children wanted to see, but also whom parents were comfortable
taking them to see, because the act was popular and family-friendly. Lohan starred in a
number of Disney vehicles, including remakes of The Parent Trap (1998) and Freaky
Friday (2003). Even later in Paramount’s Mean Girls (2004), a somewhat less “familyfriendly” film in that it depicts some sexual activity among teenagers, where Lohan plays
a girl learning how to navigate the perilous social mores of high school, her character
Cady Heron never has sex and in fact punishes some girls who do by attempting to get
them caught in the act.
At the same time, teen girl stars like Cyrus and Lohan were hardly infantilized to
the same degree that Hayley Mills was, in that she represented herself as the perfect
daughter of the perfect family, who didn’t often date boys. Remaining a virgin until
marriage or at least legal adulthood is not expected of these girls. However several of
these stars, for example Jessica Simpson and Britney Spears, chose to represent
themselves as girls who deliberately remained virgins and resolved to continue
abstaining from sex until they grew older. Spears publically claimed to be a virgin until
2003, when ex-boyfriend Justin Timberlake told reporters that they had slept together.
This revelation created a stir among fans, because her virginity had taken on a kind of
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mythic status lasting into her twenties. Spears’s mother Lynne wrote a book five years
later that further capitalized on sensational lie by promising to reveal new secrets.
Britney, she said, actually lost her virginity to a Louisiana football player at age 14, and
drank and used drugs by the time she was 15 years old.
The motive for such seemingly unnecessary modesty was probably financial; to
appeal to a family-friendly group of spectators, one must play the virgin or at least have
a “clean” show with no overt sexual references. A star is allowed to be sexual when her
spectator demographic changes, namely when teenagers can begin coming to her
concerts or movies unaccompanied by parents. These stars’ inevitable transition to
adult sexuality was usually marked by a great deal of public controversy, centered
around the question of how long the star had been misleading fans about her sexual
license rather than an obsession with the moment that she really lost her virginity.
We also see that when these teen girl stars “came out” or, in Spears’s case, were
outed, as sexually active, they did so with sensational, sometimes graphic public stunts.
Paris Hilton, Spears, Lohan, Nicole Ritchie and others became notorious for exiting
limousines without undergarments on, exposing their nude crotches for the paparazzi
with no apparent shame. These crotch shots suggested the stars’ availability for sex and
exhibited a kind of sexual carelessness, made even more alluring by the voyeuristic
employment of the paparazzo’s lens. Cyrus gave an infamous performance at the 2013
MTV Music Video Awards. She appeared scantily clad, dancing provocatively among
giant teddy bears, wearing a giant foam hand with extended finger, which she
proceeded to thrust between her legs while “twerking” in front of the crotch of another
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pop musician. This performance preceded her next music video, “Wrecking Ball,” in
which she appeared partially nude. The video, in which she rides a swinging wrecking
ball in various states of dress, as well as the live performance at the awards show,
defiantly demonstrate that Cyrus is attempting to demolish her former, family-friendly,
“innocent” image and instead become a provocative adult performer. The stunt lacks
the relative subtlety and of course modesty of Elizabeth Taylor’s transitional wedding,
and Cyrus’s transition into adult stardom is more coherent and controlled than Spears’s
and Lohan’s respective denouements into primarily scandal-driven fame. In effect,
however, Cyrus’s spectacle is similar many of her fellow teen stars’ publicity stunts past
and present, save that the threat of delinquency is no longer as strong as it once was.
The movement to adulthood is catalyzed by a ritual that announces the girl’s sexual
initiation or availability.
There are however alternatives to these sensational narratives of sexual
experience, as we have seen with Foster’s career. These narratives are much more
compelling than the careers of these musicians and actors who have become primarily
known for sexual scandals. While sex scandal has fueled the notoriety of, say, Lindsay
Lohan, her film career has dwindled to become a negligible afterthought; the real story
is her private life. Here it will be helpful to think about the teen film career of Chloe
Grace Moretz, because like Foster she has been able to fashion a “tough girl” persona
that is quite feminist in the sense that it affords her characters repeated opportunities
to reject plots that would place her in a passive, accepting position vis a vis the choices
that men would prefer that she make. Moretz’s career in horror and action films,
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particularly those made when she became a teenager, is also quite distinct in that
encourages girls to move beyond the assumption that sex makes a girl a woman and
therefore that sexual license or restraint is still the defining aspect of female
adolescence. Moretz has fashioned an image as an empowered girl who overcomes
oppression with physical force. In Kick-Ass (2010), Moretz plays “Hit Girl,” the 11 year
old daughter bent on avenging her dead parents, killed by gangsters. Kick-Ass typecast
Moretz as a teen who could do many of the things that only a grown woman might be
able to do – for example, master jujitsu to the point where she is able to single-handedly
kill several violent gangsters at once. Many of her subsequent roles were of dark, teen
girls invested with even supernatural powers, again directed at males who terrorize the
weak. Kick-Ass also seems to have given Moretz an early beginning as an “adult” actress
in the sense that fans have little memory of her in child roles, at least according to the
actress. She has been quoted as saying, “When you do a lot of kid movies, that can be a
problem. You were a little sister type, and then all of a sudden you're a prostitute and
people don't like it. Unless, like Jodie Foster, that's how you start off. And I'm similar
because the first time anyone really saw me was in Kick-Ass, killing people. So I don't
think I'll have that kind of trouble” (Hubert). Moretz’s inaccurate sense of how Foster’s
career developed may enable her to ignore her own “innocent” roles – she has on
occasion played tamer characters - but she seems to actually have more of a purely
adult image than Foster did at her age. Still only 13, she continued to receive offers to
play tough, powerful teen girls. Let Me In, released the same year and adapted from the
Swedish film Let the Right One In (2008), cast her as a child vampire who befriends a 12
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year old boy and protects him from neighborhood bullies. Moretz’s star image was such
that she next played Carrie White in the remake of Carrie (2013), adapted from the
Stephen King novel about a pubescent girl who uses her supernatural powers to exact
murderous revenge upon her abusive mother and high school peers.
In Moretz we see a star image that serves as a more useful, positive legacy of
post-delinquent stardom, much as we did in Foster’s teen career in the late 1970s. Both
played tough girls who stood up to abusive men, and both had the freedom to make use
of their sexuality while choosing to not let it define their images at the same time. The
work that stars like Sandra Dee did in the late 50s to facilitate more freedom for teen
girl stars in terms of the kinds of roles that they could play and personas they could
inhabit without being branded delinquent allowed teen stars in later decades to
perform as girls without gendered limitations, as girls who could navigate their lives and
careers by making a wide array of choices. Foster and Moretz were able to perform an
array of roles that would not have been available to them in the delinquent era, and use
those roles to establish star images that were tough and feminist. Of course, not all
teen stars have taken advantage of such possibilities, and the political battles over sex
education, early pregnancy, and delinquency still rage in American culture. Teen girl
stars are at least in a position, as they have been since the late 1950s, where they may
speak for themselves and enter the fray, and craft careers that model a more active kind
of femininity, as these stars grow into young women.
Copyright © Michael Todd Hendricks 2014
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Endnotes
1

“…she was looking for a father figure, and Nick was always happy to play the part of
the all-knowing guru. Her family had been very opposed to her doing Rebel; they didn’t
understand the part, or the film, but Natalie had worked with Jimmy Dean…she knew
about his gifts…They had bonded…She was desperate to get away from the girl-nextdoor parts that Jack Warner was putting her in, and she was equally desperate to get
away from her family, who had viewed her as a meal ticket since she was a toddler,
which oppressed her practically as well as emotionally. So Rebel spoke to all sorts of
needs that Natalie had – career as well as family.”
2
Rebel addressed popular fears of the time, perhaps best voiced in the work of Erik
Erikson, which worried that the adolescent American boy was vulnerable to foreign
indoctrination; this was a fear rooted in how Russian and German adolescents had
enthusiastically succumbed to fascist or communist propaganda in years past. Medavoi
links the cultural anxiety regarding the “rebel”/juvenile delinquent to Erik Erikson’s
formulation of the identity stage of adolescent development. America wanted the
individual to conform and become a well-adjusted, productive member of society, while
at the same time preserving an autonomous resistance to corporate and commercial
pressures to mindlessly follow their dictates. The anxieties present in these author’s
works are seen by some as part of a larger picture of the pressure to conform to a
monolithic masculine ideal in the postwar years. Notable authors here include Cohan
and Cuordileone, and recent challenges to the notion of a policed masculinity have been
seen from Gilbert and Davidson. There was a great fear that American youth would
succumb to the same kinds of totalitarian authority figures (or in the case of corporate
America, structures) that had led astray the youth of Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia. A
significant portion of Erikson’s breakthrough book Childhood and Society was about this
very possibly. At the same time, the American rebel was seen by some as the nation’s
best hope against such indoctrination; Robert Lindner wrote that the teenage boy was
heir to the American frontiersman’s independent spirit and pioneering ethic, made
psychopathic because urbanization and “the disappearance of the frontiers – both
physical and psychological – is the responsible social factor in the genesis of the
psychopathic pattern. Behaviorally regarded, the psychopath’s performance is of the
frontier type” (13). In this respect the Jim Starks of America were to be its Natty
Bumppos, if they were raised with this goal in mind.
3
In reality, the end of the marriage came when Wood had an affair with Warren Beatty.
Hedda Hopper wrote, “At the rate Natalie Wood is going, she’ll be a great actress or a
burned-out star by the time she’s thirty…Since her split with Bob Wagner, it’s been
Warren Beatty all the way (22).
4
Geoffrey Shurlock noted the use “…of an oil well as a symbol” of orgasm and
instructed Kazan to remove it from the film. It remained in. (Letter dated 9/15/58)
5
Kazan tried to keep the scene in the film through several objections, but it was
eventually cut, as well as other scenes wherein Deanie orgasms (letter from G. Shurlock
to Kazan dated 9/15/58), begs Bud to “take” her (4/6/60), Bud holds his genitals in
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agony after she aborts fellatio (letter from “J.A.V.” to Warner Bros. dated 6/26/61), and
Bud’s sister exhorts her boyfriend to “Fill me up please. I’m empty.” (4/6/60). All of
these letters may be found in History of Cinema, Series One: Hollywood and the
Production Code. Reel 32
6
Eckert theorized Temple as essentially a tool for industry during the Great Depression,
encouraging spectators to believe that they could escape economic ruin with a positive
attitude rather than relying on government aide.
7
Studlar is influenced here by John Hartley’s theorization of juvenization in
contemporary film and media.
8
Jones performed as the “hysterical” teen, while Hepburn was the “couture
countermodel.”
9
G. Stanley Hall coined the term “adolescent” in 1904.
10
Moran links the formation of adolescence with Victorian-era mores and states that
“…adolescence was precisely that period of chastity between puberty, or sexual
awakening, and marriage, when the young man or woman’s sexual impulses could
finally be expressed. Without the demand for sexual repression and sublimation, the
modern concept of adolescence made no concept at all.” (15)
11
Moran notes that Family Life Education focused on preparing for marriage and family
life, but was known to soften the approach to sex itself, in terms of its details. This
caused some consternation at the movement’s peak and into the early 1960s; Frances R.
and Robert H. Harper wrote that “Family life education has become relatively common
commodity in schools and colleges. But where, pray tell, are the clear and forthright
voices on problems of sex? The only lucid, steady, and cogent sounds we have heard on
the matter have not, for the most part, issued from family life educators…To offer family
life education without a full examination of sex information, sex attitudes, and sex
emotions is like trying to teach nutrition without any reference to the gustatory urges or
practices.” (Moran 149) The American Social Health Association (ASHA) and others had
in fact “deemphasized sex in an effort to shake free of their social hygiene past and win
wider acceptance for the family living program.” (149) Furthermore, FLE textbooks
usually drew together an ideal image of the family that was middle-class, banal,
“perfect” with no real problems (152). They promoted a “…rational, carefully controlled
home life.” (153) “But at the same time as family life educators sought to press youth
into a particular behavioral mold, American sexual behavior and morals were quietly
changing in ways that would in the next decade smash the mold into barely recognizable
shards.” (155) This became so pervasive that “Sex education by the early 1960s was
virtually moribund…ASHA and similar institutions by the early 1960s seemed to have
abandoned sex education.” (160)
12
For example, see Landis, p. 118: “In our great-grandparents’ time the male role was
likely to be that of a dominant patriarch who ruled his family and provided for it. The
female role was that of an obedient helpmate who recognized her husband’s right to
decide things for the family and confined her thinking to duties of home and
children…Marriage is now approaching the ideal of equality of husband and wife. Both
decide issues of concern to them. Together they work out their plans and ambitions
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and try to help each other realize the goals for which each strives. The wife may have
ambitions equal to or exceeding those of her husband…Discussing problems together,
sharing views, and sacrificing self-interest to the extent that the other may enjoy some
privileges and opportunities are important aspects of the modern marriage.”
13
“Sex appeared as an uncontrollable force that spawned social chaos when its power
was let loose. On the other hand, midcentury purity advocates realized that they were
not dealing with a hidden, marginal phenomenon” (D’Emilio and Freedman 284).
Kinsey’s study had proven, to the chagrin of some, that “…American women were not
models of sexual propriety,” that half had premarital intercourse and that there existed
“a vast hidden world of sexual experience strongly at odds with publicly espoused
norms” (286). Freeman perceptively notes that in conservative textbooks
“Authoritarian patriarchal families were rebuked in favor of cooperative marital
partnerships and family units, albeit ones in which men retained masculinity and certain
male prerogatives” (xv).
14
Freeman also argues for a more nuanced understanding of sex education in the fifties,
saying that many of the FLE texts and courses were very open to classroom discussions
about sex and dating. While what she says is true and I embrace post-wave
understandings of feminism, it’s important to establish just how conservative the
agendas of FLE authors were – they consciously advocated a minimalist approach to sex
while heavy handedly emphasizing a political agenda designed to eradicate divorce and
juvenile delinquency. As I shall argue throughout this dissertation, when applied to girls,
the term “delinquency” was essentially code for free sexual choice.
15
The film was probably exhibited on the roadshow circuit, outside of mainstream
theaters, as white slavery was disallowed by the Production Code and the film would
not have been approved by the MPPC for distribution.
16
Screenwriters Jean Rouverol and Bernard Vorhaus visited “…several schools such as
the Ventura Home for Girls where inmate’s heads had been shaved” while researching
for the film (Williams). Williams’s brief article focuses on the progressive elements of So
Young, So Bad garnering some resistance in McCarthy-era America, while my focus is on
how the film sees teenage girls and proposes the “cure” for their wayward sexual
delinquencies. He links the film partly to the “Women in Prison” genre, which I think is
shortsighted given the fact that this is a film about teenagers with prison as the setting
rather than the main focus.
17
Fessler explains that middle class parents risked losing their reputations if daughters
were discovered to be pregnant out of wedlock, and the pressure was so intense that
some families disowned their daughters rather than face disenfranchisement. Solinger
notes that the diagnosis of neurosis allowed a woman to reform and take back her and
her family’s place in society, typically in exchange for her newborn baby being given up
for adoption.
18
Some scholars suggest the opposite – that the girl’s relationship with her father takes
precedent in contemporary literature. However, my reading of these sources, as well as
my examination of these films, is while fathers are often portrayed as the ideal
corrective for wayward girls, mother is typically considered the key to the girls’
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delinquency. Babette Block suggested that girls who are sexually active are sometimes
competing with their mothers, and that the “normal development” of a teen girl can
only happen when she is sexually educated via a good, healthy relationship with her
mother. The mom should instruct her as to sex’s “certain results” that can happen,
rather than a moral instruction. Education alone isn’t sufficient without “…the existence
of a stable, satisfying, affectional tie between mother and daughter, which also reduces
the intensity of the sex urge.” In other words if the daughter feels love, she won’t be as
likely to have sex to satisfy a lack of love in her life. “In ordinary circumstances a girl
patterns after her mother, observing the tie of both sex and love that the mother has to
the father.” (4) Loentine Young wrote that the reason that a girl becomes an unmarried
mother is not really related to her class origin, sinfulness, or the seduction of a male but
is more rooted in her “past life, her home and her childhood” (39). “Domination of the
home by one parent” is a consistent trait of unmarried mothers (40), as well as the
“…possessiveness and unhealthy tyranny” of said parent. “The domination of one
parent deprives the girl of normal relationships with either” (40) and this is usually the
mother (41), because “The mother is basically a woman who has never accepted her
own femininity…she both envies and despises her husband, and she generally marries a
passive man who cannot or will not oppose her domination of the family” (41).
19
I use the word deliberately here to suggest that “containment” was not a particularly
new strategy in America that only came on the scene via George Kennan. It was also not
necessarily political, as progressives and conservatives alike were always looking for
ways to contain teen sexuality. As I mentioned before, the teenager as a category has
no reason to be without the concept of restrained sexuality.
20
A study conducted in 1943 showed that about 90% of boys got their first information
about sex from other boys (5), and in a study of over 500 young men of various ages (1726 yrs), education levels, etc, 66.4% (average) had had premarital sex. (16) Boys first
had sex usually around age 17. (17)
21
Polled 150 men on their “Appraisal of Their Own Competency to Give Sex Education
to Their Children” and found that 47.3% felt unqualified, 20% doubtful or uncertain,
6.7% “can give a comprehensive understanding of sex and human relations”, and 26%
“can give instruction on venereal disease prevention and prophylaxis.” (38)
22
2/20/48 Gallup Poll showed that 57% of Americans approved of making the Kinsey
report available to the public. Kirkendall says that this is reflected as well in polls of
both city and farm families. (45-46)
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23

Divorce rates in America had been steadily on the rise throughout the twentieth
century, peaking in 1945, no doubt due to the many pre-war marriages that ended
when the soldiers came home. Ironically the rate had already begun to decline when
FLE curriculum found its way into public schools and it continued to recede until the
early 60s. Even then, it would not be until 1970 that the rate would equal and surpass
that of 1945, and since midcentury the number of divorces has often tended to parallel
the number of marriages in a given year – the more people who get married, the more
get divorced and so forth. In this way we do not see a dramatic change to the ratio of
marriages to divorces, at least since 1940. US Dept of Health, Education, and Welfare,
100 Years of Marriage and Divorce Statistics and
http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/tables/0850077.pdf. Graphed in Celello,
Kristin, Making Marriage Work: A History of Marriage and Divorce in the TwentiethCentury United States. UNC Press, 2009, p. 4
24
Nadel observes that 1950s female sexuality had to be duplicitous in that “it had to
signify abstinence and promise gratification; it had to indicate its presence through
absence.” (117)
25
“The truth of the matter was that Constance enjoyed her life alone. She told herself
that she had never been highly sexed to begin with, that her affair…had been a thing
born of loneliness.” (Metalious 29)
26
Leonard Cassuto, “Return to Peyton Place.” Chronicle of Higher Education, Vol. 52
Issue 49 (August 11, 2006), p. B11-B12. Others such as Ardis Cameron (“Open Secrets:
Rereading Peyton Place.” Introduction. Peyton Place. By Grace Metalious. Boston:
Northeastern UP, 1999 vii-xxx.) and Emily Toth (“Fatherless and Disposessed: Grace
Metalious as a French Canadian Writer.” Journal of Popular Culture, 15(1981): 28-38
and Inside Peyton Place: The Life of Grace Metalious. Jackson, MS: University Press of
Mississippi, 2000) have similar takes on Metalious’s “anticipation” of postwar feminism.
27
This is not to say that the author was uninterested in making a progressive argument,
however. Instead, Hirsh-Dickinson argues that the main thrust of the novel is to counter
the tendency of the Eisenhower era to position America for a post-atomic future that
was decidedly racial, in other words purely white, in makeup. White hegemony, located
principally in the town’s unscrupulous patriarchy, gets challenged by Metalious at
several turns.
28
The novel makes it clear that Constance is afraid of sex and afraid that Rossi will leave
her if he discovers the truth about Allison. “…she loved him in the only way a woman of
thirty-five can love a man when she has never loved before – wholeheartedly, with all
her mind and body, but also with fear. Constance regarded Michael Rossi as the
embodiment of everything she wanted and had never had, and she was afraid of losing
him.” (198)
29
Metalious 73 – the book is given no title in the film.
30
In the novel, Allison loses Norman to his mother and eventually becomes involved
with a man from New York. The last page has Allison excitedly responding to Constance
telling her that he has called to speak with her.
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31

Eriksonian developmentalism found its echo in works like Paul Goodman’s Growing
Up Absurd (1959) and to some extent in Harrison E. Salisbury’s The Shook-Up Generation
(1958). Salisbury laconically wrote that “…the origin of the shook-upness of our
generation lies in the home and in the community in which the youngster lives. It
begins early in his life. It starts with lack of love and care and attention…the child who is
cared for does not become shook-up.”31 His assertion, similar to Goodman, was that
the problems with delinquents were reflected by the society in which they lived. If one
changes the approach of the parent, or by extension the social agency which polices
youth culture, one will find that youngsters respond to care, understanding, and
personal connection. They act out as delinquents because they lack this kind of
connection at home. Goodman posited the delinquent as a potentially helpful
corrective to Whyte’s “organization man” – encouraging a healthy resistance to
conformist pressures present in American business and culture, much like Erikson
himself.
32
See the previous chapter’s discussion of this, and example textbooks from the era
including Elizabeth Force’s Your Family, Today and Tomorrow (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and World, Inc. 1955), which was marketed nationwide. There are several
excellent studies of sex education in the 20th century, most notably Jeffrey P. Moran,
Teaching Sex (Harvard, 2000), Rick Solinger, Wake Up Little Susie (Routledge 2000) ,
Patricia J. Campbell, Sexual Education Books for Young Adults (New York: xxxx 1979),
and Susan K. Freeman, Sex Goes to School: Girls and Sex Education before the 1960s.
(Champagne, IL: U of Illinois Press 2008). Family Relationship texts tended to be fairly
similar, with minor differences. Together they turned away from the more biologically
instructive sex education courses established by pre-war social reformers in favor of
only instructing students as to the benefits of stable marriages. In addition to Force, see
G. Pierce Wellington, Youth Comes of Age (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1948); Landis,
Judson T. and Mary G. Landis. Personal Adjustment, Marriage, and Family Living: A High
School Text (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1950); Landis, Paul H. Your Marriage and Family
Living (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1946); and, most particularly, the works of Evelyn Mills
Duvall, another prolific author of such books. In particular note Facts of Life and Love
for Teenagers, (New York: Association 1950, 56, 63) a bestselling text retitled Love and
the Facts of Life in its third edition, as well as The Art of Dating (New York: Association,
1958, 67) and Why Wait Till Marriage? (New York: Association, 1965). A useful
predecessor to some of these texts was also Lester A. Kirkendall, Sex Education as
Human Relations: A Guidebook on Content and Methods for School Authorities and
Teachers (New York: Inor, 1950).
33
Before 1944 in fact we see only one mainstream film to deal with the subject, the
Preston Sturges comedy The Miracle of Morgan’s Creek, in which a young woman’s
surprise pregnancy eventually brings the local community fame because she has
octuplets. The man responsible for the pregnancy also agrees to marry her.
34
As mentioned in the previous chapter, many bemoaned the decline of sex education
in the 1950s. Some authors rebelled by attempting to counter Family Life curricula.
Campbell mentions that at least one textbook author, Maxine Davis, reflected the sexual
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revolution in her Sex and the Adolescent (New York: Dial, 1958) in which she wrote in
detail about contraceptives and the clitoris, orgasm, and homosexuality (Campbell 106107). Furthermore, authors like Kirkendall became progressively less conservative by
the end of the 1950s and bucked the trend of Family Life education, authoring PreMarital Intercourse and Interpersonal Relationships (New York: Julian, 1961). (Campbell
104)
35
Not the titular couple of Bob and Sally, the fourth and now lost pregnancy
exploitation film of the 1940s.
36
The role of the impregnating male was sometimes didactically villainous, though this
was not necessarily true of most pregnancy films of the period.
37
Examples of this are pervasive in contemporary literature. See Block’s work, wherein
she argues that the social worker must repair the damage inflicted by the girl’s mother,
and in fact be a “stand-in” for that mother at times.
38
It was not until 1972 in “Eisenstadt v. Baird” that singles would be granted the right to
birth control, and of course the following year would see the decision in Roe v. Wade.
These cases and others like them were representative of the Supreme Court’s assertion
of the right to privacy supported by the Fourth Amendment and the freedom of speech
protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution. In the case of Griswold, “the
growing awareness of overpopulation and the need for birth control measures
stimulated the drive for privacy” (Kutler 645). In his opinion, Justice Douglas stated that
“The present case…concerns a law which, in forbidding the use of contraceptives rather
than regulating their manufacture or sale, seeks to achieve its goals by means of having
a maximum destructive impact upon that relationship.” (647) Sex ultimately became
the legally protected private domain of consenting persons.
39
In the era of the nuclear family, it is not surprising to find an abundance of literature
on the dangers of single parenting. Force’s work, mentioned above, saw single
parenting as an “evil” responsible for a range of sins, from delinquency to alien
indoctrination. Getting pregnant before marriage was often seen as an automatic
forfeiture of parental rights. One woman recalled “…part of me had enough
indoctrination to believe I was not a mother. They make that very clear: “You’re not a
mother. You are too young. You are a bad person. You got pregnant and you aren’t
married. You are not entitled to this baby. You’re gonna give this baby a chance in
life.” (Fessler, 170-171) It followed that a child raised by a single mother – especially a
young mother – had no chance of normal development, and was most likely destined to
become a delinquent. Even academics who fought for a more understanding approach
to single motherhood recognized it as a problem in need of correction. For example,
psychologist Florence Collier wrote that “Individuals, to protect the social structure
against their own submerged desires for forbidden sexual gratification, direct aggression
and punishment against the unmarried mother and her child who have mobilized their
own hidden wishes and hence their defenses against those wishes. “ (631) However in
the same article she goes on to say that the point of “understanding” the unwed mother
is to help her so that she will “not again be impelled to violate the social order” (633)
The unwed mother was still a neurotic, like most promiscuous girls is impulse driven and
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immature. (642-643) Sollinger also reports that unwed mothers were seen as neurotic
and even psychotic (6). This was part of a cultural shift after World War II, at least
concerning white single pregnant women, who had become more middle class and less
easily dismissed as products of a poor socio-economic environment (15-16).
40
Winnicott for example formulated the “good-enough mother,” whose astute
nurturing could gradually allow the child to become less and less dependent upon her.
This mother “...starts off with an almost complete adaptation to her infant's needs, and
as time proceeds she adapts less and less completely, gradually, according to the
infant's growing ability to deal with her failure" (Winnicott, 1953).
41
It should be noted here that Peyton Place, adapted in 1957 one year after the novel
became a best-seller, was a melodrama that contained a teen pregnancy, spawned by
Noah Cross’s rape of his stepdaughter Selena. I do not classify this film as a pregnancy
melodrama however so much as a melodrama about single parenting and sex
education, which I will discuss in more detail in a forthcoming chapter.
42
I don’t talk about Blue Denim in this chapter because it was so unremarkably similar to
the pregnancy films that preceded it, minus the graphic sex education insert. As such it
doesn’t represent the evolution of the pregnancy film as we see in Unwed Mother or
Daves’s work, particularly Susan Slade, where teen pregnancy is transformative rather
than just ultimately tolerable. Fan magazines even betray a kind of shame on the part
of the film’s producers one month after its release; stars Carol Lynley and Brandon De
Wilde are cited in Photoplay vehemently denying that teenagers and parents are like
those in the movie, and asserting their own clean living standards (no “parking” or
“necking”, etc). De Wilde goes as far to say that no one under age 21 should go steady
(Johnson 76)
43
See my extended analysis of A Summer Place in the last chapter of this dissertation,
concerning parent-child intimacy.
44
Breastfeeding had gone out of style by midcentury in America; arguments seeking to
explain this point to the influence of infant formula manufacturers, and the
endorsements of medical professionals, as well as cultural factors such as the “othering”
and perceived barbarism of breastfeeding ethnic groups, the desire to control the
appearance of women’s bodies, and – significantly – the devaluation of mother-infant
intimacy (Berney, Adrienne Whitney, Reforming the Maternal Breast: Infant Feeding and
American Culture, 1870-1920. ProQuest Dissertations and Theses; 1998). However,
breastfeeding and wetnursing gradually made a comeback among middle class women,
particularly by the 1980s. This comeback had its roots in the late 1950s, with the
founding of La Leche League in 1956. Still, less than a quarter of middle class women
breastfed before 1971, compared to over half by 1981 (Golden, Janet. A Social History
of Wet Nursing in America: From Breast to Bottle. Columbus, OH: Ohio State UP, 2001,
p. 204). Among lower class women, breastfeeding had always been more common and
was seen by the middle class as “animalistic” (205). We can surmise, then, that the
positive portrayal of breastfeeding in Susan Slade comes at a time when it was still
generally seen as a primitive, even unsafe practice. Certainly Susan’s embrace of it
might be understood to be countercultural, much like her eventual decision to keep the
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baby. At the same time, the innocent teen girl star’s endorsement of both actions
would have lent some credibility to the emerging pro-nursing voice in public discourse.
Narratively, breastfeeding also serves a purpose in that it connects Susan’s body to her
baby’s in a way that Susan’s mother cannot, suggesting that, at least physically, the best
mother for the child is its biological mother.
45
Here we might surmise an ironic response to momism; the overprotectiveness of the
father, manifested in a kind of hyper-provision with the aim of protecting Susan’s
reputation and the family’s good standing in the community, is rewarded with death.
Mr. Slade’s demise clears the way for the family’s return to California and Susan’s
rekindled romance with the man who will marry and redeem her standing himself.
Logically then, his overprotectiveness is what kept Susan from a legitimacy, and
prevented her from healthy normative development into a wife/mother. In this way
natural motherhood “triumphs” over overprotective fatherhood – an unusual narrative
given its appearance in a culture which was still largely suspicious of the dangers of the
unchecked parenting of the mother.
46
I owe this particular observation to Virginia Blum.
47
To her own frustration, Dee would continue to be associated with innocence for the
rest of her career, despite the role in Summer Place and her subsequent marriage and
divorce with Bobby Darrin. She once told Roger Ebert, “They call me a cute little powder
puff. For 10 years, I've been the cute little powder puff…I've never been as naive and
sweet and good as my so-called image. I'd be a moron.” Stevens had a breakthrough in
Lewis’s comedy Rock-a-Bye Baby (1958) and the TV series Hawaiian Eye (1959) were she
played "Cricket Blake", a spunky, tomboyish singer/photographer. Stevens was a singer
herself and had several hit songs.
48
This magazine was clearly geared toward a female readership – ads abounded for
feminine products (tampons, nail polish, hair removers, women’s undergarments,
cosmetics, acne creams, womens’ advice books, etc) and most of the letters to the
editor were from female readers. Furthermore, during this era its staff was made up
almost entirely of women; in 1961 only the art director and staff photographer were
male. Photoplay is thus an ideal publication for studying the reception and publicity
aspects of female engagement with star culture in the late 50s and early 60s.
49
“Readers Inc.” October 1959. Joan W. from Brooklyn writes that parents won’t let
her do “anything” or go out at night; “How late do you think I should be able to stay out
for a Saturday-night dance?” To which editor Evelyn Pain responds “Sandra Dee says
11:00...” and also references other teen girl stars. (12) Another girl writes that Sandra
Dee would be an ideal “Best Friend” (B. Champagne of Covington LA, p. 14)
50
“Studio florists arranged the flowers, studio photographers patrolled the aisles; as
studio contract singer trilled “Ave Maria.” Elizabeth’s attendants, billed as her
“girlfriends,” were, in fact, fellow contract players like Jane Powell and other girls with
studio affiliations…and the seating plan devised by the studio made sure to place
Elizabeth’s parents together – all of them.” (Mann 117)
51
“Every last glittering detail of Elizabeth’s wedding dress was gobbled up by an avid
public, many of whom then coped the pattern for their own weddings, from the chiggon
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at the neckline to the embroidery of seed pearls to the “misty” veil worn over the face.”
Mann, 117
52
If one sticks exclusively to the cultural work at play in the narrative itself, of course
Doan’s Desire to Desire comes to mind – star and spectator alike conditioned to desire
what the object of admiration doesn’t really seek. In this chapter however I will expose
the many ruptures in that system which complicate our understanding of repressed
female agency in the postwar years.
53
While the manipulation of adolescence with an eye on conformity had been going on
since the 1920s in the field of adolescent psychology (Kett 238, Kidd 233), it seems to
have come to Hollywood closer to midcentury. I delineate this period from pre-war
Hollywood because a) female teen actresses were not highly publicized commodities
before that time; Judy Garland and Deanna Durbin are the first significant actresses to
begin to be publicized in fan magazines in the late 1930s, but we do not see
meticulously manufactured adolescent female stardom until MGM pioneers it in the
1940s. Any rare exceptions to this rule didn’t particularly marry in their teens, though
there are some such as Loretta Young, who married in 1930 at the age of 17.
54
Sacco has discovered that the racism and classism present in Progressive-era science
lead to the conclusion, very strong by the 1940s, that father-daughter incest never
occurred within middle and upper class white families.54
55
Advice in literature throughout the early century and midcentury period consistently
proffered marriage and family as a “career” choice for women, but not for men. Moran
(127) and Celello (35) for example discuss the fact that marriage educators in college
encouraged young single women to think of homemaking as a job that required
intelligence and scientific study in order to make it seem like a satisfying, appealing
alternative to women considering career options. Celello quotes Ernest Rutherford
Groves, a professor at the University of North Carolina (in “Sex Education,” Newsweek,
July 14, 1934, p.25) as an example of this, but there were many such experts.
Furthermore May’s analysis of the Kelly Longitudinal Study revealed a number of wives
who, when surveyed, believed that marriage and family were not only choices distinct
from the “career girl” path in life, but that married life was preferable to being single
and having no sense of “purpose” (23-24). The implication was that a girl’s choice to
dedicate her future to an occupational career would be met by a lifetime of loneliness
and lack of fulfillment, not to mention a missed opportunity to fully experience
womanhood.
56
Lassonde cites Kohli, Mintz, and Stearns’s work to illustrate that 1) childhood began to
develop with the industrial age, and in America particularly with the rise of compulsory
attendance at public schools, which 2) lead to a 20th century belief in the child’s
development according to various stages of growth. 3) The 1920s saw a dramatic
increase in the number of parenting experts seeking to define and guide parents
through these stages. The first “age compression” period of the century began in the
1940s and lasted until the late 1960s.
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It should be noted that Cynthia was not necessarily the first time that Taylor had been
sexualized in a film. Studlar examines the sexual undertones of Taylor’s virginity in
National Velvet, The White Cliffs of Dover (1944), and Jane Eyre (1943).
58
Francis was gay (Wayne xiv, Mann 62) and had a strained relationship with Rosa.
59
Objectified from the age of sixteen as “the sweater girl,” a buxom teen character
raped and murdered by her teacher in They Won’t Forget (1937), Turner wrote that her
onscreen identity was “…the sexual promise, the object of desire” and that she was
initially given to MGM by Zeppo Marx as a six-month “option,” the kind of girl usually
“passed around” between studio executives for sexual favors (29). While “protected”
from this sort of treatment by her status as director Mervyn LeRoy’s protégée, Turner
seems to have discovered early on that she could stay employed and succeed by
selectively sleeping with older men. In this way she got to choose who to be with and
have some agency rather than simply become the next grateful yet discarded fling of
studio executives. In the beginning, she dated boys her own age on the MGM lot, such
as Jackie Coogan and Mickey Rooney, and by the time she starred with Rooney in Love
Finds Andy Hardy (1938), had secretly gotten an abortion (Rooney, Life 98). After that,
she seems to have dated older men almost exclusively. Rooney wrote that she was
always with a man “five times a sophisticated” as himself, suggesting that such men had
more to offer her than a boy her own age (Rooney, I.E., 99-100). It doesn’t appear that
she found older men to be more careful in the bedroom – she had two subsequent
abortions. However, the desire to quickly “become” an adult was part of the appeal of
the older man. Of her first date with 30 year old Greg Bautzer, She wrote that “I’d
always wanted to be older and know what life was all about…when we went dancing, he
would rub his body up against mine. It would thrill me, make me shiver…” (37). She
also wrote as though being with Bautzer placed her on a competitive level with grown
actresses who also vied for his affections, in particular Joan Crawford, with whom she
had a confrontation about the affair (39). Tuner’s sexual choices upset the studio
greatly. Louis B. Mayer called her into his office and “In an emotional disappointed tone
he told me that keeping late hours and making the papers were risking my wonderful
future. He actually had tears in his eyes at one point…” before accusing her of only
being interested in “…and he pointed to his crotch” (Tuner 35). Not long thereafter,
Turner married bandleader Artie Shaw, and would marry and divorce eight times
throughout her career. While boy stars like Rooney were as promiscuous as Turner,
Mayer simply assigned a chaperone to be on the lookout for the press (Life 113-116).
60
Here I take issue with Scheiner’s depiction of Dee as an abuse victim who embodies
the cultural double standard of the 1950s – be sexy but stay a virgin. Media texts did
not simply create a sexually pure image of Dee that obscured her dysfunctional life; she
had agency regarding her own image formation, using the reputation of her controlling
mother and the implications of sexual abuse to fashion an innocent, highly sympathetic
portrait of herself that would resonate with spectators.
61
Dee’s son Dodd confirmed that her birth date was two years younger than advertised;
her mother lied about Sandy’s age to the studio in order to make her more competitive
for parts. (80)
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Indeed, the characterization that she had femme fatale-esque “charms” would follow
her throughout her teenage years. An example of this is in Sara Hamilton’s gossip
column for Photoplay in the March issue, where she writes, “…John Saxon regards
Sandra Dee as a sort of teenage nuisance. The deeply philosophical Mr. Saxon smiles
indulgently at Miss Dee, little dreaming that day by day the wise little blonde is more
and more becoming aware of the power of those fatal feminine charms. Look out,
Johnny Saxon! Wiser men than you have been caught in that oh, so tender trap” (17).
The unknown irony at the time was that Dee had in fact been sexually abused for years
by her stepfather.
63
In her study of Rita Hayworth, Adrienne McLean writes that while we cannot expect
fan magazines of the 40s and 50s to “…reproduce the explicit and overt discussions” of
child sex abuse that we might find in recent decades, stories featuring an actresses’
parents or family life were rare and in Hayworth’s case, it was telling that even in stories
that described her family in glowing terms were “disturbingly close” to implying an
incestuous past (67-68). Still, such “hurt past” narratives had their uses, particularly
when it came to connecting with a fan base of postwar women. Building on the work of
Jane Gaines and Alexander Doty, McLean says that the coded language concerning
sexual abuse ultimately fashioned the image of Hayworth which “at once engaged issues
relating to the successful performance of femininity in a patriarchal society…and the
traumatic effects of abuse” (69). In Dee’s case, I argue a similar interpretation.
64
The shipwrecked night was originally quite different, however, suggesting oral sex act
between the teenagers. Johnny cuts his finger on a sharp piece of shell, and Molly
“advises” him to “Suck it”. Johnny responds, “ No..it’s nothing” followed by Molly
grabbing his hand to suck it herself, stating “You could be poisoned (she sucks it)” She
then rips off a piece of shirt-tail to “bind his “wound” and they snuggle up for bed
(Delmer Daves, A Summer Place screenplay, first draft, p. 46. Delmer Daves papers,
Stanford University Special Collections Archives ). There are moments such as this
throughout the early drafts where Daves inserted a number of pre-marital sexual acts –
often thinly disguised by entendres – which are clearly meant to titillate the spectator
but imply a certain independence from purely marital sexual intimacy.
65
Delmer Daves, notes on the novel A Summer Place. Delmer Daves, papers, Standford
University Special Collections Archives, Palo Alto CA
66
Wilson, A Summer Place, p. 38-39
67
Delmer Daves, first draft of screenplay, Special Collections Archive, Stanford
University
68
Delmer Daves, A Summer Place estimating script, 12/1/58, p. 37. Delmer Daves
papers, Stanford University Special Collections Archives
69
Delmer Daves, A Summer Place screenplay, first draft, p. 111-112. Delmer Daves
papers, Stanford University Special Collections Archives
70
Letter, Sloane Wilson to Andrew D. Weinberger, 1/16/59, p.2. Delmer Daves papers,
Stanford University Special Collections Archives
71
Even at this significant age difference, marriages like that between Humphrey Bogart
and Lauren Bacall were celebrated and seen as very romantic.
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In 1962, Life magazine ran the cover story “Boys and Girls Too Old Too Soon:
America’s Subteens Rushing Toward Trouble.” It bemoaned the fact that “Impulsive
teen-age marriages, a frequent result of subteen precocity, end in divorce at many times
the normal rate. When children try to grow up too soon, they actually find the real
steps toward maturity so difficult to take, they may never really grow up at all” (54).
The author wrote that teen girls between ten and thirteen years old wore makeup, went
steady with boys, necked and fondled them even with parents in the same room, and
danced. Their parents permitted such behavior because they had to desire to discipline
the teens or initiate “war” at home; therefore, children did what they wanted. Twelve
year olds like Debbie Yarbrough thus became “femme fatales” who were part of a new
“…generation whose jumble of innocence and worldly wisdom is unnaturally precocious
– and alarming.” While parental permissiveness got the ultimate blame for the early
teen’s “rush” into “growing up too much, too fast, too soon,” (54) another voice in the
article blamed the idealization of marriage. Judson Landis – ironically an FLE curriculum
writer himself, was quoted saying that “We’ve set up marriage and children as the
panacea guaranteeing happiness and security to every youngster. This has been
oversold in the home, in movies, in television, in the press, in romance magazines…”
(62). In this comment we find the ironic beginnings of a realization that the
conservative impulse to suppress premarital teen sexuality in the 1950s had itself led to
a hyper-sexualization of the child. The inspiration to encourage teens to marry early so
as to promise them sexual fulfillment without having to wait too long to find it, along
with the promise that marital sex and nuclear family life would be fulfilling, backfired.
Instead of remaining virgins and waiting until marriage to have sex, teens were simply
dating earlier with marriage in mind; they therefore probably had sex earlier than ever
before, and left the “innocence” of childhood behind earlier than before, in pursuit of
the dream of marriage and family.
73
See May’s American and the Pill, where she writes about activists like her father who
championed population control.
74
Louella Parsons claimed that Weld “…is not a good representative for the motion
picture industry…a disgrace to Hollywood” (Conner 43).
75
There were also rumors of a childhood nervous breakdown. Weld would later
confirm that she began drinking heavily at the age of nine, started smoking cigarettes
and marijuana soon thereafter (Conner 19-20).
76
Conner quotes the article “Make the Man Love Me” in the September 1959 issue of
Coronet magazine, on the cover of which Weld posed with a copy of Nabokov’s Lolita,
where Weld “defended her attraction to older men.” (Conner 63).
77
The Heer and Grossbard-Schectman study, conducted in 1981, showed that
premarital activity substantially increased among teen girls as a result of the Women’s
Liberation movement, especially after 1965.
78
See Allyn’s Make Love, Not War, which argues that by the mid-1960s, baby boomers
like Weld were in college and quite open with their sexuality and disdainful of their
parents’ sexual hypocrisy (50).
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Conner states that Weld was already being called the “baby Beatnik” because she
frequented coffee houses (56). However, she used the term loosely – once calling
fashion magazines “beatnik” for example (57) – as did Hollywood in the sense that it
seemed to alternately condemn and celebrate the term for its own purposes. For
example, Weld co-starred with Bob Denver in The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis (19591963), a television sitcom wherein she was the teenaged Gillis’s some time girlfriend
and Denver was his beatnik buddy. Throughout, the beatnik is dirty, lazy, and generally
clueless, though lovable. Some films of the time portray Beatniks as threatening
criminals, however. Their depiction seems to have generally been adjusted to anticipate
the predisposition of the show or film’s target demographic.
80
This is not to say that Weld’s controversies began in 1960, or in Photoplay. If
anything, they seem to begin around the time that she was cast in Dobie Gillis in the late
50s. Conner for example references an article in Screen Stars (“Tuesday Weld and the
Secrets of Her Past” 1959) (Conner 68).
81
“Sara Hamilton’s Inside Stuff” noted that “Richard and Tuesday Weld are still at the
hand holding stage – in the daytime. But evenings usually finds (sic) Tuesday riding the
roller coaster with Elvis Presley at Ocean Park” (20). Robert Dean’s “Can Tuesday Hold
On To Elvis?” discussed Elvis’s attempts to keep their dates hidden from the public and
Dick Beymer, and his conflicts with Colonel Tom Parker over the issue.
82
There are least two indirect references to this in Photoplay, first by Cal York in
February 1963 – “Very hush-hush about Tuesday Weld’s mysterious trip to a hospital in
November” (18) – and then Hedda Hopper In April 1965 – when Weld “spent a hushhush weekend in a hospital” (25).
83
The exceptions are animated features Snow White and the Seven Dwarves (1937),
Cinderella (1950), and Sleeping Beauty (1959).
84
For example, see James Kincaid’s discussion of the eroticized child in Victorian
literature, as well as Goshgarian’s To Kiss the Chastening Rod and Gaylyn Studlar’s work
in Precocious Charms.
85
See her performances in Douglas Sirk’s All That Heaven Allows (1955) and Magnificent
Obsession (1954).
86
To Disney, the Pollyanna of his film was not the overly saccharine good girl of the
book but a girl who, in the words of a jingle that he plays, is always “…embracing
mischief/ angel devil both and more/ unafraid to say what she has to say/ full of frowns
and laughter/ heart of gold so young so old…” and Disney ends the jingle by adding “and
that’s Hayley Mills!” Even three years after the film’s theatrical release, he was still
plagued by the assumption that the word “Pollyanna” conjured a common impression
that in his own words was “…not entirely complimentary.” (Preface to Televised
Pollyanna).
87
Watts argues that Mills was an “ideal woman-in-training for postwar America” (333),
but in the sense that she was a consensus, adorable starlet or “America’s Sweetheart.”
Here I am making a more nuanced argument about the sociopolitical charge of her
image, particularly in the context of her appearance in fan magazines like Photoplay as
well as her Disney films.
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The film was later remade as a television series starring Patty Duke.
In America, “togetherness” had come to be understood as an all-encompassing term
for the ideal of nuclear family life, marked specifically by “…a family style that included
youthful marriage, an egalitarian ethos, and the increased sharing of parental and
breadwinning tasks,” with a primary emphasis on the parenting of children as opposed
to the primacy of romance between husband and wife (Weiss 116). The
characterization of the Millses as such a family would not be accurate strictly speaking –
his opposition to early marriage for example reflects a more progressive stance when
compared with American postwar tradition – but otherwise would have fit with most
Americans’ understanding that a heavy emphasis on rearing Hayley “unspoiled” was
ideal.
90
Spock’s Baby and Child Care (1946) and subsequent parenting books were very
popular but received backlash from advocates of strict discipline in the home, who felt
that his “do what feels right” approach was undisciplined and overly permissive. Over
the years they tended to blame the perceived problems of the baby boom generation
on his advice to parents. Spock responded to such criticism by protesting that he
championed only “limited permissiveness” balanced with discipline. Nevertheless,
public figures such as Spiro Agnew and Norman Vincent Peal were denouncing his work
by the late 1960s, particularly as young people and Spock himself began to protest
America’s involvement in the Vietnam War.
91
See for example Karl Shapiro’s To Abolish Children, which argued that America had
been violently conquered by a “child mentality,” lead by the tyranny of revolutionary
youth without any particular agenda.
92
Her hands in this photo are up and back behind the shoulders, and she wears a
“pouty” expression of her face.
93
See Harris’s work on stardom and stereotype, page 40. Ingrid Bergman made a
similar infamous mistake when leaving her family for Rossellini.
94
By 1964, coverage of Farrow had begun to rival the ubiquitous Taylor in various fan
magazines (Slide 195).
95
Epstein references an article by Rex Reed in a 1967 issue of Esquire. Rubin’s version
of the quote (not footnoted) goes “I always knew Frank would wind up in bed with a
little boy” (36).
96
Maureen O’Sullivan remarked, “The people she now sees with Frank were guests in
our home when she was a little girl” (Rubin 36).
89
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